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Medora Lena, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Carpenter of Brooks, Me., passed to
her rest Sunday, April 14th, seventeen years
of age. She was the last of three daughters,
all of
whom have died young.
Never
strong, and always suffering from a heart
difficulty, Lena,—as she was known to all,—
endured all her suffering, even the last,
with a gentle and trusting spirit. Born in
Jackson, the most of her life was spent in
Brooks, where her kindly manner, her deep
interest in the welfare of others, and her
unselfish conduct won for her the affection
of everyone.
The circle of her friends,
however, was as broad as her acquaintances.
Naturally possessing religious traits of
character, yet her life was more the product
of that careful, thoughtful and conscientious training of the home. She never knew
the time when she was not. a Christian.
About a year ago she united with the Congregational church of Brooks, to the interests of which she was extremely devoted.
[ She loved the Sunday school, her teachers
and her class-mates; she loved the house of
God and the preaching of the word, and
she was loyal and true in her devotion to
her pastor. But it was in her home where
she was more the life and the light, and
where her great love for her own was most
Ifully reciprocated. The esteem in which
she was held was evidenced at the’home on
Wednesday, where the funeral was held, in
tire many sorrowing ones who gathered, and
The
in .the floral offerings they brought.
interment was in Jackson Center. She has
gone out from hearts and homes, leaving
sorrow and sadness, yet the memory of a
sweet life, a loving and beautiful character,

Mrs. Martha B. Moody died April 18th,
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Alice A.
Grant, in South Belfast, at the advanced
age of ninety years, four months and sixteen days.
She was born in Standish, Me.,
the daughter of George and Martha Thombs
and was the last of her father’s family to
pass away. She leaves to mourn their loss
six children—Mrs. Alice A. Grant, Mrs.
Mary M. Wood and Orlando K. Moody of
Belfast; Alonzo M., of Sailors’ Home, N. V.,
George of Minneapolis, Minn., and Mrs.
Allie Moore of Chelsea, Mass.; also eight
grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren. Although she was confined to her
bed for the past three years she bore her
sufferings in silence, greeting everyone with
a smile.
She was a kind friend and loving
mother and will be missed by all who knew
her. The floral offerings were as follows:
pillow, “Mother,” from the childreu; bouquet of pinks and lilies, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
at

Herrick and Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Thorndike;
bouquet, Henry 0. and Harry W. Brown;
bouquet piuks, Edith and MSftie Moody;
bouquet, Harold aud Maude Herrick; bouquet pinks, Gladys and Martha Coombs.
Maria Louise, widow of the late Philip G.
Coombs, died at her home on Allyn street
in this city Tuesday, April “3rd, after a long
and paiuful illness. She was born in Portland, Aug. 7, 1850, the daughter of the late
Charles and Louise Fernald, aud came to
this city with her family in 1808, and Belfast
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Elias B. Hall died in Knox April 22nd
76 years 3 months. During his long
and useful life he had ever merited the respect and high esteem of his fellowtownsmen, and in his death the town loses one of
its most worthy citizens, a representative of

aged
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work here and to have laid down to rest.
He rests from his labors and his works do
follow him. His wife, Dolly Gordon Hall,
preceded him to the home above May 30,
1896.
He was the father of seven children,
four daughters and three sons, all of whom
survive him. His funeral, April 25th, was
largely attended, and the floral offerings
were abundant and very beautiful.
The
services were conducted by the writer, Rev.
U. Small of Brooks.
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upright Christian manhood. He was ready
for every good work and cause, showing his
faith by his works.
He was not fickleminded, not carried away with undue flight
of feeling, but more like the sturdy oak unmoved by storm and tempest, yet genial and
kind. He manifested great anxiety for the
church, and prayed and sacrificed for its
prosperity. He was truly denominational
but not sectarian. He did, and could,freely
worship with all God’s people. Industry,
prudence, and generosity were among his
prominent characteristics. As a husband
and father he was kind and indulgent; a
wise instructor, faitbtul and true in all reIUUCI
tUlCUCS.
XiACVULlUU
He seemed to have done all his
'l, the defendant having spects.

w
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Coombs was a worthy woman, a foud and
mother and was devoted to her home
interests to the last. The funeral took place
at her late home Friday afternoon, Rev.
Ashley A. Smith of the Universalist church
officiating, and a large circle of friends show
ing their respect and sympathy with an
abundance of beautiful flowers. Harold is in
the fifth grade and his classmates sent a basket of flowers. Marguerite is a member of
grade four in the south intermediate school
aud the class has a favorite plaut, which was
in full bloom at the time Mrs. Coombs died.
The members of the class each cut a blossom from the plant and sent it to the little
girl, with a brief note of sympathy in the
true

William K. Boulter died April 21st m
Westbrook, Me., at the borne of his aunt
Miss Khoda Doe, after an illness of severa1

mouths. He was 30 years of age, the son of
Henry J. Boulter of Knox, with whom he
made his home. Three brothers, Herbert
and George of Knox and Alpheus of Brooks,
and two sisters, Mrs. Fred Gilchrist and
Mrs. Nathan Davis, survive him and have
the sympathy of their many friends. The
funeral took place at the East Knox church,
April 24th at 10 a. m., Rev. David Brackett
of Brooks officiating. There were numerous
floral offerings from relatives and friends,
including a handsome wreath from the
brothers, white oarnations from the sisters
and pinks from J. Gordon, Pittsfield. The
deceased was of a quiet nature, had a£een
sense of honor,was kind-hearted and a most
He did his duty on
pleasant associate.
earth and without a murmur of vain regret
went willingly to his last repose. He will
be sincerely missed by a host of friends.

John J. Alexander, one of Nevada’s best
known cattle men, Is dead, and with the
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passing of his spirit from this earth a noted
THE CHURCHES.
Mason, a pioneer of the State and Reno citizen’s work is done. Alexander breathed
his last after an illness of several days, reThe members of tbe Unitarian parish and
sulting from a complication of diseases that
Rev. J. L. Corson made a business trip t<
have harassed him for several years.
The their friends enjoyed a parish party in Bangor, Monday.
family at the little home three miles below Memorial Hall last Thursday evening.
Reno are mourning the loss of a man they
Mr. Connor of the Bowker Fertilizer Co
The Seaside Spiritualist church will hold made a call at
loved well, one who always worked for the
Cape Jellison piers last week
interests of his friends and was known aud services at Seaside Grange halli Field street,
Mrs. Ralph Morse will entertain the
liked by every old settler in Nevada.
The every Sunday at 2
p. m, weather permit- Ladies’ Aid Society this, Thursday, afterfuneral will be held tomorrow afternoon

THE NEWS Of

STOCKNWSPRINGS.

at
two o’clock. The Masons will have charge
of the services, and interment will be after
the services in the temple here.
Born in
Belfast, Maine, in 1841, John Alexander
worked as a shipbuilder until the “go west”
fever became strong in his veins. To the
coast he journeyed with his brother, Lewis
Alexander, in 1860; and three years later
they had acquired great herds of cattle, and
were known as the largest owners in Nevada.
In 1886 John Alexander came to
Washoe county and located a few miles
south of this city. Forty-five years before
his death Alexander was taken into the
Masonic order. He joined at Virginia City.
Since then he has always been a member of
John Alexanhigh standing in the order.
der was one of twelve children. Two brothers and a sister survive.
Robie Alexander,
a brother lives at Belfast, Me., Lewis Alexander, a brother, lives in this city, and Lucy
Alexander Shannon, a sister, is a resident
of Oakland.—Nevada State Journal.
James N. Sprague, a Civil War veteran,
died at his home in China April 20th of
heart failure. Mr. Sprague was born and
lived many years in Troy, but for several
years had lived in Palermo and for the last
year in China. He married when a young
man Miss Frances
Daly of Wilkesbarre,
Besides a widow
Pa., who survives him.
Mr. Sprague leaves five children, Mrs. Ida
Cooper and Miss Olive Sprague of Wilkesbarre, l’a., Miss Georgia Sprague, Eugene
and Delos Sprague of Chiua. Mr. Sprague
was a kind husband and father and will be
greatly missed by his family. The funeral
was held Tuesday at his late home and the
remains were put in the tomb at the village to be taken later to Troy, where they
will be buried.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
Golden Cross Temple, No. 11, Pythian Sisters.
Whereas, In view of the loss sustained by
the decease of our brother and associate,
William H. Nickerson, and of the still
heavier loss sustained by those who were
nearest and dearest to him; therefore, be it
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to
the memory of the departed to say that in
regretting his removal from our midst we
mourn for one who was in every way worthy
of our respect and regard.
Resolved, That we sincerely condole with
the family of the deceased on the dispensation with which it has pleased Divine Providence to afflict them, and commend them for
consolation to Him who orders all things
for the best and whose chastisements are
meant in mercy.
Resolved, That this heartfelt testimonial
of.our sympathy and sorrow be forwarded
to the family of our departed brother by the
secretary of the Temple.
Resolved, That there be a copy of these
resolutions on the records of the Temple
and also one sent to The Republican Journal for publication.
Mrs. May Whitney,
Angeria W. Gordon,
Mrs. Emma F. Estes,
Com. on Resolutions.
Seaside Grange, Belfast, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
As death has again entered our midst and
removed our worthy brother, William H.
Nickerson, from Seaside Grange, one who
was respected by all and was ever zealous
for the good of our order; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the stricken family, and commend them to the God who doeth all things
well.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved family, a copy
to the Bangor Weekly Commercial, The Belfast Journal for publication and also a copyspread upon our records to his memory.
Harvey Cunningham,
Sarah

Hubbard,

Henry Pettee,
Com. on Resolutions.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, has
adopted the following resolutions of respect ;
Whereas, The great ruler of the Universe

has removed from our order Addison S.
Prentiss we are forcibly reminded of the
fact that, “In the midst of life we are in
deatlitherefore, be it
Resolved, That by the death of Brother
Prentiss, Harvest Moon Grange, No. 57, has
lost an honorable member and a valued
friend.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy
to his widow and children, and that our
charter be draped in mourning for thirty

days.
Resolved, That

a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family of our departed
a copy placed
upon our records
and that they be published in The Belfast
Journal and Bangor Commercial.
A. M. Higgins,
Committee
)
Flora E. Ward,
on
R. S. Ward.
1 Resolutions.
Thorndike, April 13, 1907.

brother,

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate,
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending April 29, 1907;
Columbus G. Carley, Boston, Mass., to
Viola F. Toung, Cambridge, Mass.; land
and buildings in Prospect.
Walter J. Creamer, Stockton Springs, to
William J. Venno, do.; land in Stockton
were

Springs.

ing.

noon.

The subject of the sermon at the Universalist church next Sunday will be, The Red
Badge of Courage. Sunday school at 12

o’clock.

Christian Science services

are held at J.
No. 67 Cedar street, every Sunat 11 o’clock and Wednesday
evening at 7.30, to which all are oordially
welcome.

F.

Fernald’s,
day morning

L. Albert Gardner returned by boat Tuesday, from a two weeks business and pleastrip to Boston.

ure

The Young Ladies’ Guild will meet Friday afternoon, May 3rd, with the Misses
Colcord, East Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. James Spellman, James
Harrimau and Mrs. Cunningham, went tc
Bangor from Cape Jellison last Mondoy.
We are pleased to report the improved
condition of Mrs. H. E. Rouillard and the
robust health of the new little son, Garrath,

There will be services in the chapel at
Northport Sunday, May 5th, at 10.30
Capts. Melvin E. Colcord and Harry
a. m. with a sermon
by tbe pastor, Rev. G- Harrimau and others of our townspeople
G. Winslow.
Services in the Brainard were in Bangor Tuesday to hear W. J.
schoolhouse at 2.30 p. m.
Bryan speak.
East

First Parish Churdh (Unitarian) service
next Sunday morning at 10.45 o’clock, with
serihon by Rev. Adolph Rossbach on “The

Mr. Hahn, a student at the Bangor Theological Seminary, supplied the pulpit for
Rev. G. H. Mann last Sunday, both at file
village and “the Brook.”

that never failed.” Sunday Sohool
noon; subject of study “Moses and

Miss Evelyn L. Colcord is in Bangor looking after styles in millinery and preparing

Gospel

at 12

Pharoah.”
a

The Badtist church of this city extended
call to Rev. D. R. McQuarrie and last Sun-

day Prof. Hugh Ross Hatch of Colby College, who has been occupying the pulpit
since the resignation of the former pastor,
read Mr. McQuarrie’s letter of acceptance.
He will begin his pastorate here the first
Sunday in July.
Til0

Sunrinoo
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Congregational church will be as follow:
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday p. m. at
3.30; prayer meeting Thursday evening at
7.30,topic, The Vanity of Riches. Ps. 49:1-20;
Knights of King Arthur, Friday, at 7
o’clock ; morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a.
m.; Sunday school at noon; Consecration
meeting of theC. E. Society Sunday at 6.30,
topic, The Power of a Contented Life. Phil.
4: 10-20; evening
worship at 7.20.
The Junior C. E. Society of the North
Church held a most successful May basket
sale and “seven entertainment” in the
church vestries last Saturday evening.
There were se^eri tables for the sale of
May baskets, candy, peanuts and popcorn
and the entertainment was of seven numbers, which included several groups of
seven tableaux.
The admission was seven
cents, and the society cleared a little over
$15.
Rev.

do work in that line in W. J. Creamer’s
store, as she did last fall and winter.
to

J.

W. Hatch has closed his third
year as pastor of the M. E. church in this
city and his reappointment here was unanimously asked for, but at the conference in
liar Harbor last week he was appointed
presiding elder of the liangor district. The
church here has prospered under his care
and Mrs. Hatch has been an efficient aid,
and both will be greatly missed by the
members as well as by many friends. They
have the best wishes of all in their new
field of labor.

Lawyer A. A. Beaton spent the first part
of last week in Belfast attending court,
weut to Gardiner Thursday to attend a
Masonic gathering, and returned home Fri-

day evening.

Mr. .Simon Pendleton went to Bangor last
week, where he will remain until after the
visit of VV. J. Bryan to that city. This is,

of course, an event of great interest to all
sincere Democrats.

Although still very weak and ill, Mrs.
Robert Uichborn is at the time of this writing (Monday) more comfortable and there
seems some hope of recovery, albeit her advanced age, 87, is much against it.
Mrs. Amy G. Coleman
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi
rived from her present
Mass., early last week

is visiting her parS. Griffin. She arhome in Medfield,
and expects to be
joined soon by husband, who will make his
first journey to Stockton, her native town.
Mr. F. W. Crawford came from Milo
Junction, where he is now located, the first
of last week to take his invalid wife to a
private hospital in Frederickton, N. B.
Cards telling of the safe arrival of Mrs. 0.
have been received by Mrs. A. M. Gardner.
Mrs. E. F. Staples returned last Saturday
morning from a several weeks’ absence
spent among relatives in Massachusetts and
Connecticut. She found her sister, Mrs. E.
S. Grant and family, in good health and
greatly enjoying their new home in New
Haven.
The closing days of April have been decidedly cool and the nights chilly and uncomfortable.
Saturday night brought a
heavy frost, and rain and fog have prevailed for a number of days. The great amount
of snow which covered the ground took the
frost out pretty well as it melted, and the
roads are much better than last spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat

were

in

Bangor recently, the guests of Mrs. Treat’s
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Gerrity. Mr. Treat remained only two
days, leaving his wife for a longer visit, and

returned the latter part of last week
week after speuding a few days with her
sister, Mrs. James F'reeman, in Winterport.

she

Mrs. Jennie Heagan Thayer of Winterport, formerly of this place, has been in
town for some days
while her husband,
Capt. Joshua Thayer, was discharging a
cargo of cement at Cape Jellison. She was
per- accompanied by her little daughter and

Rev. H. \V. Norton, formerly in theSearsport charge, has completed five yea:} pas.
torate of the Methodist church in Hover.

Huring these

years he has baptised 45
received 43 on probation and 33

sons,
into
full membership of the church. The financial records show that in addition to paying
all current expenses, including the pastor’s

sslary,
claims,

presiding

elder’s and
bishop’s
than 81,000 have been
raised for benevolent and charitable purposes. The church has been painted and
extensive improvements made on the parsonage. The society would have appreciated Mr. Norton’s return to this charge. He
was assigned to Patten.
some

more

called on numerous old friends and relatives while here.

The new dance hall at Cape Jellison was
christened last week, Dutch & Berry, the
proprietors of the bowling alley, having a
dance and bowling contest Saturday evening. The steamer M. and M. came from
Belfast with Keyes’ orchestra and a party
of twenty-five couples to enjoy the merrymaking. The boat left for the home trip at
twelve o’clock.
Rev. H. E. Rouiliard is giving excellent
satisfaction in the Universalist pulpit. 11 is
sermon last Suuday on “spring house clean-

ing” was especially appreciated, being helpful, wholesome and human. Moreover it
was very practical and each listener must
have felt himself impelled to try this moral
A very pretty wedding cleaning up. lie gives us something to think
about each week.

WEDDING

BELLS.

Ames-Seekins.
occurred at the residence of Rev. D. L. Wilson, pastor of the North Congregational

church, Wednesday, May 1st, at 11.30 a. in.,
when Ralph M. Ames and Miss Winnifred
E. Seekins, both of this city, were united in
The bride was becomingly
marriage.
gowned in a dark blue travelling suit of
armor cloth, a white silk waist and a hat to
The couple were unatmatch her suit.
tended, but were accompanied by several
friends who witnessed the impressive ceremony performed by Mr. Wilson. Mr. and
Mrs. Ames left

on

the noon train for their

The following vessels arrived at Cape
Jellison dock last week: suh. L. Walker,
light, to load lumber ;stmr. City of Philadelphia, with a cargo of phosphate and the

barge

Edith in tow from New Yoik to load
potatoes. The following schooners sailed:
Ruth Robinson, with potatoes for New
York ; Wiliiam Jones, with lumber for New
York; Sunbeam and L. Walker with lumber for Boston.

W. G. Treat, the druggist, sold his busilast Saturday to Dr. G. A. Stevens,
who will employ J. H. Wardwell to attend
to the regular duties of the place.
The
practice of the doctor will not allow of his
personal attention to the routine of the
business. Mr. Treat went to Boston, May
1st to accept a lucrative situation in a laboratory. He went to Bangor Saturday, returning Monday for a few hours and leaving finally on the afternoon train for thal
city, his former home. J. H. Wardwell,
will continue his paper, periodical and book
stand, as formerly at the drug store.
ness

wedding trip. They are to go to Nashua,
N. H., where they will be the guests of
Mrs. Ames’ sister, Mrs. George Lakie. On
their return they will go to housekeeping in
rooms they
have furnished in the Ellis
house, 108 High street. The groom is employed in Ben I). Field’s grocery store,
where he is a popular clerk, and the bride,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
who has resided here for a good many
years, attended the puplic schools and has
The regular meeting of Enterprise lodge,
numerous friends among the young people.
They received some pretty gifts, aud the Ancient Order of United Workmen, will be
heartiest of congratulations and good wish- held this, Thursday, evening.
es from a large circle of friends.
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,

Annie E. Cobe et al, Chicago, 111., to Mary
G. Partridge, Stockton Springs; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Addie S. Evans, Cambridge, Mass., to
Russeli D. Waltor, Frankfort; land and
buildings in Frankfort.
Wallace M. Ellis, Belfast, to Andrew J.
Smalley-Hemming way. Chas. Tobias
Stevens, do.; land in Belfast.
George W. Grant, Winterport, to Evelyn Smalley, Esq., of Camden and Miss Clara
A. Goodnow, do.; land and buildings in Farwell Hemmingway of Rockland were
Winterport.
married in Rockland Tuesday evening
Benjamin Kelley, Belfast, to Martell E.
April 23rd at the residence of Rev. and Mrs.
Ellis, do.; land in Belfast.
Zeruah Long, Dorchester, Mass., to Robert William J. Day. The ceremony was perW. Hardy, Lincolnville; land and buildings formed
by Rev. W. J. Day and the ring serin Lincolnville.
vice used. The bridesmaid was Miss Lucy
L. H. Mosher, Unity, to Fred W. Ham, A. Carl and the groom was attended by
Thorndike; land and buildings in Thorn- Clarence S. Beverage. The wedding march
dike.
was played by Miss Faith Greenhalge. The
Aaron B. Ripley, Searsmont, to Geo. W. bride was given
away by her uncle, Leander
Robbinson, Appleton; land and buildings M. Keuniston of Camden.
The groom
in Searsmont (2 deeds).
from the University of Maine
graduated
Pine be G. Sherburne, Prospect, to Colum- School of Law in the class of 1905 and read
bus G. Carley, West Newton, Mass.; land law for a while in the office of Judge C. A.
and buildings in Prospect.
Bailey in Bangor. He was admitted to the
Andrew J. Stevens, Belfast, to Eliza M. Knox
county bar and has met with success
Ellis, do.: land in Belfast.
in his profession.
The bride graduated
Charles N. Taylor, Wellesley^ Mass., to from Rockland High school in 1898 and has
J. F. Gerrity, Bangor; land in Stockton been engaged in teaching. Mr. and Mrs.
Springs.
Smalley left on a wedding trip to WashingWilliam J. Venno, Stockton Springs, to ton and the Jamestown
exposition and will
Zadie M. Weymouth, do.; land and build- be at home in June at 19 Spring street.
ings in Stockton Springs.
uamaeu.
Henry A. Waterman, Northport, to Mary
A. Young, do.; land and bnildings in NorthLETTER TO J. L. COLBY,
port.
Viola F. Young, Cambridge, Mass., to H.
Belfast, Maine.
Gertrude Carley,Jlewton, Mass.; land and
Dear Sir: The cost of a gallon of paint
buildings in Prospect.
put-on is about $5, no matter what paint
you buy.
100 gallons Devoe
$ 500
put-on
A ue UU1J
UMI,
\XAtyol
650
110
next-grade
next-to-that
600
Portland, April 26. The barkenttne 120
next
650
130
Kingdom, which sailed from Rockland Ang. 140
next-to-that
700
next
750
23, 1906, for Jerusalem with 70 members of 150
the Holy Ghost and Us society at Shiloh on 160
800
next-to-that
Frihere
arrived
for
the
850
board
next
170
Holy Land,
900
next-to-that
day on her return from the Mediterranean. 180
950
The passage from Gibraltar was made in 37 190
next
1000
next-to-that
days, which is considered very good time 200
1050
for a small sailing craft. Those on board 210
next
1100
claimed they did not know where Rev. 220
next-to-that
Frank W. Sandford, the society’s leader, is
The strongest paint is the one that takes
and that they have not seen him since Jan- least gallons; least gallons to buy; least galuary. They said the society does not have lons to paint; and the strongest paint is the
a'oolony at Jaffa but that the Shilohites re- one that wears longest.
There are
mained on board their vessel.
These lessons are useful.
about BO members of the sect on board. The
Yours truly
F. W. DEVOE Sc CO.
Kingdom is expeoted to leave soon for South
23
or
Boston.
Freeport, Me.,
p. s. Mason * Ball sell oar paint.

will work the Order of the Temple at a
special convocation tomorrow, Friday, evening.
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., and Aurora
Rebekah Lodge celebrated the 88th anniversary of the founding of the order in Odd
A
Fellows hall last Monday evening.
special invitation was extended to the
wivesof Odd Fellows and the husbands of
Rebekahs and there was a large attendance.
Fruit punch and fancy crackers were
served by Mrs. Lena Coombs and Miss
Millicent Pierce. The committee who had
the affair in charge were J. Lee Patterson,
W. K. Keene, Mrs. Jessie Pattee and J.
Austin Fernald. N. G. J. Lee Patterson
presided, and the following program was

presented:
Tenor solo, Ninon,
Frank Keene
Miss Isabel Ginn
Contralto solo,
Duet, Spring Song,
Mrs. Evelyn Frost and Miss Emma Skay
J. Lee Patterson
Saxophone solo,
Reading from Josephine Dodge Daskam,
Trombone solo,
Piano solo.

Recitation,
Baritone solo,

Arbor

Miss Bertha I. Bird
Herbert A. Drinkwatei
Miss Louise Dennett
A. K. Braley
John Parker

Day May

10th.

Gov. Cobb will designate Friday, May 10,
as Arbor day.
In a circular letter issued
by W. W. Stetson, State superintendent of
schools, he states that the sobools of Maine
will observe the day in planting trees and
shrubs, improving school grounds and by
such literary and musical exercises as wil
be appropriate to this significant anniver
sary.
State

Supt of

Schools.

Augusta, April 30. Governor Cobb to
day appointed Payson Smith, super in ten
dent of schools at Auburn, State superin
dent of publio schools, to take effect Jun<

20th.

BELFAST.

PERSONAL.

Brotherhood Day.

The Brotherhood
of Andrew and Philip was first organizer
in the year 1888 in Newark, N. J. Evei
since that date it has been
gradually grow,
ing and increasing in
and

Hon. Albert Pierce of Frankfort was in
the city last Saturday.
Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine returned
from Boston Saturday.

membership

popularity among the young men and boyi
in different sections of the
In the
year 1900 the Belfast Baptist church pro
cured a charter and endeavored to aeeom
plish a little good work among the young
men of this city. It has been the custom,
ever since its organization, to
recognize am
nually the first Snnday of May as Brotherhood Day, and the services of that day are
left entirely in the hands of the members ol
the order. Next Sunday, May 5th, Brotherhood Day will be observed, and Ilosea W.
Rhoades, pastor of the Lee Baptist church,
will preach the morning sermon.
Other
parts in the exercises will be taken by
members of the Brotherhood,
The program for the evening will consist of a
song
service, prayer, Scripture reading, and two
addresses, which parts w ill be taken by the
young men. The public is cordially invited
to attend both the morning and
evening services.

Harry H. Carter of Bangor was in town
last week for a brief stay.

country.

Citypoixt Social.

Ralph W. Gould
from the

was

Hie

Sunday

Miss Hattie Maddocks and Asa Condon
visited Melvin Clark last
Sunday.
Miss Maud M. Mathews returned
Monday
fiom a visit with friends in
Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs.
gusta

are

Joseph Williamson of Auspending the week in New York.

Airs. E. L. Fletcher of No. 3 Commercial
street is recovering from a very severe illness.

Amos Clement returned Saturday from
Boston, where he had been receiving medi-

cal treatment.

Mr. Herbert Whiten of Porto, P.
R., was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore
the past week.

The social at City-

evening

at home over
of Maine.

was

University

a

Miss Christine Hall left last week to
join
Portland party for a brief visit to the
Exhibition.

Jamestown
Mrs. Sarah

Iasi 01

the season and in spite of the rain was well
attended and greatly enjoyed. The supper
was up to the usual
standard, and was followed by a minstrel show, which was full
of fun from beginning to end, and which
more than fulfilled the expectations of those
who went anticipating a treat. The entertaiument was under the management of the
Mason family, assisted by Bert Davis and
other local talent.
It was full of bright
and original jokes, while the musical selections were appropriate and pleasingly
rendered. Following is the program:

A. Ellingwood of Boston is
the guest for two weeks of her uncle, Air.
J iines Haney, on Union street.

Aliss Flora A. Burgess and Airs. Nellie
Goodwin of Arlington Heights,
Mass., are
the guests of Henry Butgess in East Belfast.
Ambrose Hall of Citypoint fell in his
barn last week and cracked two ribs. He
is attended by Dr. Kilgore and is
doing
well.
Air. and Airs. Ansel L. White left Satur-

day, Air. White fora visit in New York and
Airs. White to spend a few weeks in
Newton,

PART FIRST.

Invisible chorus, In the Evening by the
Moonlight,
By Company Mass.
Overture, “llelter Skelter” Orchestra,
Mrs. Alary A. Cheever and Airs. Maria
W. C. Mason, Leader
Opening chorus, “Dinah’s Wedding” Co.
Smith of No. 9 Allyn street were the guests
Vocal solo,
“And a Little Child Shall
of Mrs. Abbie Clark, 66 Cedar street, last
Lead Them,”
Miss Marjorie Bailey C?
._.J

End song, “Susan Brown”
Bert Davis (with encore)
Vocal solo, “Arrah Wanna”
Miss Mamie Hurd
End song, “Who’s Glad?”
Ned Mason
Mrs. Ned Mason,
Interlocutor
Ned Mason,
Tambo
Bert Davis,
Bones
Finale, “Brown had a Mule,”
Company

Miss Louise Hall of Belfast has been
elected secretary of the newly organized
branch of the Y. W. C. A. at the University
of Maine.
Miss Maude B. Colcord, Assistant Librarian at the University of Maine, has returned from a vacation of three weeks
spent in Philadelphia.

PART SECOND.

Vocal Solo, “Is there any room in Heaven
for a little girl like me?”
Miss Mamie Hurd

Mrs. A. E. Page, who has been
very
seriously 111 for several weeks has so far re-

Duet, “Somewhere,”
Ralph Mosher and Basil Newell
Character Song, “Old Black Joe,”

covered as to be able to look after her boarding house business again.

Mr. Ned Mason
(with encore)

Mr. I V. Miller was up town Thursday
for the first time for six months,
having been
confined to his home by illness, lie has
gone to Canada on a fur-buying trip.

Character Song, “Hi, Mr. Joshua,”
Mr. Bert Davis
(with encore)
Mr. W. C. Mason, 1st Violin, Mrs. Ned
Mason and Miss Caro Hatch, Organist,
Concluding with the laughable farce entiHed
“Co-Co-Nuts, or Trouble in a Doctor’s Office,” by the entire company.
At the close Rev. J. W. Vaughan made a
few interesting remarks and a vote of
thanks was offered to the entertainers of
the evening and to Mr. Levi Clay for the
use oi me nan lor me

Rev. I). L. Wilson of Belfast, founder of
the iouiig Men's Literary Club will be the
principal speaker at the Club banquet about
the middle of May.—Fort Fairfield Review.
Mrs. Tyler 11. Bird and little
daughters,
Frances and Katherine arrived last week
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. D. \ Bud
Congress street, and left Monday for Rockland.

season.

Mr. and Mrs. George Leadbetter and Miss
Anne M. Kittredge went to Boston last,
week. Miss Kittredge returned T
uesday,
and Mr. and Mrs. Leadbetter will make a

EAST MAINE CONFERENCE.

longer stay.
Changes and Appointments.
Bar Harbor, April 2i). The 10th annual
Mrs. l'hineas Adams of the hotel Tuilsession of the East .Maine Conference of the eries, Commonwealth
avenue, Boston, will
Methodist Episcopal churches closed at 10 sail next month for Europe for an extended
o’clock Monday morning, with the reading I stay, .she will take her niece, Miss
of the appointments for the eusuing year. P. Morison of this city, over as her Evelyn
guest.
The final session began Monday mornMiss Rose E. Cleveland, sister of the foring at 7 o’clock with a devotional service mer
and
Miss
Anna
President,
Ames
were
and at 8 o’clock Presiding Bishop Warren
took the chair to conclude the business of passengers on the afternoon train from
24th.
the conference. The routine business took Rockland, April
They had been makabout an hour and a half and then came the ing a brief stay at Miss Cleveland’s summer
reading of the appointments by the bishop. home on Seven-llundred Acre Island.
After the appointments were read the beneCol. Nathaniel S. Purington of West Iiowdiction was pronounced by Bishop Warren doin, private
secretary to Governor Cobb,
and the conference adjourned sine die.
has been notified of his appointmentl as
Kev. Sylvauus L. llauscom, who has been aide-de-camp on the staff of
George R. I).
pastor of the Methodist church here for ttie Brown of Louist ille,|Kentucky, commanderpast eight years, has taken the superan- in-chief of the Grand Army of the
Republic.
nuated relation which means that he retires
The wedding took place yesterday of Miss
from the active ministry. His sou, Kev.
Warren A. Hanscom, who has been asso- Helen French, daughter of Mrs. John J.
ciated with him in the church work here, French of Commonwealth avenue, to John
has been transferred to the Castine church. Edward Brooks at the Arlington-st church.
The only change in the presiding elders of A reception at the F'rench residence followthe three districts comprising the East ed. The bride is a niece of Mr. Charles
Maine conference was in the appointment Solomon Stratton. Her brother Philip is a
of Kev. J. W. Hatch, who has been pastor Harvard man, ’99, and another brother,
of the Belfast Methodist church for three Charles Stratton F'rench, married Miss
years, as presiding elder of the Bangor dis- Isabel Mauro of Washington two years ago.
trict to succeed Rev. D. B. Dow.
The Mr. Brooks is a member of the Puritan
changes in the location of pastors are as club.—Boston Sunday Globe.
follows:
Another June wedding will be that of
Bangor District.
Atkinson, J. F. Miss Jane A. McLellan
of Belfast, Me., and
Thurston; Dexter, J. A. Corey; Dover, C. Mr. James Preston.
Miss McLellan, wuo
F. Smith; Greenville Junction, S. O. Young;
has often visited Boston as a guest of Mrs.
Howland, F. E. Baldwin; Kingman, supplied by 11. P. Taylor; Milo Junction, Jacob William 1). Hunt, has many friends here.
W. Price; Monticello, T. W. Hunter: Pat- Mr. Preston is the second son of Mrs.
II. Preston of 32 Commonwealth av.
ten, II. VV. Norton; Presque Isle, J. H. George
His brothers are Mr.
M. Preston of
Irvine; Vacceboro, D. H. Sawyer; Albion, the Union and other George
clubs and Mr. WhitArgyle, Limestone and Washburn to be sup- more
who
married
Miss Edith
Preston,
plied.
Hall. Miss Busan Preston is an
sister.
Rockland District.
Boothbay Har- The Prestons, who are usually only
among the
John
D.
Watson
bor,
; Camden, J. R. Baird; earlist arrivals on
Jerusalem
road, Cohasset,
Clinton and Benton, J. Jackson; Dixmont
will remain in Boston until after the wedcircuit, W. L. Braden; Georgetown and
Arrowsic, James Nixon; llartland, J. H. ding.—Boston Sunday Globe.
Gray; North and East Vassalboro, A.
Mrs. Nelle M. Harmon and her son, HorHamilton; North Waldoboro and Orff’s ace ft. Harmon, of 11 Austin street, have
Corner, W. E. Green; Rockport, Alfred been spending the past week in Washing
Hart; Round Pond and Bristol, W. F. Pow- ton, members of the Royal Blue line excurlesland; Sheepscot circuit, W. C. Baker.
On Wednesday morning, through the
Bucksport District. Alexander, sup- sion.
courtesy of Congressman A. P. Gardner,
plied by J. T. Palmer; Bar Harbor, C. Gar- Mrs. Harmon and her son, together with
land; Belfast, A. E. Luce; Brooksville, A. Mr. and Mrs. John R. Merritt, of SwampB. Carter; Bucksport, (east and center), scott and Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Bliss of
supplied by W. A. Smith; Castine, W. A. Fall River, were received by President
llauscom, Eddington, supplied by I). M. Roosevelt. The Royal Blue line party numAngel; Ellsworth, R. M. Wilkins; Mil- bered 160 people, and only the six mentioned
bridge, supplied by E. L Wall; Orland, had the unusual pleasure of meeting the
supplied by J. W. Price; Pembroke, suppli- president personally and of visiting the
ed by J. I). McGraw; Surry and East Blue- living apartments of the White House.—
hill, supplied by W. U. Dunham; Tremont Somervil)*, Mass., Journal.
circuit, supplied by It f\ Atwood; Prospect Harbor and Goulasboro, supplied by
“BLUE DEVILS.”
M. F. Macoraber.
uet

NEWS OF THE
At

recent

GRANGES.

meeting of South Branch
Grange, Prospect, one candidate was instructed in the first and second degrees.
After recess the following program was
listened to: Music by choir; reading by
Fred Lane; recitation by Allie Clark ; reading by Lizzie Lane; song by Kate Haley;
song,by Walter and Bessie Grant. The question, Will the introduction of more improved farm implements ;;in this vicinity be
econmonical? was opened by J. M. Cummings and discussed by members.
a

Kid

j

of indigestion
ami Tilings Will
Look ((right ami Joyous.

Everything looks gloomy and dark to tlie
suffering with indigestion.
Until the prescription known as Mi-o-na
stomach tablets was put up in popular form

person

as a

safe and effective

cure

for sick head-

ache, indigestion and stomach troubles, the
“blue devils” made everything look dark,
gloomy and depressing.
After a few days use of Mi-o-na tlie sick
headache, dizzy feeling, drowsiness, bad
taste in the mouth, distress after eatingall these symptoms of a weak stomach—will
disappear, and with perfect digestion there
will be a joyous and beautiful outlook.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold only in a
O. Gardner Grange of West Winterport is
prospering. This grange is a little over six neat metal box convenient for tlie vest
and cost 50 sents. K. II. Moody has
pocket
weeks old and its membership is increasing
fast. The members have erected a stable seen so many cures made by Mi-o-na
stomach
tablets that he gives a guarantee
20x60, bought a lot to erect a ball upon and
have the lumber on the spot. They propose with every box that the money will be reto have it finished and dedieated the coming funded if the remedy fails to give satisfacfall. North Waldo Pomona Grange recent- tion.
ly met with this grange. The meeting was
a
very successful one and will prove ol WINTEKPORT.
great benefit to it. The program was fine,
Mrs. Rebecca Moody, who spent the winand the question, Resolved that the Legisla- ter in New York, returned home last week.
ture should meet once in four years instead ....Miss Sophia Chase, who is
teaching
of once in two years, created a lively dis- school in West
llampden, spent Sunday
cussion, the speakers being quite evenly with her mother, Mrs. Carrie Chase_
divided on the question. At the meeting
Miss Bertha Boyington left Monday for
April 23d the third and fourth degrees were Boston, where she has employment for the
conferred on one candidate and one pro- summer—The funeral of Mrs.
Augustus
posal for membership was received. Several Mayo was held at her home Friday aftercommunications, including two from the noon. She had been in poor health for a
State Master and one from Good Will number of months. The
family have the
Farm, were read and discussed and an ex- sympathy of all in their bereavment_
celient program was given. The program Mrs. Villa Crockett, who was
operated upfor April 30th was furnished by the sister! on by Dr. Robinson of
Bangor and Drs.
and was of a humorous nature. The Grange Webber and Fellows of this town is
quitehas received its charter, regalia, and work, low. It was thought that she was
gaining*
ing tools.
but at present her recovery is doubtful.

HUMPHREYS’
WITCH HAZEL

OLD POINT COMFORT.

OIL
A Pleasure Resort and

s

*

Historic Interest.

I

When the writer first visited Old
Point, some thirty odd years ago, and
for some years later, the

FOR

PILES,

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

Ilygeia Hotel,

Harrison I’lnebus proprietor, was the
point of attraction, and was perhaps
the most widely advertised hotel in

Streets,

America. It was something of a surto find that this immense wooden
structure, fronting on Hampton Roads,

NERVOUS

At Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
New

York.

prise
with

its

large pavilion

by the
its place

washed

waves, had been torn down. In
stands the magnificent Hotel Chamberlain. It derives its name from the first
who came

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $5.
causes.

now

Hew York in the reign of “Boss Sheppard, to run a club-house for what was
then known as the “District Ring.”
When the ring went under Chamberlain managed a small hotel and restaurant on 15th street, much frequented by
lovers of good cheer, and among them,
Tom Ochiltree of Texas, widely known
He, too
as a wit and a bon vivant.
has joined the “silent majority,” with
which he could not be numbered when
on eartii.

DEBILITY,

Weakness and Prostra-

tion from overwork and other

deto Washington from

proprietor, John Chamberlain,
ceased,

Vital

Sold

by Druggists, or sent prepMd on receipt of prlO&

Humphreys’

Med. Co., William A John Sts.. N. Y.

federate ram Merrimac and the Monitor, in which the “cheese box on a raft”
saved the day for the Union forces.

After the “Midday meal” and
around the fort three of the
a

ride, and

a

stroll

party took
proved an

the colored driver

excellent guide. Within the reservation is Hotel Sherwood, a modest
hostelry compared with the magnifi-

Hotel Chamberlain is an imposing
structure, with a frontage of 754 feet,
cent Chamberlain, where it is said “the
which is longer than the National Capitraveller finds home-like rooms, good
tol at Washington. It has 470 guest
and a food and a hearty welcome.” In the
a beautiful sun

parlor,
chambers,
immediate vicinity are residences ochydrotherapeutic bath establishment
officers, and enlisted
with the largest and most attractive cupied by army
men in fatigue uniform were at work
coast.
the
Atlantic
on
swimming pool
on
The roads in the
the grounds.
“The latter is 40x70 feet, is practically
reservation are smooth as a floor and
immense
an
and
the
to
air,
light
open
our anver saia rney were maue or asskylight covering almost the entire
or concrete blocks.
Outside the
pool. The sea water is pumped directly phalt
reservation, in the town of Hampton,
from the bay in front of the house, is
heated to the proper degree, and pours the dirt roads were in a horrible condiinto the pool iu a constant stream. The tion from a recent rain, but it was
said that they would soon dry off.
room is well heated and lighted both
Our first visit was to the National
by day and night, and a most unusual
The main building
Home.
feature is the electrical illumination of Soldiers'
the water at night. This is absolutely was until the time of the Civil War the
Female Institute, and was
unique. Electric lights are introduced Chesapeake
under the water, and shining up through subsequently bought by Gen. B. F.
who later sold it to the governit give one the feeling of bathing in Butler,
ment. It was used as a hospital durlimpid light." This is quoted from an
the war, and then devoted to its
attractive booklet descriptive of the ing
It is a beautiful place
hotel, for we were not there at night; present purpose.
of 72 acres, the grounds fronting on
but a visit to the swimming pool left
The whole Hampton Roads, with ample lawns,
no doubt as to its accuracy.
interior of the building is simply mag- shade trees, conservatories, a hospital,
and other necessary buildings.
mticent. From the rotunda the red theatre
There is a ball ground on which in the
parlor and drawing room are entered
and just beyond the latter the blue par- season a game is played once a week by
lor opens upon a broad corridor leading professionals for the entertainment of
to the glass-enclosed palm gardens. The the veterans, and once a week a perluxurious drawing-room opens upon the formance is given in the theatre for
i.Tl-iinli i«
OAllfll cirld
their benefit. The canteen is closed,
and commands a line view of the his- by act of Congress, and the veterans
toric Hampton Hoads, while from the frequent the beer saloons and low
red parlor, or east room, one can see groggeries outside the gates; and for
almost to the capes. The entire lower over-indulgence, as our driver informfloor Is given up to the comfort and con- ed us, are set to various tasks about
venience of guests. Broad corridors the buildings and grounds. It was evistretch the whole length of the build- dent that he was a believer in the cannil

ing and lead to the ball-room and dining-room. The latter room is at the
extreme end of the building and looks
out upon the water oh the south and

teen.

At the time of

our

visit a mild

temperature
bright sunshine prevailed and many of the veterans were
seated on benches on the water front.
and

The room is

table seats under the shade of the live
oaks which fringe the parade ground.
There is a museum in the fort in which
are displayed trophies of war and ancient weapons, and another object of
interest to visitors is Casemate 3, in
which Jefferson Davis was imprisoned.
Fort Wool, better known perhaps as
the Bip Baps, is an artificial island opposite Fortress Monroe in Hampton
Boads, created by the government at a
cost of millions and equipped with powerful disappearing guns. It hardly need
be said that this was the scene of the
memorable sea fight between the Con-

i

which covered the coast from Florida
to Canada. It is these results that the
Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition
will memorialize.
It may be well to add, as a warning
to future visitors, that the usual army
of pickpockets, thieves and cut throats
is already gathering and the Norfolk
papers tell of many burglaries, highway robberies, etc.

Chest Colds

17 hours late on account of a
wreck at Bucklin, Kansas. We were,

being
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It is

well-known fa...
when your liver
refuse,
do its work you
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body’s mainspring me.-,*;,

the liver

its regulator
Whe„n
lose time or are
down,” just try

why

you

continue?
Remove the
first symptoms by using
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I JOHNSON'S

I

H

and never mind the rest. Cold in any part of the body needs
prompt attention whether it be in the throat, chest, lungs or
bowels. A few drops taken on sugar will relieve and cure respiratory troubles. Will also cure colic, cholera, diarrhoea and
kindred bowel complaints. Use it externally for cuts, bums,
insect bites and stings, strains, sprains, sore muscles, lame back,
muscular rheumatism, frostbite, chaps and chilblains. Forwhat-

w

ever
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Liniment is the remedy—sure and speedy.
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whether inside
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Everywhere

again. They
yet effectively.

standard

regulate
1
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and liver all work in
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after using—that mean,
health.
Don't lose a
minu.,
but get them NOW
25c at all
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bottles lor
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*1.00 postpaid

Johnson’s Anodyne
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or
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and get into

25 c and 50c

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

Boston,

|

I. S. JOHNSON & CO

Mass.

Boston, Mass.

little house offered no sue h

only thing spacious accomodation, in fact at first
of Thanksgiving. I sight there was no room available to

here that that was the

would

us

keep going

out on

and gaze almost

the front

spellbound

on

the beauties that everwhere met my
And oh! those beautiful roses
eyes.
blooming everywhere; and let me say,
right now, the perfume of the California rose is just as strong as the rose
grown in Maine and they can be had by
any one who cares to pick them. Every
all winter when I have sat

morning
down

k

Newlywed

the rest of the space for their
artistic and attractive stitching.

which was all done

turkey

that reminded

porch

Help the

a

to

breakfast either my plate has

set,aside for the purpose.- There

jLamson & Hubbard

was

however, a jut about 6 feet square at
the end of.the second floor hall with a
long window^door

that

opened out

I.
!

on a

Hin

small balcony and this she determined
to utilize for her sewing room.
THE MACHINE SELECTED.

The machine was the most expensive
and important purchase to be made for

^B&F-

this cosy and profitable corner, and with
her usual good sense she selected a No.
7 of the same make that she had been

heaped up with them or they have
If you are we want v
placed by loving hands where my used to running in her old home. It
No matter whethni
eyes could feast on them during the was a great improvement on the older
a single can or enough :•
meal. But I must not dwell on this machine, had all the latest and most upto sell it to you.
City of the Angels too long as simply to-date attachments, was especially
a land of beauty, but must tell you
If you will come t
:
light running, yet would answer for any
what a “Great Grand City” it is now
the size of your job
requirements she was liable to make upand what I believe it is going to be in on it from the most substantial sewing
cost and our estima'.
^
to the tuckings, new pullings, etc., that We have just received a cargo of beat qua!*
get your business.
During the past twenty years Los would ornament her prettiest blouses
ty PEA COAL, which you can buy, as long
The HEATH A Mill
a
has
from
population and other garments. She felt that it
Angeles
grown
Lamson & Hubbard Hats are the
as it lasts, for,
are in themselves a g
of 11,000 in 1880 to 102,479 by the census
establishan
old
from
to
was safer
buy
Fashionable Hats for 1907.
of 1900. Last year another census had
We handle a very
ed firm, than to risk purchasing a ma
$5.50 per ton
to be taken for a directory and it was
chine of a nondescript, cheaper sort.
goods, Mixed I’aints. F
found that the present population is
When buying Spring Hats why not buy your
A SCREEN THE NEXT FITTING.
and Buggy Paints, Van
Summer outfit—Negligee Shirts, Gloves
245,000. Now it is certain, from just a
Next in importance was the screen,
White Lead and <
Hosiery, Neckwear, Underwear, in fact els,
look at these figures, that there must
do
should
meant
which she
yeoman’s
need for wai m
you
anything
may
be something very attractive about
Belfast, Maine
weather.
Our line of Shirts
the
service for many things beside screen- 33, 35, 37 Front St.,
I will tell
this “City of the Angels.”
TELEPHONE 8-2.
largest and prettiest we ever carried—
from
casual
room
work
little
her
ing
which
have
of
three
Coat Shirts with Cuffs attached and
leading things
you
observance.
separate, Shirts with Collars and Cuffs
led up to such an enormous growth,
A rather heavy old-fashioned clothes
attached.
will add two more
been

been

„^B.P

wa^Bed i
^Hg

FILL ONE BIN WITH

Spring Styles

Pea Coal!

ft
^Bb

1907.:c-

liiC iUbUlC.

;iHby

Hm

THE SWAN A SIBLEY CO.

^Bn

are

A. A. HOWES i

afterward

and

which,

to me at

least,

toward making me
Place for a Home.”
mate.
in a

go a great ways
think it is “The

First, is

the cli-

Think what it must be to live

place

where

only six times during

ten years the thermometer has gone
below 32 degrees. Such is the case in

Los Angeles, as proved by statistics of
the TJ. S. Weather Bureau.
Second,
the soil. Anything that can be grown
anywhere on this earth can be grown
here, and I have only heard of two

capable of seating Many were maimed and all bore the
500 guests. Handsome, finely propor- marks of the great conflict in which
tioned pillars support the gallery which they were engaged. Four thousand of
extends around three sides and from the boys in blue are domiciled here and things that cannot be grown at a large
which may be obtained a beautifnl it would seem that there is nothing left profit and those are bananas and pine
view of the banquets for which the undone that could conduce to their apples. They are grown to some exhotel is noted. Here the excursionists comfort.
tent but the climate is not hot enough
We next drove through the fine to pay to raise them for the market.
partook of a midday meal, so styled on
the menu, and which well served as a grounds of the late Harrison Phoebus, Third, the location. Los Angeles is 1C
dinner, although dinner conies later. where stands a stately residence com- miles inland and the way it is stretchmanding fine views of the Roads and the ing out noiv it will soon be solid to the
Following is the menu:
Ovster Cocktail. Blue Points
necessary outbuildings for a large farm. sea. Twenty years ago there was not a
Hot Clam Bouillon
Mutt* n Broth, Scotch,style.
licit* weie
litiscu must ui uic nuns
( (insomnic en Tasse
paved street in Los Angeles. There
3 nil Pickles
Sweet Gher- and
Sour Mixed Pickles
used in the famous are now 385 miles of graded and gravelvegetables
kins Chow chow
r.o.l'-d Fresh Mar kerel, Maine D’Hotel
ed streets, 40 miles of paved street, and
Ilygeia Hotel.
Potatoes. Saute
Our itinerary called fora trolley ride 240 miles of sewers. Los Angeles has
Curry of Turkey Gihn-ts with rice Fried Oysters,
chamberlain Style
Macaroni au Gratin
to Newport News from Old Point Com- a
complete sewer system, including an
Bacon and Kale
Boiled Potatoes
fort,—a place that within a few years outfall sewer to the ocean.
Fne.l Parsnips Or* en Peas Coarse Hominy
At night Los Angeles presents a
Potato salad
Chicken Salad has grown from a small insignificant
spiced Oysters
Fresh Crab Salad
hamlet to a large and prosperous city,
very brilliant appearance. It was the
Pickled Beets Sliced Spanish Onions Cold Slaw
with the finest dockyard in the country, first
Dressed Lettuce
city in the United States to abanBoned Capon en Aspic
Cold R'-ast Beef Ham Corned Beef Ox-Tongue employing between 7,000 and 8,000 workdon gas for street lighting and replace
Cheese
Head
Boneless
sardines
Turkey
Hog’s
men and turning out the largest battleit with electricity. This was done over
Bi-mark Herring Pickled Lambs Tongue
Hot Ginger Bread Virginia t orn Bread
afloat. There, after time for lookships
twenty
years age. It is now one of the
Con Griddle Cakes with Maple Svrup
Blanc Mange
Assorted Cake ing over the city, we were to have
Pineapple Pie
best, if not the best, lighted cities in
Apricot Frappe
boarded the good ship Kershaw that
the Union. Los Angeles possesses the
Orange Marmalade California Cherries Baked
Apples
brought us from Boston and con- advantages of four transcontinental
Saltine Wafers Water Crackers
tinue the voyage to Baltimore. The
Neufchatel, Edam and American Cheese
railway lines. And now I must tell
Tea Coffee Chocolate
longshoremen's strike at Norfolk pre- you of her street railway system.
As early as 1630 Old Point Comfort vented, however.
An agent of the
There is probably no city of the size in
was used as a military jjost, when one steamship company notified us that we
the United States that has such a modJIavey built a fort near the entrance of must return to Norfolk at once, where ern and well
equipped street car systhe .1 ames Hiver. After the revolution other arrangements had been made for
tem. The total mileage of single track
Virginia ceded a narrow strip of land, our transportation. On reporting on
is over 250 miles, and including all the
about SO acres, as the site for a military board the Kershaw we were told that
suburban lines there is a net work of
and
the
Fortress
here
Monpost,
present
supper would be served on that ship about 700 miles of electric railroad. I
roe was laid off in 1817.
It is today the and then we were to embark on the
would like to tell you of the great,
largest fort in America. An irregular Oregon, a sister ship, which would
grand churches in this City of Angels,
it
covers
some
in
80
acres
shape
hexagon
leave at S p. m. for Baltimore. In makbut I find one short letter altogether
ing the transfer the wiser ones carried too small space and can only speak of
A wide moat surrounds the fortress, a their dress suit cases, while those who
them. Also the beautiful parks; but I
reminder of earlier and more primitive trusted to others did not receive their
must soon stop and will only tell you of
methods of warfare, and walls of gran- “grips” until several days later.
the two other things which to me
ite, 33 feet high, tower above the old
A word or two in regard to the Jamescount so much in the choice of a home.
water way. A bridge spans the Inoat town
Exposition may be in order here. First, is the people. They are so corat the main entrance and another on In
to
and
from
Old
Point
Comgoing
so glad to have you come and so
the east side connects the water battery fort we had good views of the grounds dial,
to have you go. They want you
sorry
with the main fort. It is the finest coast and the various
buildings were pointed to
stay and enjoy “God’s country” with
defence work in the country and the out. We had not the time for a nearer
them; and who is there who would not
government has recently expended mil- view, and it was known that, as usual
if
they could? And last, the water suplions of dollars in constructing sand in undertakings of this kind, the prepathat is surely coming to this City
batteries and in installing disappearing rations for opening were far from com- ply
of the Angels from the Owens river.
guns of long range, making it the Gib- plete. It was at Jamestown that, for
It is one of the greatest undertakAn the first time in America, an English
raltar of the Atlantic seaboard.
ings of modern times. It is proposed
school
is
maintained
here
and
artillery
marriage was solemnized and an Eng- to bring this water a distance of 220
the parade grounds are large and at- lish child born.
At Jamestown, the
miles by means of an aqueduct and more
We were fortunate at the first trial by jury was held and the
tractive.
than 20 miles of tunnels. This will
time of our visit in hearing a few first legislative body convened. From
Los Angeles pure water from the
give
selections from the fine band here, Jamestown grew all the settlements
snow-clad sides of the highest mounwhile resting from a walk around the that overspread Virginia, and Virgintains in the United States, sufficient
ramparts on one of the many comfor- ia’s prosperity induced the settlements for a
population of two million.
west.

j

Fitted up Her Sewing
world of meaning that name How Mrs. Newlywed
no Place to Put it.
The
Room
with
visited
implies; but after one has once
Triumph of a Woman’s Wit and Desire
and seen all its beauty and grandeur
For Convenience.
and afterwards made it “Home” for
[Correspindence of The Journal.]
four only too short months it has a
the
does
time to time I have been giving
as
From
in
always
memory
place
In the readers glimpses of Mrs. Newlyname of “Home”—most sacred.
1904 when we had decided to make just wed's furnishings in her modest little
a flying trip to the Pacific coast I got
home, with the idea that other women
the address of an old-time friend and may be interested in her schemes and
schoolmate and wrote to him and told find occasional suggestions that will
him that Mr. Shaw and I had decided help them to make their homes atcomfortable after the
to make a visit to “The City of the tractive and
Angels.” I got a letter in answer, tell- latest methods but without extravaing us to come by all means, but also gant outlay.
THE SEWING ROOM.
telling us not to come until November,
or better still December or January, as
Mrs. Newlywed had seen in her girlhe wanted us to see “Southern Califor- hood home how much more
easily the
nia” in its beauty and not as it was
household sewing was accomplished
then—“burnt and dust covered,” as he
where there was a room set aside for
expressed it. But as we had planned that purpose.
to go then we went, and we had always
The sewing room there had been so
thought until this year if Los Angeles large that it had been utilized as a
was unattractive then we would like to
general work room as well, one sister
see it when it could be any more beauhaving her corner arranged with the
tiful, for it certainly seemed to us then tools for wood carving, another having
a fairy land. We arrived there Thanksspace for the “studio,” as she dubbed
giving day this last time, our good her special painting place, while Mrs.
train, “The Golden State Limited,”
and her mother had room in

What

Place of Great

a

THE SEWING ROOM.

City of the Angels.”

“The

Now, in closing, 1 want to say what I
believe Los Angeles is destined to be:
the largest, grandest and most beautiful city in this whole United States.
All people are coming to her beautiful
gates and demanding admittance. All
such
are welcome, and in a land of
beauty all things will certainly be made
Then when everything is purifled by all the good influence that is even now being felt in all
her branches it will in all truth still be
“The City of the Angels.”
Mas. Charles F. Shaw.
Belfast, Maine, April 22, 1607.
beautiful in time.

horse, with square frames, was selected
for this and cheap but substantial brass
hinges replaced the cotton tapes that
held the parts together.
THE

also

helped

to

keep

the

/v

WHITE

LONG

BLACK

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE

Hb

■
In Effect

Fresh mixed colors, 14 lb.

covering

for

a

DIME.

We also have

dwarf and tall nasturtiums.

All

through

Junction.

All varieties of

Vegetable

and Flower Seeds.

resembled shoe bags, and laundry bags
with pockets of various sizes, all labelled, held patterns, cotton, linings, silks,

Mail orders

etc.

promptly

at=

tended to.

trains

r

B
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DEI AM
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Leave -Searsport 00
arriving at N«m r

tor ami
7.40

gor

conveniences that are needed in a sewing room. Bags of green denim that

''.B,

Monday. Mar

o

Inside that screen was a wonder of
for holding the many

a.

B

S:

m., So. I.a-i

Foxcroft 9.17

<;

a. m..

j^B
l^^B>
^Br'^B
|B|:

1<

8.50 a. m., Millimcket
p. m., Fort Kent 4.15 p
Fort Fairfield 2 43 p. m..
Caribou 3.15 p. m.
Leave—Bangor-2 5.
Milo 4 20 p. m., Mi!lui
S.10 p. m.. Fort Fait li
10.00 p. in Caribou 10.30 1

-B
B

^B

’^B

Leave—Searsport
arriving at No. i'
Bangor 4.20 p. in So. I

SCREW-HOOKS.

fB
'^B
1B|

for and

Brass hooks screwed into the stained
wood of the frame held smaller button
and tape bags and a hinged board attached to one fold that could be made
into a cutting table did duty for all the
many things that are demanded of such
a

K

/vi

MI H MO

"

ingenious devices

BRASS

and MEDKINE:

P. Palmer

MASONIC TEMPLE.

trim and taut.

trimmings,

B

COVERING.

Some of the pretty green Sanitas that
had been left from the hall wall hanging was utilized for covering this, and
was brought over the edges of the frame
and neatly tacked inside.
Upholstery nails with large dull, brass
heads, were tacked at intervals outside,
more for ornament than utility, though

they

II SILK GLOVES jl Dwight

d!

GROCERIES, DRl OS

6.15 p. in., Dover

Poor&Son's Drugstore

50

convenience.
the balcony.

the screen was often

On warm days
shifted out onto the balcony, placed
where it would shield from the sun, as
well as from too inquisitive neighbors,
and made to do duty in very many
ways. Additions to its store of conven-

4 ;

1

1

AHKIV

S'

1

;B,

Arrive—Stockton r
1
in.
Leaving Milo 7.
Dover & Foxcroft 0.55
m.. Bangor 8.40 a. in., N
Arrive—Bangor 2.2: p
6.20 a. in., Presque is!6.30 a. m.. Houlton S.50
Millinocket 11.10 a. 111.. mi.
grange 1.08 p. m.
Arrive—Stockton 8
Hi. Leaving Caribou 11.l'
p. m.. Fort. Fairfield il
Fort Kent 10.05 a. 111., A
nocket 4.05 p. m., Milo
p. 111., Dov« r & Foxcr. :t
6.09 p. in., Bangor 6.45 p. m.
W. !U BROWN. (i»‘i
GEO. M. HOl'liHT«-N

jBL
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|B
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B

|B
|B
|B
B
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S
B
B
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1

B

Passerig'

suggested and added, and Mrs. Newlywed’s
sewing room was a pronounced success.
iences were from time to time

Eleanor Frances.

WE

Hampshire warrior, Ex-Senator William E. Chandler, Head of the Spanish

Treatv Claims Commission, by David
S- Barry. Mr. Chandler himself contributes the story of his famous “liar”
controversy with President Roosevelt,
of the work of the Spanish Claims Commission and the story of his part in the
Hayes Tilden Controversy of long ago.
There is a splendid frontispiece portrait
of Mr. Chandler as well as other interesting pictures of him and members
of the Spanish Claims commission. The
number has much strong fiction, head-

ed by Holman Day’s “Old King Spruce”
serial, much bright verse and the usual

departments.
The

w^.-=

SUBSCRIPTION

Respectfully yours,
Mr. George Kneeland.
When sickness comes a dose of “L. F.”
Atwood’s Bitters will work wonders toward making a recovery.
They act
quickly and beneficially on the whole
system, purifying blood, strengthening
stomach, cleansing bowels. 35c. at drug-

gists.
/

THE

ESTABROOKS
Front

To THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. We
want you to take advantage of our com-

SHIRT

MFC.

Street, Belfast, Me.

CO.
4tl7

On ami after Deo. 9, 1 UniBurnham and Waterville
for and from Bangor, W

at

Boston, will

?l
a

8 p.

and^6 to

6mo2

m.

WANTED.
thoroughly reliable man, one who has a
knowledge of the grocery business and the grocery trade to sell tea, coffee, and molasses for a
Boston House, within a radius of fifty miles of
Belfast. None*but first class man need apply.
Address W, 54 Chatham St., Boston, Mass.
4wl6
A

M ||TP fl
Polite, smart and activ
m n M I p 11 house to house canvassers
I™ I fclw* Very liberal term®. Apply
■■
tin P irtl n l Flavoring Co., 208 Commercial 8t
ortland, Maine.
tfu

Bangor

mm

MMn

r sir in s

in Maine at a bargain sale. Send for

Estate Agent, Madison, Maine.

n

15

1145

Portland

..

j

’y
TO BELFASI

a

’*

{ {jy. d'.’.V

Portland.-.1

Commencing Monday, April 29th, steamers
Camden, Rock-

will leave Belfast at 4 30 p. m., for
land and. Boston.

(HampSJFor Searsport,;Bucksport, Winterport,
den on signal) and Bangor at 7.45 a. m., or on
arrival of steamer from Boston, daily (except
Monday).
Leave Boston week days at 5 00 p. m.
Leave Rockland, via Camden, at 5.30 a. in.. Of
arrival of steamer from Boston, daily (except
Monday).
Leave Bangor week days at 2 00 p. m.. via intermediate landings.
jyFirst-class fare Belfast to Boston $3.26 one
way; $6.00 round trip.
All freight, except live stock, is insured against
Are and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

on

Nuggets

A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.

A
and

specific, for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bdwels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
K.

H.MOODY.

A

Waterville..

>J

T

415

~

Bangor...
Benton.

«

2

<7

47>0
Burnham, depart. H
Unity.
9 124
Thorndike..
40
Knox. ti*.
11*"
Prwfcs..
*»
Waldo... »»»•>-'
city Point..»
Belfast, arrive... .......... 11
tFlag station.
Limited tickets fof Boston *'
1
A tt>
$5.00 from Belfast and all
Through tickets to all poin!.*"-. «....-isNr4
west, via all routes, for sale In
Agent, Belfast.
uA
Vice President and Bei''
j
Clinton.

1

F. £. Boothbv. Den’l Pass. an<l

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
lyre

V

A

Waterville...

Iff

■■I

|
.5

Unity.

Boston,

m., 12 to 2

JO

'5

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox
Thorndike.

Belfast, Maine.

a.

BE.LF

Belfast, depart
City Point.

REPU BLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.

Offloe Hour*: 8 to 10

|

follows

FROM

Boston,

SEARSPORT, MAINE.

run as

Burnham, arrive.,..
Clinton.—
.f.
Benton

office.

B.E.Larrabee.I.D.,

»

......

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. AVe have already announced
that we offer the two together for $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.

"I have used the ‘L. F.’ Bitters with
success for years.
They are the only
thing I can find to help me when I
have an attack of headache.”

power machines. Experienced stitch*
ers can earn big wages and be assured
of steady work. New help taught by
a competent teacher.
Apply at once,

YOUR

RightForHelp
Headache

have three Government
contracts,
and need at once 50 stitchers on

WANT

The New England Magazine for May
contains a surprising amount of matter
of much and varied interest to readers
in general and New Englanders in
particular. The number starts off with
a monograph on that stout old New

...

—____

W.i

JkOintim

EfbPr

1

-pile
A

t

“Blee.ln.

:s.

Piles. It id--

.ita

■

,.(.i;3t-

allays the iwln
'as a poultice.
lief. Dr. Wimams

| ment is prepared

for

13

*■
reing of the private part;l
warranted. By druggi*|syn|LMf*
umh
eeipt of price, 50 cents and 4fc'«“
Props..

MANUFACTURING CO..
For Sale

by B. H. Moody.
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gjf«AN6E_ ANNIVERSARY.
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,,,;.,■■«. No-105S’*11,'
seal-sport in 1872 by Dep.
f f ; laments of Winterport. Ed»»■

its tirst Master. For
ceased to exist after

:iS

four years. Most of
liave since died or

;

ers

only five were present
meeting, and A.
only one out of more

rsary
■

ID11

red who had never sever,;th the order. April

I

reorganized by
Winterport, with

.age was

of

t.

A. Stin,,i ter members.
tirst Master and
ts
Other Masters
trims.
Arthur Boyd, 1894;
Arthur Boyd, 1896;
n, 1897; E. B. Thayer,
1899; Wm. J. Matv
Hartshorn, 1901; A.
,1. Matthews, 1903;
II. IX Hartshorn,

f

|
i

The

present.

were

math some 40 mem-

■

|i‘‘

Four of

1907.

■

;

.ionization.
of

to;

all.

The grange
term of years
iiy out the stockowns the hall and

■

i

A stock

members of

tor a
■
■

11, and has, paid
Saturday, April 20,
•.:liereel at the hall
manufacture some
bad and it

was

c

at some

75 members

for work and a

n

'.inner was served
In the absence of

[i

M. Nickerson, who

■

present, Past

j

After the

■

as

regular

tiiere were some

members, an

not

!

aved and all

open
ad-

were

The program was
nner, Bro. AVm. J.
died on A. Stinson

...

the grange since its
A short program foliof singing by the

.t

Words of Praise

reeks with a throat and long trouble....
Hiss Viunie Berry has so far recovered
roin her recent illness as to be able to ride
1 lut on pleasant
days....Wilbur Staples is

peivjs, perhaps dark spots

or

specks

oLfthdr
yfJ

ness,
derangement of the feminine
can not do better than take
organs,
Dr.
Favorite Prescription.
The hospital, surgeon’s knife and operating taUafmay be avoided by the timely
use of favorite Prescription" In such

Pleroejs

Therebytho obnoxious

exam

■

ip*

at ions amHocai ireatmems of the tamilv
physician can be avoided and a thorough
course of successful treatment carried ouT

lathe, mmr.yTfl-Uk-

iipme

"Favorite

Prescription is composed of the very best
native medicinal roots known to medical
science for the cure of woman’s peculiar
ailments, contains no alcohol and no
harmful or habit-forming drugs.
Do not expect too much from "Favorite
Prescription; it will not perform miracles ; it will not disolve or cure tumors,
No medicine will. It will do as much to
establish vigorous health in most weaknesses and ailments peculiarly incident to
women as
any medicine can. It must be
given a fair chance by perseverance in its
use for a reasonable length of time.
You can’t .afford to nri-P|.t n secret nn<j.
trim) as a Sill <V-Ute for this remedy nf

veiling.
VlMEKPOltT.

The house on Water street owned by Mr.
diaries Byror is for sale.Mr. David
J imith, who has been quite sick, is improv1 ng and is now able to be up around the
1 louse—Miss Mary Cooke, who has been
i n Magnolia Springs, Florida, for the win| er, is now at home—Mrs. Eunice Thomp1 on was in Brewer last week to attend the
1 uneral ot her sister, Mrs. Betsey Chadwick. She was only ill a few days with
meumonia.Miss Elizabeth Fernald left
Saturday for Boston, after a week’s vacation at home—Oliver C. Atwood returned
Torn Eastport last week_Miss Abbie Cof:ren of Bangor visited her sister, Mrs. Fred
Atwood, over Sunday.Mrs. Louise T.
Williams was in town from Bangor to visit
aer mother, Mrs. Benjamin Thompson, last
iveek.Frank W. Haley was a passenger
an Saturday’s boat for Boston.Russel)
Skinner arrived Saturday from Northfield,
Mass., where he has been attending school
and will remain with bis parents, Kev. and
Mrs. Charles Skinner_Capt. J. H. Thayer
and Capt. John Philbrook are at home. Their
vessels are loading at Stockton Springs.
Miss Kit Atwood arrived Saturday after a
long visit in Boston and vicinity_William
A. Hill, a student at the U. of M., was at
home over Sunday. .Mrs. Charles Crockett,
who was obliged to undergo a serious operation last week, is much improved.Mrs.
Edmund Abbott of Providence, R. I., is in
town, called here by the critical illness of
Mrs. Harriet Jf. Abbott.Capt. and Mrs.
Charles E. Littlefield and daughter Lucile
left on Monday’s boat for Boston.Miss
Hilda Williams left on Monday’s boat for
Boston, to resume her studies at the Malden
High school.
<

Known composition.

Sick

women

are

invited to consult Dr.

Pierce, by letter, free. All correspondence is guarded as sacredly secret and
womanly confidences are protected by
professional privacy. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets the best
laxative and regulator of the bowels.
They invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels. One a laxative ; two or three a
cathartic. Easy to take as candy.

County Correspondence.
[Deferred from last week.]
BUCKSPORT.
A bad accident took place last Thursday
forenoon when a young man named Ralph
Ginn while running a setting machine in
the Blodgett tannery became entangled in
the belt of the machine and was severely
injured. He sustained several bad fractures
in one arm and is suffering from shock.
The surgeon hopes to save the arm. He
has a wife and two children and is 25 years
old.
EAST SEARSMONT.

Mrs. Annie Brewster and son Karl have
where
of East
Northport was in town April 21st.Leslie
Marriner is making some improvements in
his house_The remains of William T,
Howard of Belfast were brought here April
21st for interment in East Searsmont Ceme-

■

nling by G. Chapin;
returned from Somerville, Mass.,
■'Paulding; singing by , they spent the winter—Isaac Hills
instrumental
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visit and to look for work_Mr. and
Mrs. O. P. Fuller of Camden visited her
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Adams, last
week.
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SWANVILLE.

Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson is at home from

Searsport, where she has had employment.

iso Sullivan St., Clare“About a year ago 1
es ot
Foley’s Kidney Cure.

i^SP-SMJWK

Somerville, Mass. He was accompanied by
his son-in-law, Mr. H. G. Applin.
The
schools will begin April 2uth.
Miss Nellie Marr will teach in district No. 8 and
Miss Patterson of Frankfort, in No. 7_
Mr. A. T. Nickerson recently sold a nice
colt, “Molly Wilkes,” to Mr. W. P. Hussey
of Waldo....Mr. A. T. Nickerson is now
driving a pretty span of gray colts_Mr. F.
J. Webb is having his house remodelled.
Messrs. Pearson of Morrill are doing the
work and are boarding with Mr. A. S.
Hamm.Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby of
Wiuterport were in town last week_The
friends of Mr. Wm. Nickerson of Belfast
(formerly of Swanville) were very sorry to
learn of his death....Mr. H. G. Appliu returned to Somerville, Mass., the first of the

Mines.

The old copper mines in West lirooksville
again being pumped out. J. S. Morris
A Co. of Portland have purchased the old
Tapley mine and the Manhattan and are
now at work pumping out the Manhattan.
There are four men at work keeping the
pumps going uight and day. They have
been working about two weeks and are
down to the first level. Recent assays give
a showing of five per cent,
These
copper.
mines were first worked about 28 years ago
and then for less than a year. Four years
later were again pumped" out but nothing
done.
are

on a

j

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is best for
and children. Its mild action and
jleasant taste makes it preferable to violent
rargatives, such as pills, tablets, etc. Get
he booklet and a sample of Orino at R. H.

that

and has been made under his personal supervision since its
infancy.
*
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
lufonts and Children—Experience against
»

..y

Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea
and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething
Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the
Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea-The Mother’s
Friend.

genuine

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

much the same as one sees behind the
desk of a great hotel. About them are
hung a surprising variety of barometers,
thermometers, thermostats, wind and
rain gauges and other less familiar looking instruments. There are rows upon
rows of buttons and levers on
every
hand, all highly polished and in the
most perfect working order.
The danger of fire at sea, for
instance,
is anticipated by a
thermostat, connected with the frame filled with little
squares like the hotel indicator. There
are thermometers in
every part of the
ship, electrically connected with this

In Use For Over 30 Years.

box, which are constantly on guard. If
fire should start in any part of the
great ship the temperature would, of
course, rise, and the fact would instantly be announced in the wheelhouse by
the ringing of a bell, while a red
light
would flash at the same time in one of
the squares of the indicator. The man
at the Wheel could tell at a orlanpe tlie
exact point of danger.—St. Nicholas.

a

OASTQHT A

/) The Kind You Have Always Bought

Bean the

A Whiff of the Seacoast.

When John W. Thomas departed for
Danville, 111., yesterday morning he

took along with him a whiff of the seacoast in the form of a bushel of
clams,
four bottles of clam bouillon
(the compliments of Thorndike & IIix) and a
box of the Vinalhaven Fish Co’s slacked cod.
It is easy to see where our Mr.
Thomas will receive a doubly cordial
welcome from his father-in-law, G. B.
Sidelinger, who is a former Knox county man, with an imperishable appetite
for products of the Atlantic.—Rockland

CONTROLS EVERY OPERATION
OP THE

I.H.C. SPREADER
A single purpose is essential to success. Single purpose in machine
construction is just as necessary as in human effort.
As a practical
working example of this single purpose your attention is called to the

Courier-Gazette.

CORN

CASTOR
IA
For Infants

KING

spreader, especially the single lever.
This single lever which controls every operation is a marvel of
concentration and efficiency. It takes the place and does the work of a
half dozen levers on ordinary complicated sprtaders.
It controls the
gear clutch, the speed of the apron and the reversing of the apron. With
this lever the operator also regulates the amount of manure per acre. This
single lever is convenient for the driver and is easily manipulated. The
Corn King spreader is made in three sizes. Call on local agent and see
one of these machines or write for illustrated catalog.

manure

and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

sXatureof

—Faith.

_

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30
years, has borne the signature of

ranged curious-looking indicators,

are

.»

steered

the steersman operates
governs the steering engine,
which in turn moves the great rudder.
The most astonishing thing about
the bridge is to find the wheelhouse
with all its curtains tightly drawn, as
often happens, and the man at the
helm steering the boat without even
seeing ahead at all. At night or even
by day if the light of the binnacle is
confusing, the wheelhouse is often
completely shut in. The man at the
wheel, it is explained, does not need to
look ahead.
The lookout high up in
the crow’s nest and the officer on watch
on the bridge, will keep him informed
of any object that is sighted. The duty
of the man at the wheel is to keep the
ship on her course. Throughout his
watch of four hours he must keep his
eyes on the compass and nowhere else.
On one side of the wheelhouse are
posted the sailing directions which give
tiie wheelmen explicit orders.
The
course to be followed for the
day is
in
a
neat little rack called the
placed
compass control. It suggests the rack
in church at the side of the
pulpit
which announces the number of the
hymns and Psalm for the day’s service.
The compass control will announce, for
instance, N. 7, 8, W, or some such
formula.
The wheelman glances at
this as he takes his watch at the wheel
and holds the great ship
exactly on this
course until he is relieved.
About the walls of the wheelhouse

May is coming, May is coming,
Life is sweet when grass is springing,
The white soil gleams across the bay,
The chime of distant school-bells ringing,
“Good bye, dear mother, 1 am going,”
And kisses fall on sunny faces,
While the bright day glides sweetly on
And flowerets bud in sheltered places.

|

are

,,

merely

And across the distant meadow
The silver sheen of waving willow,
While robin calls, “I’m quickly coming”
To swing my nest in orchard tree.

women

doody’s.

wheel

1907.

more people than
disease.
This is due to the
so
insidious
that it gets a
disease being
good hold on the system before it is recognized. Foley’s Kidney Cure will preven
the development of fatal disease if taken in
time. R. H. Moody.

Copper

All the great steamers

nowadays by the aid of steam or
electricity. In the old days half a
dozen men at times would struggle
with the wheel in high seas, and sailors
have been killed by the rapid revolving
of the projecting spoke handles. The
modern steering gear makes it possible
to guide these great ships with the
slightest pressure. The rudder, weighing many tons, is perhaps 500 feet
astern, yet with a touch of the polished
wheel the great 700-foot ship will
swing from side to side with almost the
The
delicacy of a compass needle.

May is coming, May is coming,
Don’t you hear the waters running,
In open air the children singing
“Comrades,” in full chorus clear,
Singing, calling, gayly saying,
To-morrow let us all go Maying,
Where the trailing, pink-eyed blossoms
Wait our coming each new year.
Trailing beauties ’neatli gray mosses;
Smiling beauties ’neath dead grasses,
Sparkling, fragrant, bathed in dew.
Ever singing the old measure,
“We come.” The first of spring’s bright
treasure,
“We live again,” and so shall you.
We spring again from earth’s cold bosom
There is no death, dear sorrowing women.
May is coming, May is coining,
Don’t you hear the waters running,
Ear away against the hill-top,
Purpling mist o’er forest tree,

other

The Brooksville

Timely Circular

SPRINGTIME.

Kidney complaint kills

any

—

....Mr. J. W. Nickerson has returned from

Nl’MBER.

1ETY OF ZENITH.

It

*

Mrs. Ann Ayer of Montville, who has
been keeping house for I. S. Bartlett during
the past winter, has returned home and
Miss Vida Clement of Montville is doing his
housework
W. S. Beunett is at home for
a few days.
He has sold his place to Mrss
M. A. Worthing of Liberty—School begin.

v

t-

I

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

nearly all officers at Monday, April 29th,under the instruction of
tiy Fred Black and Mrs. J. M. Sukeforth, one of the most caplioston, takiDg eight able teachers in the county.Herbert
liters, and good mem- l’ease has gone to Union at work at cooper
hard losses, but Bro. ing—Mr. G. E. Ring has gone to Boston

r

iluding C.

i

STEERING BY MACHINERY.

from the State Road
Commissioner.
Paul D. Sargent, State commissioner of
highways, has been sending out to the town
officials of the State within the past few
days circulars containing a reprint of an
article published in the R. F. D. News on
the work of the King road drag in keeping
dirt roads in condition.
Mr. Sargent in
speaking of the drag said that it was one of
the simplest as well as one of the best de
vices.for keeping country roads in condition
that he had seen.
The use of the drag is especially adapted
to the evening up of the soft or dirt roads.
This is the type of road that is “worked”
occasionally by being ploughed on each side
and the loose dirt thrown up toward the
middle making a more or less symmetrical
°val sloping toward the ditch on either
side. In good weather when the rains are
not frequent or
heavy the ruts will be cut
down by the wagon traffic, but in rainy
weather and in the spring and fall the ruts
are full of water and the mud holes are
worn into the surface and made deeper by
each new wagon track.
The water that
makes mud holes is held in by the bottom
and sides of dryer earth or a frozen surface.
If the water can run off it will do so.
The problem is to make a smooth surface
so that the water will run off and therefore
niake no mud hole, and the solution offered
is the King
drag. The simplicity of the
drag is such that any man or boy can make
one in less than two hours.
All that is required is a log eight feet long and 12 inches
in diameter. This is split in halves and
three two-incli holes are bored in each half
—one at each end and one in the middle.
The halves are then joined, split sides for
ward, with strong braces about three feet
long, and wedge them in securely. If a log
is not handy use a 12-inch plank and reinforce the backs with a 2x6 A loose plank on
which to ride is placed across the braces.
In use the drag should be drawn at an angle of 45 degrees. The directions for using
the drag are as follows:
First make the drag, and have a fourhorse eveuer ready for use the lirst time.
Wait until your roads are very soft, the
wetter and softer the better. Then attach
four horses; straddle the right-hand rut,
and begin to drag. Then turn and come
back along the other rut.
Don’t hurry;
drive slowly; the slower the better. The
effect of this first dragging will be to to fill
up the ruts, and to make a moderately
smooth surface on which it is possible to
make three tracks—one on each side, and
one where the old track used to be.
This
smooth surface w ill shed water partially at
least, and will give free access to the sun
and wind, causiug it to dry off quicker than
the rough surface on either side of the
smoothed space. When it begins to dry off,
take two horses and go over the same track
again. This will still further puddle the
clay and carry a little more into the middle
of the road which every team will both
puddle and compact still more.
If you wish to widen the road, wait until
after another rain, and then when it has
dried off sufficiently to plow readily, plow
one furrow along the outer mark of the
drag, take the drag and spread this smoothly over the surface of the road. In this way
the road will be widened by the width of
the furrow and will gradually become oval;
that is, higher in the middle, and each time
the drag is used will become a little smoother and a little harder.
If the road is still
too narrow, plow another furrow, and so on,
until the road has been widened as much as
you wish.

heir cream to the Wlnterport creamery, inO. Hatch, Kelly Nickersou, Fred
jane, Frank Gould and C. H. Partridge,
; fhe
creamery sends a team down to get the
1 ream—Will Jacobs has returned to ClifI on, Mass., after a short visit at his home
1 lere—Miss Leona Buck has been quite ill.
j )r. G. A. Stevens is attending her—Cecil
iloody is staying at Mrs. Clara Grant’s for
! few weeks—Friends and relatives regret
* o hear of the serious illness of Lemuel
1 ’erkins of Monroe. His wife was Clara
I itaples of this place.Edward
kndrews expects work on the wharf
1 ,t Mack’s Point soon.
He will employ Mrs.
laud Robbins as housekeeper.Herman
1 ’artridge bought a fine young horse last
reek of the well known stock bred by Mr.
1 )avid Sm ith of W interport.... Mr. and Mrs.
] rred Lane were called to Frankfort last
1 reek to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Joel
1 .ane—Arnos Lane has a new phonograph
, rith a good
supply of records. B. J. Cox is
he agent for phonographs at the village_
he young folks at the Center gave a danci ng party at the schoolhouse last Monday

danchig before the eyes, faint spells and
klndfcl symptoms caused by female weak-

eases.
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disagrees!hie, catarrhal, pelvic drain,
draggiifg/down distress In lower abdomen
or

the king road drag.

dsiting at Clark’s Corner fora few days....
k number of farmers in this vicinity send
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For the several ingredients of which Dr.
Pierce’s medicines are composed, as given
by leaders in all the several schools of
medicine, should have far more weight
than any amount of non-professional testimonials. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription has the iiadge of honesty on every
bottle-wrapper, in a full list of all its ingredients printed in plain English.
If you aro an invalid woman and suffer
from frequent headache, backache,
gnawing distr/Ks in stomach, periodical pains,

RALPH HAY FORD, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

HARDWARE,
PLUMBING,
MONARCH PAINT,

!

JAPA-LAC,

week
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alley have
moved to Searsport.
—

TIN and AGATE WARE

PKOSPKCT PERKY.

W. H. Harriman, who is on the jury in
Belfast, spent Sunday with his family, returning to Belfast Monday morning.

ANOTHER AFTER SUPPER SALE

Morris Ginn returned to Camden last
Monday morning—Mrs. W. H. Ginn is on
the sick list. She is attended by Dr. G. A.
—

Stevens of Stockton_Mrs. Charles Banks
is quite sick with the grip. She is attended
by Dr. G. N. Towle of Bucksport....Miss
Mildred Grindle is teaching school in Brewer— B. C. Avery is working in Bluehill.
....Mrs. J. A. Pierce was on the sick list
last week, but at this writing is greatly improved_Miss Maude Shute is at home
from the Bangor hospital for a vacation.
....Mrs. Edwin Billado went to the Bangor
hospital last Thursday to be operated on.

Saturday night a telephone message was received saying that the operation was successful and that she was doing as well as
could be expected.
HALLDALG.

The little 17 months’ old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Harding was accidentally
poisoned April lgth by eating some strychnine tablets. Dr. A. M. Small was hastily
summoned, but nothing could be done to
save the life of the little one.
The funeral
was Sunday afternoon from the home. Rev.
D. Brackett of Brooks spoke words of comfort to the sorrowing ones. J. E. Hall had
charge of the arrangements. The bearers
were Johu Iugraham and Chester Thompson.
The little white casket was covered
with beautiful dowers, which spoke of the
love and sympathy of the neighbors and
friends_Elias B. Hall, who had been sick
several weeks, died Monday morning, April
22nd-. -Mrs. Harriet Whitten, who has been
very sick, is a little better.Mrs. Nathan
Sylvester is very sick at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. A. A. Thompson.... Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Vose returned to Belfast last
Monday....Rev. S. W. Brown went to West
Buxton last week, where he expects to have
oharge of a church.... D. P. Thompson, who
has been quite sick, is able to be out again.
NORTH STOCKTON SERIN OS.

Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Clark are both
quite ill with severe colds.Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Ellis are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a son, April lSth....Mrs.
Blanohe Littlefield visited her aunt, Mrs.
Ivory George, last week.Lyman Part
ridge, Jr., has been tick in bed for severs

j

UR After Supper Sales have made a hit.
t may be the
hour—it may be the big values we offer—or it
may be
the attractiveness ot prices—in any event, we’ve never seen

O

such

CRAWFORD RANGES,

FARM, GARDEN

SEEDS and TOOLS, CHILDREN’S CARTS.

GOODHUE & CO., Stockton Springs

quick choosing and rapid selling.
You will do well to be here Saturday

night. Come at
if you can—but be sure you come. There will be another session of the clan of
bargain hunters. All the faithful will be here. They will be on the lookout for something
good, and we’ll see to it that none are disappointed.
Such remarkable values—such astonishing prices—such splendid saving opportunities
as attend the special evening sale events are seldom offeredYou will do well to be on
hand Saturday night.
Cotton Crash. iy&rTEUrX:

day night.jllNot over 10 yards to a customer.

Red Damask Napkins.

SSSLirt'g
16x16 inches, assorted patterns. Special for
Saturday night at.

.6dCh

$ 1.50 Leather Baas 98c. tSe9°tf

Seven pieces ouly,
Shplf VII
Oil r.lnfh
OllCII
t’lUlll. brown and red shades.
Regularly seven cents per yard.
Ale
Special for Saturday night at.^2^

GO cent value. Special OQr
night...

Muslins. ag,&lSMffi.aS52
Dimity
last week's sale. Pretty spring

Next Saturday night we
shall sell another limited lot of 10 and 12} cent dress shields at the
redicaously low price of.

ftrocc
ChloMc
Lrlvdo OIIICIU3.

colorings,
dresses, kimonas and children's
Worth from 8 to 10 cents per yard.
for
Special
Saturday night
per

to

a

wear.

.........Jjl^

customer.

Black Moreen Petticoats. Sric™

Fvtra
Wrl^l one black novelty dress
LAll u opvviai.
pattern of seven yards.
Was $1.25 per yard. Special for QQr nA

Moreen Petticoats, good quality material,
deep flounce, trimmed with clusters of pinI If)
head tucks. Special for Saturday
night.*.—• ,#IV

10-NO TELEPHONE ORDERS.

Tbe Advertiser of Facts

I2jc each

more, no'less. Fine qualhole pearl buttons. Regular 10 cent
no

...5c dozen

suitable for

^||

tyNot over three pairs

ity four

Saturday night at.OVv jtl.

1

10-NO GOODS CHARGED.

FRED A. JOHNSON

Handkerchiefs.
chiefs. Special for

^ralad!,^r
Saturday night
at.-^Q

50c Dress Unen 35c.
warranted pure linen, suitable tor waists,
dresses and fancy work. Splendid value at
50c. Special for Saturday night..

JCj. y&

jgjlO

only in paste-board Car*

Oondi tion

SURETY

R.

H.

^

of

MOODY.

New Custom Made

COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio.
31, 1900.

CARRIAGES.
Warranted first class in every respect.

j

I2jc.

as

BY

ieal estate. .$ 17,171 50
Mortgage loans. 101,052 18
Collateral loans. 30,200 00
Jtocks and bonds. 409,192 09
Cash in office and bank. 60,695 85
49,070 89]
Agents’ balances.
Buis receivable..
3,00212
interest and rents.
5,943 86 j
U1 other assets.. 10,205 42

10c Pearl Buttons 5 cents dozen.

Only 5C dozen,

of

ASSETS DECEMBER

night.Z3C yd

_

BANKERS
Of

up

WILLIAMS MFU. CO., Sole Agents. Cleveland. Ohio.

Statement

THE

shall sell two dozen pearl belt
buckles.
25 cent value, at the rediculous price of
we

White Lisle Hose.
double soles.
for Saturday

Saturday

to

SOLD

Three pieces only, four
m?"es wille> warranted
Regular price 35 cents per yard.

25c Belt Buckles

..

at.Qg

Aa||*P|A|| Beware of counterfeits and Imitations. The genuine is put
UHUIIUIV ton with fac-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus:

Send for Circular

twenty- fo«r finest
quality French pearl
8-inch pins. Half dollar value.
---l
Special Saturday night at.J Jt ("at II

162 yards 27 inch cotton
voiles, left from our last
Saturday night sale. Colors, blue,brown, red,
green, tan and gray. Worth 12$ and 15 cents
per yard. | Special for Saturday night

soft leather bags with silk cord and
leather tassel. $1.50 value. Special for Sat-

to accomplish DESIRED
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50 per bottle.

Strictly vegetable,perfectly harmless, sure

Pearl.1 Hat1 Pins
1 ,,,a*

f.Atf
An VaIIac
v UIICo.
UUUUII

quality

urday night

silk.
Special for

pme

French Periodical Drops

lyon’s

Plaid Ribbons

bleached cotton crash.
Worth today six
cents per yard. Special for Satur- jr •,A

and LAWN MOWERS,

I

seven,

I in An HniliAC Sinai lot only. Best Irish
LIIICII UUIIICa. linen
doilies,
fringed
small size. Special for Satur2r aarh
day night at.^ Catll

CROCKERY and FURNITURE,

GOODS LAID ASIDE.

’’he Advertiser of Facts

752,533 97 !
36,227 63 ;

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
?et unpaid losses..

716,3C6 34

S£^=Call

30,760 33
116,626 87
7,284 16

ISAAC S. STAPLES, Brooks, Me.

Jnearned premiums

1

Stylish, Comfortable and Durable.

Gross assets.
deduct items not admitted.

Ul other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

600,000 00
61,634 98

rotal liabilities and surplus. 716,306 34
Arthur Ritchie, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
All kinds of surety bonds promptly executed.
3wl8

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

BANGOR,

Specialist in Disease* of the
Nose and Throat,

Eye, Ear

las taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be In Belfast every Monday. Office hours to
i. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Dra. G. B. Holt, Liberty; Adelbert
Mlllett. Searsmont; D. F. Flanders, Elmer Small
tod 8. W. Johnson Belfast
33tf

at our

Depository

and examine

them.

tf 19

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
O. E.

whose full

Perry,
Oscar E. Perry of Burnham, in the County
WHEREAS,
Waldo
of
his
name was

)f
and State
Maine, by
mortgage
Seed dated the sixteenth day of June, A. I). 1900,
find recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 266, Page 300, conveyed to me, the undersigned, C. F. Mitchell of said Burnham, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Burnham,
Dounded and described as follows, to wit: On the
jast by the Sebasticook river, on the south by
land of A. McNally and widow Hunt; on the west
Dy land of Lyman W inn and the trout brook; on
the north by land owned by Millard Gilmore, the
Kagley heirs and A. D. Millett, containing forty
icres, more or less, and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
ay reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
l claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at said Burnham, this twenty fifth day of
3wl8
April, A. D. 1907.
C. F. MITCHELL.

WALDO COUNTY HORSE NOTES.

Republican Journal.

I he

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1907.

BELFAST.

Published

Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

r,uSim!i"Uer.

{

CHARLES A. PILSBUHY.

Subscription Terms—In advance, $i.no a
year; sl.00 for six months; 5U cents for tiiree
months.
Advertisin'!: Terms—For 1 lie square, one
Inch length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Mr. Olney of Massachusetts pops up

administration;

with a criticism of the

but it is not so good a bid for the presidential nomination as lie may think.
The East Maine M. E. conference
adopted a resolution commending Governor Cobb for his action in defending
the prohibitory liquor law and vetoing
the bill intended to repeal the Sturgis
enforcement law.

maple

Vermont’s

sugar crop this season is estimated to have sold for $3,500,-

What

000 or more.

was

considered

a

waning business has received an immense impetus, thanks to the pure food
laws and a most favorable season. Xo
doubt under present conditions Maine
maple orchards will receive increased
attention, with profitable results.
A New Y"ik

sued

firm basisbook entitled “One Thousand

a

simple Soups.”
one

publishing

The receipts for the

thousand soups

Hundred Beef

begin
Soups; then

with Two

One
Hundred and Ten-Mutton Soups; One
Hundred Veal Soups, One Hundred and
Fifty Chicken Soups, One Hundred Fish
come

Soups, Fifty Chowders, Fifty Cream
Soups, One Hundred l’urees and Bisques. Fifty Wine and Fruit Soups, Fifty
Miscellaneous Soups, and then some
“Back Talk” which intimates that the
of soups is by no means ex-

subject

hausted.

Xo wonder that

casion,illy get

“in the

people

oc-

soup.”

1:: ti e finding of the U. S. steamboat
inspectors in the ease of the sinking of
the steamer Larelimont in the Sound
on the night of Feb. 11th the responsi-

bility for the collision is laid upon Pilot
John 1- Anson, of the Larelimont, who
was drowned, and ( apt. George E. JlcYay

is

practically exonerated, though

unmended for his efforts to save
lives. The schooner is declared to have
not c

been sailed in full compliance with the
navigating rules. It is hard to justify
this conclusion from the published reports of the disaster. The statement
of the

quartermaster

on

duty

at the

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

A. M. Shibles at Knox station is the
owner of a valuable young mare of high
breeding, that is soon due to foal by Simpson 2 27.
Owing to the sudden death of Wendell
Reynolds of Brooks, three high class horses
will he sold at once, a beautiful 2-year-old
stallion weighing 1,000 pounds by Marston
C. 2.19i, that has already shown a 3-minute
gait on the trot, also a high class driving
horse and one brood mare.
Ernest Stimpson of Brooks is said to have
a very promising colt, one year old this
spring, by Dawn Emperor, for which he
was offered $100 when a few weeks old.
Dawn Emperor, it will be remembered, is
the young stallion, four years old this
spring, by Emperor Wilkes 2.20|; dam Miss
Day Dawn 2.26J, owned by I. H. Grant of
North Monroe. It is understood that there
are some other youngsters in the vicinity
; by the same sire that are attracting attention.
Geo. R. Boulter of Knox has a blood bay
stallion three years old this spring by Pedlar 2.18J, dam by Allectus by Alcantara.
This colt is standard and registered under
the name of Lednitf. He is a good individual standing about 16 hands and weighin his present form 1050 pounds. He
j ing
will be allowed to serve a few mares this
I season.
Mr. Boulter also has the fast
young mare Miss Keene by Young Nelson,
by Nelson 2.09. Her dam was by Victor
Jr„ by Victor, by Gen. Knox; second dam
Stella by Woodbrino. This mare has been
raced a little, has a mark of 2.34i, and has
been a half mile in 1.11. She is now heavy
in foal to Stiletto 0.
I
vviiiuerrisn, trie genial village DiacRsmitn
I at Unity, still has the good young stallion
! Broomal Wilkes.
Broomal Wilkes was by
Broomal 2.15 and his dam was Daisy Wilkes
I by Mambrino Wilkes; second dam by Judge
Advocate, and third dam by Gloster so his
breeding is allright. Individually he is a
| large seal brown horse that stands 10Hehands
is a
laud weighs from 1150 upwards.
I well finished horse that goes to the trot with
I big, slashing gait, is endowed with a per! feet disposition and is a first class using
horse.
lie has been quite largely patronI ized by the farmers and breeders of the vithe
past two or three seasons and his
I cinity
colts are said to be a most likely lot to come
from this class of dams. Besides his stallion
Will always wants something else in the
horse line to play with and that will attract
a little attention either for speed or breedHe now has a Wilkes mare by Staning.
ford, son of Red Wilkes dam by John F.
Phelps. .She goes to the trot and if he keeps
her will be used for a brood mare.
The veteran breeder, Capt. Geo. B. Pills! bury of Unity, long known as the owner of
I noted stallion Lyre Bird 9723, by Jay Bird,
now has eight colts and young horses from
| two to seven years old in his stable, all of
his own breeding and all by Lyre Bird, and
better still all good acting and good stepping colts, that promise to make sweet
drivers. A better lot for their number that
have come up together in one stable is not
seen every day.
He is now driving a handsome roan gelding, five years old coming,
that is a nice actor and the subject of considerable favoiable comment when seen on
the street.
This one’s dam was a mare
called Nellmont by Baymout Chief; second
dam Calais Girl, by Gideon. He is a stylish
looker that should be wanted at a handsome
price. Then there is a bay mare seven
years old, one of the several colts bred by
Mr. PilLsbury from the mare Mammie by
Wintlirop Morrill, that is much on the Mor.’She will weigh about 1,000
gan type.
pounds, is an elegant driver and looks like a
natural born roadster.
The Lyre Birds
are handsome horses with good trotting action, that make attractive drivers and we
should not be surprised if the old horse had
more than his usual amount of patronage
this season.—Turf, Farm and Home.

E. R. Knowlton lost
colt last week.

—

—

—

very good yearling

Mrs. Susan A. Hall has beeu having
Mrs. G. L. Morrill was
several days last week.

a

quite sick for

Hale Rose has been appointed carrier on
the R. F. D. route of W. S. Reynolds, deceased.
F. K. Roberts has got the old Libbeus
Jones shop on rollers preparatory to moving
it to a site near his mill.
Mrs. A. E. Carpenter, who has been confined to her bed, is now much better but has
not yet been out of doors.

Deputy Sheriff Fred Emmons is still at
work on his new buildings at the head of
Emmons street. He will have a nice stand
when it is completed.
Mrs. Eliab S. Stevens has been, and still
Her son, Mr.
is, very dangerously ill.
Scribner of Massachusetts, and her brother,
Hon. Win. P. Thompson of Belfast, have

He said:
"1 think that Theodore Roosevelt
will be nominated. Of course, in expressing the belief that Mr. Roosevelt
will be renominated, I am judging the
situation as it now stands, and there
may be a change in the course of events.
T
am
convinced that
President
llooseve.t is sincere in his declaration
that he i 'es not want to be a candidate
again, but I believe in spite of this declaration that he will be the first choice
of t he Republicans at the national convention.
lie has already been indorsed
by a large number of state legislatures,
and he is stronger With the people than
lie lias ever been.”
Flv

...

i. f,1).

...

♦

Everett Tasker is making a great improvement in the Libbeus Jones place. He
has moved the shed and stable and will
have them connected and also connected
with the house.
We learn that Sarah, wife of Robert Hanson, died at the residence of her son-in-law,
M. S. Stiles, last Monday. The funeral will
be at the Friend’s Chapel to-day, Thursday.
Friend Robert and his wife have for many
years been among the best known and most
highly respected residents of this place.
Mr. C. E. I’eavey is using the Wilkes
stallion “Purist” as a truck horse this
spring as usual. He is one of the finest
bred horses in Waldo county and has some
valuable colts to his credit. Mr. Peavey’s
business is just heavy enough to give tile
horse good exercise and he is in fine form.
The subject of Rev. J. W. Vaughn’s evening lecture next Sunday will be “The
Dance.”
Last Sunday evening T. A.
Elliott, with Mrs. Elliott as accompanist,
gave a solo in a very beautiful way. It is
very pleasant to have Mr. and Mrs. Elliott
back in Brooks, their old home and where
they are specially welcome in musical circles.

The commencement exercises of the JackHigh school will be held in the Congregational Church at Jackson corner on the
evenings of May 8th, 9th and 10th.The
Baccalaureate sermon will be delivered by
son

Rev. J. W. Vaughan Sunday morning, May
A lecture will be
5th, at 10:30 o’clock.
given by Prof. Allen E. Rogers of Orono on
the subject of education Wednesday evenThe graduation exercises
ing, May 8th.
will be held May 9th and all are cordially
invited to attend. A reception will be held
Friday evening, May 10th, for the students
and parents. This is the lirst time in the
history of the school that a graduation has
taken place aud the support of the public is
desired to help forward the work begun.
The graduating class is small and composed
of girls alone—Misses Myra E.Brown,Verne
B. Chase, Geneva M. Elwell, Ethel J. Rich

and Ola B. Webb. The school has been under the instruction the past year of George
A.Curran of Hampden, who is a graduate of
the University of Maine. Both teacher and
pupils have worked hard and the school has
been a decided success.Harold and
| Harrison Mortou have returned from Dix[ mont, where they have been building a
[cheese factory_Henry Fletcher has secured permanent help on his farm at last.
[ It is a boy and weighs 8 pounds_Mr. and
i Mrs. John McKinley are reported quite sick
iu Frankfort, where they have been speudj iug the winter with their daughter, Mrs.
Daniel Kimball...Mrs.F.W.Wright, who has
been sick, is improving.. .Mrs. Robert Hanson is reported very sick at this writing.

[

$

strengthens enfeebled

$

nursing mothers by increasing their flesh and

9

nerve

provides baby with the

and mineral food for

necessary

healthy growth.

They
through.”

of

man

means
a

^

limited

the kind of

square deal that

will merit his trade
and

his

lasting

friendship.

William A. Clark,
Established 1884.

by Breathing Hy-o-mei.

Telephone

Gives

(Juick Relief.
Many people who have .suffered with catarrh for years naturally think they cannot
be cured, and become discouraged.
The reason they have failed of cure is because they have not treated the disease with
the local remedy, Hy-o-mei, which is breathed through a neat pocket inhaler so that its
healing medicated air reaches the most remote air-cells, kills all catarrh germs and
restores the mucous membrane of the nose,
throat and lungs to a healthy condition.
Catarrh is really a local disease and to
cure it, it must be treated by a remedy which
reaches every spot in the nose and throat
where the disease germs lodge.
Hy-o-mei
does this and gives relief from the first day’s
A complete Hy-o-mei outfit costs but $1.00
and R. H. Moody gives a guarantee with
every package to refund the money unless it
cures.

HFRNHAM.

Andrew Pease, an aged and respected
citizen of Burnham, died April 18th, aged
about 80 years. Funeral services were held
from his late residence April 21st, Rev. John
Lamb of Troy officiating. .Mrs. Lovina
Sweetland of Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs.
\V*o H. Kimball several days last week.
Mrs. Sweetland was called here by the death
of her brother, Andrew Pease—Winslow
Caswell of Greene, Me., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. H. Kimball-John Wyman of
Gardiner visited.his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Wyman, several days last week.
Mrs. Lula Dodge is conveying scholars
from district No. 8 to district No. 7—We
are informed that Martin Parks of Pittsfield
is making preparations to plant 60 acres of
potatoes on his Horseback farm in Burnham the coaling season.

\

we

make the most extensive

7-3.

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,
CLARK’S CORNER, BELFAST:
SINCERITY CLOTHES

TAIN SMALLEY SALESMAN.

-—H OSIER Y-

5

New, Complete Stock, More Novelties, Better Values j

PHONOGRAPH

*

DEPARTMENT

have the most up-to-date systems for carrying records
in the State. We carry every EDISON GOLD MOULDED
RECORD in the catalog and with our new system each record

And

now

separate drawer on the end of which is a printed label
containing the number, name of selection and name or names by
has

a

whom rendered.
We will sell you.

a

Phonograph Outfit

on

easy terms AND

USE YOU RIGHT.

F. A. FOLLETT & SON, P. 0. SQUARE:

I
♦

|

Silk Hose
Lisle Hose,
Cotton Hose,

X

i
{

♦

EXTRA LARGE
OR EXTRA SMALL
STOCKINGS

♦

STOCKINGS

♦

♦

We invite your
attention to our

with

HOSIERY

White Soles

Stockings

t

j
t
♦

Special Prices
3 pairs for $1.00

Em? ORADTIATES

DURABLE SCHOOL HOSE
for
ROMPING BOYS.

Also

3
(which

pairs for 50c.
believe

we

are

♦
♦
♦
♦

j

WHITE HOSE in

unequalled in value •

COTTON. LISLF.

nr

T.A?

t
i

♦
JUST THE STYLE YOU WANT

INFANTS’ HOSE
MISSES’ HOSE
WOMEN’S HOSE

|

J

♦
♦
♦

♦
•TjA-IST XXOSI3
TO MATCH
T^L3NT SIIO ns

JUST THE WEIGHT YOU WANT

5

JUST THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PA'

♦

♦
i

J

JAMES H.

HOWES,

BELFAST, MAIN- j
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦;
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

♦

MOSTVIIXE.
been failMrs. Frank Mayhew, who has
The
22d.
ing for some years, died April
Kev. T.
funeral services were conducted by
her late
R. l’entecost, on April 20th, from
of schools J.
CENTER

at

Mrs.
spring term:
McFarland’s Corner;

teach
Olive
Miss

Why You Should Have Your Account in

White’s
Viola Knowlton of Liberty, at
the \ ose
Corner; Miss Nettie Ramsay at
dis
district; Perley C. Allen at the Carter
at
trict; Miss Joanna Simmons of Morrill,
the Center; Mrs. Frank Hall of Searsmont
Misses Lettie Morse and
at the

I Bit i Blast

Kingdom;

Helen Ring, at Halldale and the riains
E. A. Sprowl was here last week from Massachusetts, arranging his property interests
for the season. E. II. Thompson will remain on Mr. Sprowl’s farm for a year.... ;
The many friends of Mrs. C. 0. Jordan,
Miss Lura II. Bennett of Mont-

BECAUSE, the safety of your money is absolute and beyond question.
BECAUSE, it offers no special inducement to new customers, valuing old
accounts as highly as new ones. Every depositor receives the "Square deal,"
whether an old customer or a new one, and courtesy whether his account is one

formerly
ville, and now living in South Boston, are
her
awaiting with solicitude the outcome of

May has a position in the schools-Mr. !
and Mrs. Arthur Gilpatrick and son, and
Samuel Gilpatrick are guests at Volney
Thompson’s....Dr. Darling was called to
attend a horse belonging to Elijah Belgard,
but was not able to save it....Clifton Morse
has been sawing wood for Thomas Erskine
with his gasolene engine.... Bert Thomas
will make his home in Morrill in the future.
....Llewellyn Keller’s new house, built by
Allen Goodwin, is completed on the outside
and the inside is ready for the mason. \
Roscoe Downer of Liberty will do the
mason work_Mr. and Mrs. John Fuller \
of Liberty visited D. W. Tasker last Friday. !
_Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sanford and son Willie (
of Liberty visited at Gardiner Berryls last

BECAUSE, all national banks are compelled to keep in their vaults and on
deposit with other banks as a quick reserve fund not less than 15 % of theirtota!
deposits.
BECAUSE, the investments of this bank are alwaysopen to your investigation
and can be at once cashed in the open market for more than their book value.
list of investments is furnished to anyone interested.

MIXED
Sweet Pea SboO 10g. 1-411.
Hill

“

15C. 1-4 m.

A

BECAUSE, this bank makes no loans for a longer period than six months, thus
insuring the power of quick convertibility of all assets into actual cash.

BECAUSE,

in its

checkiug department

it has every

facility

for

business to your satisfaction, and appreciates small accounts

as

handling

your
well as larg

ones.

in its Savings Department it pays as
in the State.
bank
other
in any

BECAUSE,

high

a

rate as can be obtained

4%

were

j

|

complete

KNOX STATION.

The friends of W. K. Boulton of this town
pained to learn of his death, which occured at Westbrook, Sunday April 21st.
He had been in poor health for some time
past and his aunt took him to Westbrook,
hoping a change would benefit him. He
leaves a father, two sisters and three brothers to mourn his loss, as well as a large circle of friends. He was 30 years of age....
Edward Shibles is having his house piped
for hot water. E. J. Vose is doing the work.
_A large number from this place attended County grange;at Brooks last week.

f
1

dollar or ten thousand.

serious illness in a Massachusetts hospital.
.Misses Grace and May Foster have
gone to Danfortli.... Misses Grace and May
Foster have gone to Weston where Miss

_^

WE HAVE ENTIRELY REMODELED OUR

of the year in

showing

:

Sunday.

men

CATARRH CAN BE CORED.
Kill the Germs

■■

We aim to give the

such as organization of opposing movements and that sort of tiling which we
have been hearing about for some time.
"In those States I visited, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida, the Republicans are in hearty accord with the adand

V

———

connected with the government and
otherwise interested. As a result of
his observations lie said:
"I saw no evidence to justify published reports of disaffection in the ranks
of some of the Republicans in the south,

Roosevelt

At this time

|

—

n

planned several months ago, he had
discussed politics to some extent, as
was natural, as he was called upon by
many southern Republicans officially

through

Q

fat

ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00.

>

i

♦

Stewart,

^

force.
It

SALE;

I Begins Today,Thursday,May 2 |

residence....Superintendent
engaged the following

Scott's Emulsion

»©»

HOSIERY

THE BIC SALE QF STOCKINGS

:

C. Carey, has
ers
for the

iiad

are

! ANNUAL

♦

JACKSON.

Ilitcl.cock, who returned to Washington April 24th from the south, where
he had been on an official tour of the
post offices, said that while iris trip was
primarily one of inspection, which lie

ministration.

♦

been here to see her.

st.

nominee.

I JAMES E HOWES ls=

Mrs. Mabel Rose visited her friend Mrs.
Nellie Caine in, Clinton last week.

;

NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.

a

spell with the grip.

|

Miss Beatrice Karnes is at the village
time was that the schooner luffed when
visiting her brother, Jacob Eames....F. L.
close upon the steamer and it was evi- Ginn of Boston visited his daughter, Mrs.
dent from the collision taking place Alice Cole, recently_Miss Helen Littlelield is at home from Searsport for a few
amidships of the Larelimont that by days_Arno Cummings of Prospect is in
parties here.
keeping off a point tlie schooner would this vicinity whitewashing for
....Lyman Partridge, Jr., is very sick
have gone clear or at most have given The schools in this vicinity began Monday
the steamer a glancing blow well aft, with Miss Estelle Bennett of Sandypoint
teacher of the Roberts school and Mrs.
so that in either case the loss of life, to Flora Marden at the Center
Fred Ellis
of
the
loss of the steamer, of Searsport visited his sons, Fred and
say nothing
Clifton Ellis, this week
Little Gladys
might nave been avoided.
Robbins was quite ill last week. Dr. Steveus
was
called to attend her-Miss Leona
Congressman Littlefield addressed the Buck is gaining after an illness of several
weeks.... Herman Partridge was at Cape
members of the Twin City foundry- Jellison on
business, Monday....Forrest
men's association at a banquet given at Clark is at work on the new wharf at
Mack's Point.
tlie West Hotel in Minneapolis, Minn.,

April 2:;d. The following day he was in
Paul, and was asked who he thought
would be the Republican presidential

Mrs. P. E. Luce has been very seriously
ill.

In Our Savings Department.
From

May 1st.

DEPOSITS NOW 00 ON INTEREST MAY 1st AT 4
If already
our

a

patron,

we

thank

you; if not,

we

*

want your good name on

books.

CHECKING ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.

J
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT.

i

SOLID AS A MAINE LEDGE.

....AT....

SWIFT PAUL’S
FOR SALE

THE CITY N ATION AL Ml OF BELFAST

Store and lot corner Main and WashDesirable location for
For particulars
any kind of business.
F. M. LANCASTER.
enquire of

ington streets.

Belfast, April 25,1907.—17U'

J

BELFAST
Wilson has tendered to the
resignation as a member of

y

I'iJNEWSOF
,,

v.ilist sewing circle will meet
t„l s. Jackson, 33 Church street,
iav. afternoon.

The Waldo Co. Teachers Convention
will be held at Stockton Springs, May 20th,
1907. The program will be printed next
week.
The J. Ks spent a most enjoyable evening
last Monday as the guests of Miss Marian
Wells, Church street. Monday eveuing,
May 6tb, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins will entertain the club at her home on Franklin
street.

nominations made by Gov.
Stiletto C., is entered for The Nutmeg
•ill were the following: Fish
w. Frisbee, Belfast; Justice 2.07 class, pacing, purse $5,000, at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn., next SeptemKben F. Littlefield, Belfast,
“M. B.
ber.
The Boston Globe says:
gone out of Swan Lake,
has
fnity Pond and Pitchers Smith of Pearl Brook farm, Belfast,
his training stable to a half-mile
y local fishermen have al- shipped
track just outside of Hartford.”
ii lines, and some catches of
The trustees of the Waldo County Agriare reported.
cultural society are looking over the fair
.in, Fastine, W. A. Walker
etc., and getting
pen for the season June grounds, track, buildings,
ready for the season’s improvements and
one of the most delightful
The society has voted to offer
Maine coast and The Acadian repairs.
$3200 in purses for the raees at the fair to
all its appointments.
be held in Belfast, August 20tb, 21st and
voting of the Hospital Aid
22nd.
The admission price is fixed at 50
with Mrs. T. B. Dinsmoretoay,

afternoon.

The

Aid

ledge the gift of two sets
ms from Mrs. W. F. Langill.
game at the Park last Saturday
Bock land and Belfast High
esuited in a victory for the
Belfast High
-core of 9 to 2.
i.vduled for May 1st in the
of the Freedom academy
w

,dorado, subscriber writes:
Fed for your valuable paper

■

the past twenty-five years
well do without it. 1 meet
ind F. W. Angier every few
are both Belfast boys and
r

linely.”
U. will meet tomorrow, Friat 2:30 o’clock, with Miss
ugham, No. 23 High street.
‘Franchise,” continued from
■■‘ting, will be considered.

i

■

guested

to

come

prepared

to

remaining in the Bellor the week ending April
M. JJunplie, Miss Rena SavNed Ellis, Geo. E. Larrai,Aimes ter, Cyrus MeKenney,
>., Marcus Swan, Mr. J. T.
■tters

v.

C'. Wentworth.

the Senior Dramatics and
fast Opera House tomorrow,
The reserved seats can be
one o’clock this morning at
Son's. The general public,
the alumni of the school,
ze the affair liberally.
■■■.rrels are now1'under the
the law.
Beginning May
a fill to “hunt, chase, catch,
a one’s possession, except
squirrel, under a penalty of
In Belfast the gray squir:■: etty well protected by pubnid there are several tlourishii the city.

Knowlton, superintendent of
completed the school census
persons of school age in the
noTii reported in 1906, a gain of
..mi is largely accounted for by
inning do the town, brought
Miller Bushing company, shoe
iher increasing industries.
I'cianon
organized at the
n ice W. Lord, April 29th, to be
he Indian Valley Consolidated
iml has a capital stock of $2,0u0ing paid in. Maurice W. Lord
and clerk, Leslie C. Follett
nl Maurice W. Lord, Leslie C,
1 rue C. llayford are the diwas

nr’s orders the sides of the
d Church and Franklin streets
rely graded and they will be
eared for by W. J. Clifford,
the billboards which hide the
ed l’arlor Theater. This is a
place and has been in a very
audition. The improvement is
impended.

cents

per ticket for

men

and women, with

carriages and children free.
Holman F. Day has a most interesting
story in the April 27th issue of the Saturday
Evening Post on “The Jail that Paid a
humorous bit of romance
a true incident in Waldo
county’s history of between one and two decades ago, when the county jail was overrun
with tramps, to whom the deputy sheriffs in
the country towns are alleged to have given
$2 apiece and tobacco to allow themselves
to be arrested.
Dividend” It is
worked around

a

Quite a serious accident occurred in Eas^
Belfast last Saturday, when some boys were
playing ball. Two boys, Walter Bowen
and Stanley Kuowlton, ran for the ball at
the same time and collided. Knowlton was
cut on the forehead by Bowen’s teeth, and
he, thrown backward by the force of the
impact, fell on a stone which cut his head
He was uuconsious until after the
open.
doctor’s arrival, but is rapidly recovering.
Three stitches were taken in the wound.
Peace Day. The ISth of May, the anniversary of the founding of the Peace at the
Hague, is to be observed as a special day by
the public schools of America.
All schools
of Maine, of whatever grade, are requested
to observe the day in some appropriate manner.
Samples of programs and other helpful literature may be obtained by sending
a two cent stamp to tne National W. C. T.
XJ. Peace Supt. Mrs. It. ,1. Bailey, Winthrop
Center, or the State Peace Supt. Alice May
Douglas, Bath.
North Belfast. Mrs. E. A. Mitchell
and Millie Mitchell, who spent several weeks
in Massachusetts, arrived home April 23rd.
Mrs. Lulu Dockhatn of Wells arrived
last Friday evening and is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mason_Mrs.
Mayo Ilarriman and Mrs. Stewart have
taken possession of the property they recently bought of Charles H. Thurston_E.
W. Wiley is building an L connecting his
house and barn_Corydou Emmons has a
house in process of construction on the lot
owned by the late Oliver P Chase, the
house on which burned several years ago.
—

The Young Men’s Association. The
Young Men’s Association of this city have
selected crimson and gray as their colors
for future use and decorations to be worn
on sweaters and caps as w ell as on the base
suits during the coming season.
Xtall
Thanks of the Association are extended
this week to the Belfast Company of
Knights of Pythias, Mrs. E. P. Carle,
Elmer A. Sherman, Misses Annie V. Field,
Caroline W. Field, Emeroy Ginn, Melvina
V. Parker, Grace A. Lord, Alice N. Nickerson, Sarah E. West, Margaret L. Keene, L.
Grace Chadwick, Dr. 0. S. Vickery, Rev.
D. L. Wilson and many others for favors
conferred. The Association have voted to
attend church services at the Congregational church on Sunday morning, May 12th,
when Kev. I). L. Wilson will speak to them.

Franchise Meeting.
The Woman's
Christian Temperance Union met last Friday afternoon with Mrs. Martin I,. Mitchell,
No. 15 Franklin street, for a franchise meeting, in accordance with a call of the National organization. Mrs. George E. White, one
ia Simpkins” company with a
of the vice presidents, presided in the ab1 and splendid orchestra, will
sence of the president, Mrs. L. A. Decrow,
Ifast Opera House, Wedneswho was kept away by the illness of her
The play is made of fun and
daughter. After the usual opening devol ining the pleasing features of
tional exercises, Miss Ellen P. Frothingham
"lrama and the ever popular
read a paper showing t>usan 11. Anthony to
The character sketches are
have been the first to start an organized
very clever, while there is an
movement for woman suffrage, although
>f good music, singing and daneothers had taken a stand in that behalf,
notably one Revolutionary dame. The sub!• is of .Seaside Chautauqua Cirject was generally discussed, and is to be
ft Monday afternoon, May Gtli,
continued at the next meeting, which will
'forge Mahoney, No. 7 Salmond be held with Miss Frothingham, Friday aflesson will be from chapter ternoon, May 10.
L. S. C. book “Rational LivNew Advertisements. Fred A. Johnreview of chapters seventeen
son, Masonic Temple, announces another
ii of Literary Leaders.
The
Former sales have
“After Supper Sale.”
pic is Benjamin Jowett, one of
proved a great success, and last Saturday
famous men.
Roll-call, quota- evening the store was crowded and the
rtiomas Carlyle’s writings.
sales large. The prices quoted in the advt.
M Lancaster is offering for sale should ensure another crowd next Saturuni lot corner of Main and WashSee also Johnson’s advt. of
day evening
-ets, and as he is nearly 90 years shirt waist suits and jumper suits_A. D.
uas been in business in this city
Chase & Son, Chase’s Corner, announce
yfor 52 years he has well earned that the Acorn shirt waists and shirt waist
"1 retirement.
After four years suits are open for inspection. See the ilaliforniahe went into the grocery lustrations and other information given in
this city in 1855, and for several the advt. They also carry Munson’s New
in company with his brother York shirt waists and suits, and have a
firm being F. M. & D. Lancaster, large line of carpets, rugs and other floor
'lie death of David’has conducted coverings to select from.William A.
ess alone.
Clark manufacturing elotlier, aims to give
nick Daybreak, Capt. Colby, ar- the man of limited means the square deal
T-ewis wharf last Sunday with a that will merit his trade and his lasting
of live cod and haddock and a friendship-Silk gloves, long, white and
black, shirt waists in either long or short
■'
s, the latter selling at 18 cents a
sleeves, 1)8 cents up, at The Fashion_Gold
apt. Colby will be here again in
week and will continue his trips Bond Hats, sold by W. A. Clark, are “as
as the government”_T. P. Mathews*
lay. After that time he will be good
olfers great bargains in a top
and baking. You can tell when Liberty,
a
ceak is in by seeing people going buggy and concord wagon_The Dorothy
direction from Lewis’ wharf car- Dodd shoes, $3.50, $3 and $3.50, the new
fashions in .this beautiful footwear, may
'd or haddock by the tail.
now be seenWt The Dinsmore Store....Mr.
'learner Castine arrived at Lewis
aud Mrs. E. A. Carpenter of Brooks pub;
;
Monday from her winter quarters in lish a card of thanks.See notice of milk
*
I", looking spick and span aftmr r
dealers to their customers.The Coombs
"'•b
overhauling and painting. She is
family publish a card of thanks.Ralph
"
best possible condition for the seaBelfast, is agent for the 1. H. C.
Hayford,
business and made her first excursion
Corn King manure spreader. See the illus■fay, when she took a large party tf
tration and description of this useful nut"
-' r to
hear an address by Hon. W. J
chine.Kitchen girl wanted at Charles
1
an
The Castine will as heretofore rur
O’Connell’s restaurant, 71 Main street....F.
*Murston8 out of this port during the sum
A. Follett & Son have remodeled their
"
and will respond to calls from othei
phonograph department and now have one
Places.
of the best systems for carrying records in
'be last meeting of the Parlor Musica the State. They will sell you a phonograph
’1
iety for the season was held last Thurs on easy terms.Healey’s ice cream parlars, 45 Church street, are open the year
Zoning in Odd Fellows Hall.
Th<
Program, which was given in Isist week’s around. Dinner and party orders receive
"urnal, had for its subject “Spring Songs’ prompt attention. Open until 10 p. m. after
■1
"as j,,
Harry W. Clark & Co. sell the
cilargg 0f Miss Marian Wells May 13th
'“re was a
large and appreciative audi celebrated Kuppenheimer clothes.. .Follett
and
the excellent numbers of thi & Son have full lines of fishing taekle and
Plain included a
duet, vocal and piano ; base ball goods. Ice cold soda and pure
'“tettes, vocal and piano solo and whist fruit syrnp8....Cottage to let at the head ol
eim
solo, concluding with the chorus, “A Swan Lake.James H. Howes’ annual
f*le evening was a fitting closi
hosiery sale begins today. See his advt.Tor
a 111081
malted milk served
J
enjoyable series of musicales, am particulars—Borden,s
free all this week at Poor’s drug store—
'numbers are already anticipating nex Mrs.
Alice A. Grant and family! of Park
■'Par g wori;
published a card of thanks.S£5
—

tf,1.'5"1"’”

Shipping Items.
The sch. J
M<*ales is at last off for Rondout.

jj~

™"

Early

last winter she loaded staves
up the Baga
duce river, but got aground in
coming out
and the deck-load had to taken off
before
she could be floated.
The schooner then
went to Rockland for repairs and
returning
for her deck load could get no
farther than
Castine as the river was closed
by ice. She
wintered at Castine and last week was
at
Rockland awaiting favorable weather
to
proceed to destination.The fishing
schooners Willie h. Swift,
Capt. Fred L.
Dorr and the William Matherson.
Capt.
F. Hutchins, both of tlieT. M.
Nicholson
fleet, cleared from Bucksport Thursday for
Magdalene island after herring....Sch. L.
D. Rernick, Capt. George A.
Gilchrest, sailed Thursday for Bucksport to load
ship
timber at the Peary yard for Belfast.
Capt.
Gilchrest bought all the materal in the
yard
after the building of the Roosevelt and
part
of it was brought here last fall.
Capt. Gilchrest arrived back last Sunday
afternoon,
coming into port in fine style with sails
winged out, and anchored off the railway...
The New York Herald has made anew departure in its shipping news department.
Heretofore the word sailed has applied to
steam and sail craft but now the Herald
uses steamed and sailed.
The old way
strikes us as the simplest and best.

Dry Goods, Small Wares

Steameh Notes.

The steamer Perev

and leaves Ellsworth at 8 a. m.,
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays for South Surry,
Bluehill, South Bluehill, North Broobliu,
West Tremont, McKinley aud Atlantic. Returning, leaves Atlantic Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays at 7 a m., makes same
landings as on outward trip, and reaches
Ellsworth early in the afternoon.The
citizens of Camden have voted to buy a full
set of colors for the new turbine steamer
Camden, to be formally presented while the
boat is at the wharf there by First Selectman J. H. Hobbs.
The Lincolnville band
has been engaged to furnish music for the
occasion. It was also voted to present the
steamer with a line picture of Camden harbor ami mountains to hang in the saloon_
Beginning June 1st the steamer Ruth,
which ran for some time last fall on the
Bangor-Brooksville route, will make daily
trips except Sundays, from Bangor to all
river landings, including Northport, Belfast
and Islesboro.
The return trip will be
made in the afternoon. This is a new route
and ought to be a paying one....Eleven
frames for the turbine steamer Belfast are
in position at the Bath Iron Works. All
the material for the frame has been received and the work will be rushed.The
freight steamer City of Philadelphia, with
380 tons of fertilizer from Cartaret, N. J.,
arrived at Stockton April 20th. She is taking the place of the Mohawk, which is hauled oil for repairs.Steamer May Archer,
Capt. I. A. Archibald, is now carrying the
mail to Motihegan. She leaves Port Clyde
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
7 a. m. for Monhegau and Boothbay Har-

bor ; returning,

leaves Boothbay Harbor at 1
the same ports on the same

o’clock p.
days, thus making three trips a week until
June, when daily trips will be established.
.The Eastern Steamship Co. has announced its summer schedule. Steamers
in.

for

leave Belfast tor Boston every nay except
Sunday at 4.30 p. m. On the Mt. Desert &
Bluehill Division steamer leaves Rockland
on the arrival of the Boston boat every
morning except Monday. On the Portland
& Rockland line the steamers will leave

Rockland

at 0

a. in.

Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays.The steamer Schoodic,
which has been building at the Portland
Shipbuilding yards at South Portland, was
launched Tuesday. The Schoodic is built
on about the same lines as the steamer Maquoit of the llarpswell Steamboat Co., and
is to run between Winter Harbor and Bar
Harbor.
The Schoodic is owned by the
Winter Harbor Land Co.
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“Gold Bond’’ $2.00 Hats
won’t lose color, shape, style or

finish, because they

are as

■■

!

---

Yes. 100,000 times each day.
Does it send out good blood
or bad blood? You know, for
good blood is good health;
had blood, bad health. And
you know precisely what to
take for bad blood
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla. Doctors have
endorsed it for 60 years.
—

i
|

One frequent cause of bad blood is a sluggish
liver. This produces constipation. Poisonous
.substances are then absorbed into tiie blood.
Keep the bowels open with Ayer’s Pills.
M Made by J. C. Ayer Co., I<owell,
Also manufacturers of
/I
HAIR VIGOR.
AGUE CURE.

JmM
/ 1 |
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-AW W# O CHERRY PECTORAL.
We have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

V ■■■!

Mass.

to

oeiow

announce

maae

waist oeiow made ot finest

lawn,

oi

much

part of each hat as the fur
from which it is made.
“Gold Bond Hats are as good
as the Government.”
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lawn,

beautifully

embroidered yoke panel, edged with lace, long shoulder
effect, back and sleeve lace trimmed. button back, three-quarters

embroidery, back
trlmm :d with tucks,button back
with three-quarter sleeves.
front all over

I

A
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SOLD BY

Telephone 7-3

Established 1884

WILLIAM A. CLARK
Manufacturing Clothier,
Clark’s Corner, Belfast, Maine.
_TAIN SMALLEY, SALESMAN.

Belfast

Opera House.

W. J. CLIFFORD. ...MANAGER

FRIDAY, HAY 3rd,
B. H. S. CLASS ’07, PRESENTS

Queen

Anne

Cottages

...AND....

An

RESERVED SEATS.

35 CENTS

ADMISSION,

25

jySEE
Seats

25,

on

performer in legerdemain, or
sleight of'hand deceives the onlooker by attracting the attention
to what is being done by one hand
while the deception is accomplisha

ed with the other.
clothiers

methods.

They

“look

out”

use

the

same

say to the public,
for this particular

2

Every waist guaranteed full up to
bust measure required.

4^

outlined with insertion.

of CARPETS and RUGS in Belfast to
from.

p
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May

& Mrs. R. P. Chase

[Mr.
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England

BOBBINETT and MUSLIN CURTAINS, PORTIERES

j)

I

PRISCILLA UNDERMUSLINS

superior in New

no

Ma*Manton

are

a"d

SUITS

for particular

people

Patterns

P. Q. Box 1040,

J

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSETS.

•

DOMESTIC WRAPEBRS.

#

summer 1907,10c.;

Chase’s Corner.

are

Catalogues for Spring and

Manton

2

™

I
LADIES’ ETON. PONY and JUMPER SUITS. RUB= 2
BERIZEDRAIN COATS.5

NEW YORK SHIRT WAISTS

Our 30c. MATTINGS have

by mail

mail

aI110uc->bv
Telephone

£
Mr, & Mrs. R.P. Chase #

14c.

12c.

39-3_

cnase’s
ao
Corner
vmuc1,

i
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The Most

Kuppenheimer has

proval of those
who have tested
theni *» their
homes for many
years. The

„

Krnnnm

Ltuuuun ea i

had to resort to such methThe Kuppenheimer Guarantee Label stands for, always has
stood for, always will stand for,

never

ods.

[

j Piano to Buy

h. f. miller

the most economical
pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satisfaction.
Send for catalogue of this and other

is

t

label in your

J

5

suit or overcoat means that you
have secured absolutely the best

t

ready-to-wear garment

►
►

J

made for

the money.

of

If you
have not yet tried them, do it now
and be convinced.

*

ALL DEPOSITS

*

IN THE SAVINGS DEPARTMENT OF

J

J

Waldo Trust

i

J

»

IF YOUIt BOOK bears the name of any Commercial Bank in
vicinity OTHER THAN WALDO TRUST COMPANY, your
money.is SUBJECT TO LOCAL TAX. See that your moneyis in
Waldo Trust Company and SAVE this tax. A dollar saved is a
dollar earned.

1

BELFAST.

Company, Belfast,

Are EXEMPT from taxes to the DEPOSITOR.

!

PITCHER’S

Our stock of Kuppenheimer
Clothes is complete; offers you a

THE LAWS OF MAINE

|

•,

\
| MUSIC STORE,

truth of this statement.

j

*

.makes

1

Kuppenheimer
appreciate the full

If you nave worn

one

~BY

»
*

♦

PIANO
(

Clothes you

NOT THE HIT OR MISS KIND

LINOLEUMS IN ALL GRADES.

particular fake, with
expectation of having some
greater failing go unnoticed.

Kuppenheimer

These waists

I?

I

the

A

A

p Largest line
select
p

cheat or that

The House of

sleeve Made from Parisian model.
A 34 Acorn Waist is not a 32.

S MUNSON’S

35 AND 50 CENTS.

Magician

Some

X

panels,

sale at FOl.LETT’S.

A

«£

button back, 3-4 sleeve,
skirt trimmed with embroidered

Simpkins.

PRICES,

\

lawn, waist of empanels and dainty inser-

sertion,

THE RUBE BAND.

•

M

broidered

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7,

^

Shirt Waist Suit as shown in cut
made of fine

Open Secret.

Joshua

W/fll

ytPTriF

|

honest values.

Does Your
Heart Beat

2

Carpets.

that the Acorn line of Shirt Waists and Shirt Waist Sails are
open for your inspection. We have dainty lingerie effects, as well as a large assortment trimmed with Cluny and Valenciene lace, Medallions and other embroideries.
All original in style, pertect in fit, and exquisitely made.
We are fortunate in being
able to offer you this representative line, whose reputation for many years has been of
the highest. As the duplication of our best numbers is always uncertain, we
suggest
an early selection while the assortment is unbroken.,

beg

We

OW

and

Acorn Brand Shirt Waists and Shirt Waist Suits 2

1

j]

V., of the Ellsworth, Bluehill & Swan’s
Island Steamboat Co., is now on her route

D.' CH ASE' &' SON**

this

J

Undertaking

wide range in the latest styles and
fabrics. We guarantee them and
the maker guarantees them.

Interest.
TOTAL RESOURCES OVER $750,000

-AND-

^LICENSED EMBALMING^

Suits $15.00 to $25.00
Overcoats $12.00 to $25.00

---

R. h. COOMBS & SON.

harry W. Clark & Co.,

4%

Caskets, Robes and Bnrial Goods

The Main Street
Clothiers and Outfitters.

Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

or

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

night.

■

f

gp“We also carry

a

ORGANIZED ISOS.

FULL LINE of

72 M

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
DEPOSITS, DECEMBER I, 1906,

IN STREET, BELFAST.

SURPLUS.

50

50

—♦♦♦♦♦♦♦>»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦—
This Bank will pay its 78th semi-annual dividend on the first Monday of
June next, and it is expected that it will be at the rate of 4% per annum, and
All dividend interest
we confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future.
is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled for at
the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.

or more

Any Bookhouse.

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present

are agents for Peats-Thibaut
Syracuse and others, but if yot

We

dedepositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective
the
State.
positors within or without
Deposit* received and placed on internet the Href of oach

find what you want ii
will get any other lim

we

you mention.
Yours

month.
truly,

Deposits

CARLE & JONES.

GEO. V. STODDARD, MS.
DENTIST,

Masonic

Temple, Belfast, Me

Telephone

171-2

$1,214,779.68

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

Ordered from

these,

$22,195.83

3 1-2%.

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

We will make you the above discount
>n all orders for Wall Taper amounting

cannot

$867.75

Dividend No. 77, December 3,1906,

WALL PAPERS I
#5.00

187.703.64

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1868,

at the rate of

;o

$1,345,519.07

...

-.«♦♦«♦♦«»»«»««»«-

DISCOUNT
I

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
md do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices
films for any size or make of cameras. A dark
oom free to all.

3m46*

in this Bank are

exempt

from taxation.

-*«♦♦*♦♦♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦-

X BUSTGE8
'

ROBERT

p.

D cry T1V,

ARTHUR I. BROWX,

:

JAMES H. BOWES,

FUEDG. WHITE

BEA D. FIELD.

4%

Meeting Of Waldo County Grange.

HEALTH OF WOMEN 1

met

TValdo County Pomona Grange
Home
Harvest
23rd with
Grange, Brooks. The day was pleasant
and the warmest one of tiie season.
The traveling was very bad, only a few

In this nineteenth century to keep
up with the march of progress every
power of woman is strained to its
utmost, and the tax upon her physical system is far greater than ever.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our
grandmothers few drugs were
used in medicines. They relied upon
roots and herbs to cure weaknesses
and disease, and their knowledge of
roots and herbs was far greater
than that of women today.
It was in this study of roots and
herbs that Lydia E. Pinkham, of
Lynn, Mass discovered and gave
to the women of the world a remedy
more potent and efficacious than
any combination of drugs.

April

coming by team. The trains brought
quite a large number and they with the
members of the local grange filled the
hall fairly well. The meeting was presided over by Past Master Evans. The
treasurer, secretary and gate keeper
were the only officers present.
One
candidate was instructed in the fifth
degree. Nine granges responded to the
roll call. After listening to remarks
for the good of the order the noon recess
was taken and the patrons were well
eared for in the dining room by the

E. Pinkham’sVegetable Compound
Lydia
value.
of
is
honest, tried and true

host grange.

!

This medicine made from native roots and herbs contains no narcotics
or other harmful drugs and today holds the record for the largest number
of actual cures of female diseases of any medicine the world has ever
known, and thousands of voluntary testimonials are on file in the
laboratory at Lynn, Mass., which testify to its wonderful value.
Mrs. C. E. Fink, of Carnegie, Pa., writes:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— “I
wish every suffering woman would take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound and write to you for advice. It has done me a world of good
and what it has accomplished for me I know it will do for others.”
When women are troubled with Irregularities, Displacements, Ulceration. Inflammation, Backache, Nervous Prostration, they should remember there is one tried and true remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

M. J. DOW

Oil calling to
ing address of

OF BROOKS.

order

again

the follow-

welcome was

given by

SI. J. Dow:

Worthy Master, Sisters and Brothers:
with pleasure that 1 have accepted the invitation to give the adIt is

It is a
for various reasons
In the
which I am free to confess.
lirst place, 1 am more than willing to
it may
the
assistance
of
do this because
be to the local grange, of which I was a
charter member, which fact gives me a
membership of more than thirty years
standing in the Order of Patrons of
Husbandry. I am glad to do this because I am proud to become a representative upon this occasion in a general way of the town of my nativity,
and in which I have during all the
years of my life held legal residence,
whose best interests have ever been
identical with my own, of whose citizenship 1 am proud of being an integral
part, and whose wishes 1 am only too
glad to champion. It is also a pleasure
because I was selected by the members
of Waldo Pomona Grange to perform
this duty upon this present auspicious
occasion.
My feeliugs, perhaps, are similar to
those of the little girl who was being
twitted by her companions of being
only an adopted child. Well! she said,
anyway my papa and mamma just picked me out, while yours had tu take you
just as you came. And so I consider it
from among the
a compliment that,
Home
many able members of Harvest
Grange, I should have been picked out
for this purpose.
It also gives me pleasure because of
the class of people we officially welcome here today—a class which represents the best element of the citizenship of the county of Waldo, and of the
State of Maine. 'A body of people who

dress of welcome at this time
to

pleasure

are

me

rugged, strong, honest, intelligent

and who are imbued with an intense
desire to advance the best interests of
the home, of the community and of the
state. So higher type of ideal citizenship exists in the world today than the
intelligent, well educated, patriotic
yeomen of New England as represented in our own State and county. They
are men who control their homes and
their business, their social and their
church relations, their political atliliations and the making of all public laws;
the decision of all public questions in
general, with no power which can override their decisions of judgment in the
form of the free untrammelled ballot;
representative of the highest type of
the typical freeman, amendable only to
the principles of justice and right as
represented in edicts of the laws which
have governed all republics in the generations which have preceded our own.
No other class of laboring men the
world over are so absolutely in control
of their own personal and community
affairs as those who are represented
here today.
Therefore, it is a great
pleasure to welcome to our Grange, to
our village, and to our town, the representative body which we meet here upon this occasion.
It is a pleasure to meet and to greet
you in a social way, to enjoy the associations by which we are surrounded,
to indulge in the joys of good fellowship, to renew old friendships and to
form others which may perchance be
broken onlv when we shall have put on
immortality, and have passed forever
Friendfrom the ken of mortal sight.
ship, created by the social amenities
and strengthened by pleasant association, is the cement that binds us together in brotherly love, and which enables us to unite and concentrate our
efforts for the advancement of any
worthy object in which we may be muThe social features
tually interested.
of the occasion, then, exclusive of the
personal gratification which it may
afford us, are of sufficient value to com-
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Rheumatism

Beyond Control

The Only

Hope

to Rheumatic

Sufferers

Is eric-0 Treatment.
If rheumatism continues to spread as it has in
the past few years, it would seem as though we
would before long become a nation of cripples.
Tlie terrible destructiveness of this disease is apparent ou every side of us. Almost nine out of
ten

of the

brought
sands

cripples one meets had their affliction
by Rheumatism. How many thouthere are that are hopelessly bed-

on

more

ridden and whom we never see. Rheumatism
from the very nature of the disease, can never
cure itself and if neglected, is bound to grow
If you ever have any
worse rather than better.
twinges of Rheumatism go to your druggist and
get a bottle of Uric-O, the wonderful new Rheumatic Specific. It will cure you and it is the only
treatment in the world that will cure you permanently aud thoroughly. Uric-0 cures by its direct
It
action on the muscles, blood and kidneys.
seeks out the poisonous Uric and Rheumatic Acid
and drives it from the system and it is only
a

treatment of sucli

Rheumatism.

a

nature that will

ever cure

plasters only serve
to drive it from one spot to another. They never
cure Rheumatism, because it is primarily a blood
disease, and until the blood is cleared from the
poison, a cure cannot take place.
Liniineuts and

There never was a case of Rheumatism that
Uric-0 could not cure and you should not put off

taking it. You can test Uric-0 free of charge if
you wish. Just cut out this advertisement and
send it to the Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, N. Y„
together with your name and the name of your
druggist, and state that you have never used
Uric-0 and would like to try it. They will give
you free, through your druggist ,a 75 cent bottle,
which you can test and try to your own satisfaction.
2W18
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life.
Is it a genuine or healthy prosperity that
enables a man to make a single gift of
thirty-two millions of money? Is there
any doubt about that being tainted money ?
Who is to safeguard the interests of the
common

people?
That responsibility rests with the people
themselves, as it has through all time, and
the only effective weapon for the masses is
a better understanding of the conditions

which surround them; a clearer insight of
the causes for the present social status, and
knowledge of the government under which
they live. There are visible signs of improvement. The laymen are looking for
the truth and reason of things; they are
reading between the lines, and there has
been much accomplished, but so far as the
evidence is in, the world is not quite ready
for the brotherhood idea. As has been said
by one eminent in reform movements, “It is
not in the Spirit of sweet fraternity to
burglarize one person to capitalize another.”
There is no doubt of the need of a moral
awakening. Who knows but we may be on
the eve of it ?
The grange is as a prophet calling to higher and better standards of thought and living. We would urge that all means be taken to stimulate activity along the broader
lines of grange work, and not to cheapen or
under estimate its value. And vve leave the
nnpsfirm nupn
What
to higher ideals and
Again we thank you.

The
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wp

fin

tn nttuin

larger possibilities?

gave a selection.
The topic, Would the grange
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
favor cooperation in buying and selling
write Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of exmerchandise that they have to purperience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your case.
chase or dispose of? was discussed by
E. Evans, A. L. Ward, J. Cunningham,
G. G. Abbott, S. Roberts, C. A. Levancommend
conscience
may
quickened
pensate us for the trouble we may have the
W. S. Dolloff and I. F. Cook.
imthe
seller,
we
take
position
may
upon
taken to assemble here.
issues of the day.
The speakers were all in favor of coBy participating in these meetings we portant
With its large and intelligent mem- operation in
learn to know and appreciate the opinbuying and selling, if it
ions of others who are interested in the bership, the grange in the State of can be
managed
rightly. S. M. Phinnev
immense
Maine lias an
power, socially,
same vocations as ourselves, to respect
of Honesty Grange then favored the
their sentiments, to sympathize in their commercially and politically.
And with this increased influence, in- grange with a song. He was encored
difficulties and to rejoice in their sucWe learn to discard the garb of creased responsibility and graver delib- and responded with another selection.
cess.
of narrow, seliish conservatism; to reach eration should characterize every ac- The entertainment
by tlie host grange
out beyond the horizon of the circle of tion which may affect matters of a public nature. It is not becoming, and it was as follows: solo by Mr. Emmons;
our own personal field of labor, and to
not right, in consideration of its im- music by the choir; recitation, “Aunt
indulge in wholesome interest in the is
affairs of the county, the State, and of mense membership, for this order to Jemima’s Girlhood;” reading by Harry
withthe world at large. In fact, we have press matters of a public nature
Staples; solo by Mr. Emmons. A vote
here entered into a practical training out a full, free, and exacting competiof thanks was given the host grange for
school in the affairs of every day life, tive discussion.
We should try to reach a considera- courtesies.
as well as in those of a more general
the
character, in which are many teachers, tion of every such matter from
The next meeting will be with
drawing from their actual business ex- standpoint of others equally interested Georges River Grange, Liberty,
with ourselves, but perhaps from very
May
and
from
observation
careful
perience
different considerations, that justice 21st, with the following program. Openmany things both new and old which
wish
be
done
to
others
as
we
might
may
are of much value to the attentive lising exercises; confering fifth degree;
tener, while all may be pupils,each bene- it for ourselves.
report of granges; address of weland
increased
influence
With
largely
iitted to some extent by the experience
come by some member of
Georges
in
and
in
the
the
State,
power,
county
an
fact
that
ofothers.lt is
acknowledged
we should, to a greater extent than River grange; response by Edith Wilwe cannot converse with any persou of

Mrs. Pinkham’s

I-—I

unquestionable therapeutic

remedy

an

detriment and impoverishment of the single
individual.
The manner in which such inconceivable
large fortunes bave come into existence
and are adding to their already overgrown
proportions, day after day, is an interesti ng
chapter in the history of our commercial

Standing Invitation to Women

choir

then

ever before, reach out from the narrow
son; remarks for good of the order; apaverage intelligence for any considerable length of time without learning confines in which our everyday business
pointment of committee: recess; music;
allow
to
hold
and
has
a
us,
tendency
something which we had not known our views
to expand to a greater breadth, topic, Is National aid in road building
And it is a dull person who is
before.
and rise to a greater height than has advisable? to be opened by J. O. Johnnot in some way benetitted and educated by association with others whose been the case in the past.
son; remainder of program by host
We should each strive, not only to
aims' and interests are identical with
grange.
those in which he is himself interested. act well our part in life in whatever
This gathering today, then, is a valu- station we may be called to fill, but we
For a cold or a cough take Kennedy’s
able one, not only as a social holiday should also strive to aid our fellow men Laxative
Cough Syrup. It is BETTER
and as a means of healthful recreation, to improve upon the surroundings in than
any other cough remedy because its
but as an educational institute for the which they may be placed.
laxative principle assures a healthy, copious
In this work for personal and general action of the howels and at the same time it
practical and intelligent Patrons gath- education
the grange has done, and is heals irritation of the throat, strengthens
ered here. The most of what we know
is simply what we have learned from still doing, an important part, and it is the bronchial tubes and allays inflammation
of the mucous membrane.
Contains Honey
others, whether we are sensible or in- this spirit, and with this confidence in and
to take. Children like it.
Tar,
sensible of the fact, and as intelligent your motives, that we welcome you Conformspleasant
to the National Pure Food and
neie
iuurt)'.
pifi7pns we cannot afford to needed. The
Law. Sold by R. 11. Moody.
We trust and believe that your delib- Drug
opportunity afforded by this organiza ; erations
at this meeting will be of such
tion for obtaining in a practical manner i
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
a nature that while we shall have been
a reasonably correct knowledge of the
interested
and
entertained
we
thereby
methods
of
work
and
News from tlie College of Agiiculture.
most approved
the most beneficial lines of action in j shall return to our homes encouraged
During the last week in March ProWe here obtain, and strengthened to take up the battle
our own vocations.
fessor Gowell was in Morristown, N. J.,
free of cost, the results of actual, of life with renewed courage and deterj mination, and with a greater apprecia- as an expert in
laying out a poultry
perhaps expensive experience,
ed with the careful study and observa- tion of our advantages, duties and re- plant.
as
a
of
that
favored
part
tion of the most active, progressive sponsibilities
At a meeting of the Grange held in
body of citizens, the free born Ameriand best informed Patrons of our
can people, who need yield only to the Dexter March 2Sth, Professor Hurd
on
in
we
are
matters
which
county
liable to be vitally interested, financi- dictates of that which is just and right, gave an illustrated lecture on “Nature
ally or otherwise. Hut it is not alone and whose only acknowledged master Study and Agriculture in Our Public
in the plain, practical, common every need be the .Supreme Ruler of the uni- schools.
day details of life in which we should verse to whom we most humblyof bow.
this
April Oth, Mr. Campbell of the Debe interested. There should be some- Hoping that the remembrance
thing more to life than merely to exist, day may be one of the precious jewels partment of Animal Industry spoke on
to simply vegetate and grow, and pass which shall be a source of pleasure to the subject of “Dairy Cattle Feeding”
through the various changes of exist- us all while life shall last, in behalf of before the Grange at North Jay. Mr.
We Harvest Home Grange I extend to you
ence impassively as a nonenity.
Campbell also delivered a lecture on
should look around and above us for in- a cordial welcome.
The response was by Giles G. Abbott “Dairy Cattle Feeding” at the Grange
spiration and instruction in matters
which do not directly appertain to our of
in Benton April 10th.
Belfast, who spoke as follows:
necessarily monotomous, humdrum,
Mr. Dorsey of the Horticultural DeWorthy Master, Sister and brother Paand laborious every day life, which is trons : In behalf of Waldo
County Pomona
delivered a lecture on “Spraytrue of whatever position of life in
Grange, we thank Harvest Home Grange partment
which we may be placed. Steady, plod- for the very cordial welcome and fraternal ing” before a meeting of the Pomona
ding, unthinking, continuous labor, greetings given us today, and we trust that Grange held in North Jay April 12th.
without recreation or change of sur- you may in a measure be repaid for your
The two weeks course in poultry
efforts, by what we may at this meetroundings in some way, tends to the kindly
ing do or say that will inspire you to re- was concluded April 12th and although
dwarfing of the intellect, the deadening uewed
faith and higher endeavor in grange
of all healthful aspirations for the work.
there were only nine in attendance the
beautiful, the grand, and the noble in
In a review of the past we note continu- course
proved successful. The practiWe need for ourselves, and for ous changes. The grange has outgrown its
life.
the benefit of those with whom we are early timidity; it has passed the pioneer cal work in caring for the incubators
associated, to occasionally step aside period; it is no longer an experiment; its ud young chicks, supplemented witha
work and mission is more clearly defined.
from the beaten path of our daily toil
Our State and national sessions are not interesting lectures by Prof. Gowell,
into realms that are not of our usual
conducted along uncertain lines but are
instructive and those in atsurroudings. We then have an oppor- promoting defiuite measures with united proved very
tunity to observe fairly and impartially and concentrated force. With the passing tendance felt well repaid for their time.
how other people, equally as intelligent
of an ordeal of prejudice, criticism and disOn April 18th, at a meeting of the
and as honest as ourselves, view mat- trust tlte grange emerged, standing today, Grange in
Green, Prof. Gilbert gave a
the
and
truest
as
defender
of
as
well
as
in
interpreter
ters in general
particular, the
demands and rights of the common talk on “Fertilizers.” Friday, April 19th,
And
from their own

j

combin-1

standpoint.

really

the standpoint from which we consider
matter often has much to do with our
conception of it. So from an organization like this, composed of representatives from widely scattered sections of
the county much valuable information
and instruction of a practical character
must necessarily be obtained.
a
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All

me

appertaining to the social,
intellectual and moral, as well as to tht?
business world, there is often much
nonest differenpe of opinion. No better means can be adopted to reach a
just conclusion in regard to such matters than to have them fairly and fearlessly discussed by their adherents as
viewed from the particular point of
various lines

view of each.
It is not absolutely certain that a
matter of public policy is right, simply
because we may personally believe it to
be so. Other people as honest as ourselves may take the opposite view of it>
and it is simply a question as to who is
right and who is wrong. The consistent
method is to thresh it out in practical
study and debate and see what the results may prove. Will a certain position on a public question, affecting it
may be the interests of many, stand
the test of a fair, considerate public
debate, opposed by men as well informed and as honest as we ourselves claim
to be? Will it stand the test in the
limeliglit of publicity opposed by the
sarcastic ability of those who are its
avowed enemies? Will it prove itself
worthy of confidence when viewed in
the light of the experience of others
who have tried to make of it a success?
These are some of the many ways in
which we should test ourown judgment
in regard to many public questions
which are of importance to the community and to the State and which it is
our duty as free citizens of a republic
to consider.

Enjoying as we do the elevation and
enobling privileges of free men, whose
right to a part in the decision of questions of the gravest import to the State
and to the nation no one can deny, it is
a duty which we owe to ourselves and
to.humanity to prepare to as great an
extent as possible to perform those
duties in a manner befitting our exalted
positions. We should place ourselves
in a positidn where justice, truth and
moral rectitude will champion our
cause, where an enlightened mind and a

people.

How important that we patrons of the
subordinate and Pomona Grange take best
methods to maintain the footing already
gained, and hold with discreet hand, and
guard with jealous eye, our present vantage
ground. Let us not in careless indifference
squander the time set apart for these couuji.s. If we attach any importance to the
utterances of the best informed minds in
this country; if we read understandingly;
if we believe in our own experiences; we
shall see a work before us as vital to the
preservation of our rights as any work that
iver confronted a people.
me patrons nave received at intervals
prophetic warnings against too familiar
ventures into the complex questions of
government. With paternal solicitude and
polished phrase they have been reminded
that the sphere for the farmer is the field,
and not the forum. The danger signal of
political entanglement has been daunted
but all in vaiu. With that temerity born
pel haps of ignorance, the grange hazarded
a demand for some of the
long-deferred
privileges and rights of the agricultural
Blasses. The results were most gratifying
and successful, and we are enjoying many
privileges today that would have been indefinitely withheld but for the persistent
and well-directed efforts of our leading
patrons.
The attempt to relegate the grange to a
small and narrow place; to circumscribe
its iuduence in public affairs; to hold it
down to the level of purely social needs; to
make of it a mere supplement for entertainment and holiday fun and pastime; to
do this is to slight and belittle the broad
principles upon which the order was founded, and shows a perverse and limited conBeptiou of the grand possibilities and real
worth of the grange. Hut true patrons are
not to be caught with chaff” or be “betrayed by a kiss.” That time has come when
the average man refuses to accept the plausible but misleading arguments of the selfseeking individual.
We ask for nothing unreasonable, no
special privileges, but do want an honest
deal with other classes.
We want our
shaieof the improvements and we protest
against graft, monoply and the corporate
lawlessness that exists at the present time.
We are asked, “What are you going to do
about it ?” Well, we are going to denounce
Pro f.Schurmah of Cornell discusses the
ethics of business; he warns capitalists
against “present methods,” and ‘wage
systems,” advises immediate and radical reform, “Men are in revolt against artificial
unfair inequality, not but that superior
ability should receive its just recompense,
but they object to the rewarding of dishonesty, cunning and fraud.
Good citizenship is calling for a new order
of things. The laboring men, the producers,
protest against the support and protection
that corporate Interests reoeiVe to the

Gilbert spoke before the
Grange at Kenduskeag on “Poultry.”
The Agricultural College has received
the loan of a two-cycle and also a fourcycle gasolene engine for instructional

Professor

purposes.

Saturday evening, April 20th, Mr.
Dorsey of the Horticultural Department
spoke before the Riverside Grange in
Brewer.
Most of the buck lambs raised on the

college farm have been marketed during the past two weeks. These lambs
of the Horned Dorset breed and
at the age of from 10 to 12 weeks dressware

ed out at an average of 30 pounds each.
Work at the Experiment Station

poultry

plant

is

progressing

well.

About five hundred chicks have been

hatched and twelve incubators of 360

capacity are being
The colony
pacity.
have been made ready
egg

run

at full ca-

expected
verv

»

The fact

is, the Chinese do not eat
rats—unless they have begun doing so
within the last twenty years. I mention this merely to put the record right.
I never could see why we should eat
many of the things we do and then

that this
successful.

2000 birds will be reared this

spring’s
About

spring.

OASTOHXA.
Bean the
/I Thu Kind You Have Always Bought

Cascasweet fur babies is the best remedy
for colic, summer complaint, diarrhoea and
sour stomach.
It is especially good in cases
of teething when irritation affects the stomach and intestines. Cascasweet is a pleasant, safe remedy, containing neither opiates
nor narcotics; all the ingredients are printed plainly on the wrapper. Endorsed by
mothers because it acts so quickly. Sold by
R. H. Moody.
DeWitt’s Carbolized Witoh Hazel Salve
does not merely heal on the surface; it
penetrates the pores and promptly relieves
pain, caused by boils, burns, scalds, cuts
and skin diseases. It is especially good for
piles. Beware of imitations. Sold by R. H.

Moody.

“Here’s to your health and happiness’’—
DeWitt’s Little Early Risers—famous little
or biliousness
pills. Nasty, siok headache
may come on any time; the cure is an Early
Riser. Sold by R. H. Moody.

A Wonderful Oil Stove
Entirely different

turn up our noses at rat meat.
Oh, yes, you can find plenty of people
who will tell you that I am mistaken;
that they have actually seen the rats
for sale in the markets there. I remember an old sailorman who interrupted one of my lectures some years ago,
to tell the audience that I didn’t know
what I was talking about; that he had
been in Chinese ports many times and
had seen the natives buying rats, both

from all others. Embodies new ideas
new

Reduces

your

T

of brass throughout
fectly constructed ; absolutely sale; unexcelled in
light-giving power; an ornament to any room.
Every lamp warranted. If not at your dealer’s,
write to

vlncorporated)

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, In vacation, April loth.
A. D. 1907.
A certain instrument, purporting to he the last
A will aud testament of Hartson C. Pitcher,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday or May Inext, at ten
of the
clock before noon, and snow cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved aud allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within aud for said County, on the second
ruesday of May next, at ten of the clock before noon, aud show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and a!
lowed.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

AARON

it a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, April
24, A. D. li)o7.
CLARK, legatee under the will
of Abbie A. Clark, late of Wlnterport, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Llewellyn Clark of Winterport may be appointed admini trator de bonis
non, with the will annexed, on the estate not already administered, of said Abbie A. Clark.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
;o all persons interested by causing a copy of the
order to be published three weeks successively in
rite Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, ou the 14th day of May A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the pray er of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Jobnson, Acting Register.
17
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, iu vacation, ou the
23d day of April, A. D. 1907.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Aldana S. Gilman, late
of Searsmont, In said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weexs successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, ou the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
the same should not be proved, approved
why
and allowed.
3wl7
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
▲ true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Aoting Register.
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;

At a Probate Court beid at Be
for tiie County of Waldo, *o,
April, A. D. 1907.
c. seayey. widowSeavey, lave of Belfast, u

)

George

Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of May, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, aud show cause
if any they have, why the prajer of said petitioner should not be grained.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

Waldo, deceased, having
praying fur an allowance-

jI

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. D. 1907.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament and codicils thereto of
Charles B Hazeltine, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented tor probate.

|
;

pr*
at

!

;

tate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said pete
all persons interested by causn
>rder to be published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newat Belfast, that thev mav
u |
Court, to be held at Belfast, w
County, on the 14th day ..r M
at ten of the clock before i:<><•?>.
if any they have, why the pric
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson. \
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1T7ALUOSS.— in Court--!

Ordered, That notice tie given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
A

true

\ trnp

I
!
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A

bonds as the law directs. All
inands against the estate ot .-.on
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are requested
<

-.

immediately.

ment

ELIZABETH

Monroe, April 9, 1907.
DMINISTRATOR’S NOTH K.

4

hereby gives notice thai l.i
appointed administrator <>n the
REUBEN HOI’KINS, late ot I
in the County of Waldo, deet .o

bonds as the law directs. All p»
mands against the estate of
desired t<> present the same fo;
all indebted thereto are runioiment immediately.
DARK
Frankfort, April 9, 1907.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April. A. b. 1907.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of George W'. Boulter,
late of Belfast, in said County of W'aldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock bebefore noon,and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
E. Johnson, Acting Register.
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NOTICE.
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The

by gives notice that she h
pointed executrix of the last will at.
DANIEL Y. MITCHELL, late -f
in the County of Waldo, deceit
i-

bonds as the law directs. All per
mands against the estate of
desired to present the same loi
all indebted thereto are request-

immediately.

ment

MARIA

Searsport, April 9,1907.
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by give noticeof that
the last

Belfast, within and
the 9th day of
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EAMES, sister of Ellen R. Fail
lslesboro, in said County of
having presented a petition
praving that Lincoln N. Gilkey may be appointed

executor
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of

ment

INEZ R. KENDALL, late of \\
in the County of Waldo, decease
bonds as the law directs. All
demands against the estate of sac
desired to present the same tor
all indebted thereto are requested :-

field, late of
AMELI1A
Waldo, deceased,

■

administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a* Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of May, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

immediately.

ment

JOHN

(i.

Bangor, Maine, April J. 14107.
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hereby gives notice that he
appointed administrator with the v
the

estate
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of

ANN

DENNETT, late of Be’*
in the County of Waldo, deceas.

bonds as the law directs. All i
demands against the estate ol
desired to present the same t
and all indebted thereto are u ip
payment immediately.
WM. r. TIi
Belfast, March 12, 1907.

At a Probate Court held at Beirast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of April,
A. D. 1907.
ROBBINS, guardian of Doris E. Robbins ami Emily L. Bobbins, minors of Belfast, in said Count' of Waldo, having presented
a petition prajing fora license to sell at public
or private sale and convey certain real estate to
said minors described in said petition.

are

ARTHUR

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.
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hereby give notice that he h.i
appointed administrator of theest
RUBY A.

to

any

E. Johnson.

hereby gives notice that si
pointed administratrix ol the cMARY E. MOORE, iati
I N
in the County of Waldo, »ue*.i-

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Rachel A. McClintock,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, withsaid county, on the 14th day
in and for
at
ten of the clock
of May, A. D. 1907,
before* noon, and show cause, if
they have,
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on the second Tuesday

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
April, A. D. 1907.
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Ordered, That notice then--!
weeks successively, in l he lb
newspaper published in lvi:
that all persons inter* sted n.a>
bate Court, to be held at Bella-'
of May next, and show cause,
why Hie said account should »<
GEO. E. JollN.-s

GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Copy—Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
April, A. D. 1907.
B. RIPLEY, executor of the will of
William Ripley, late of Searsmont, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the Judge of Probate may
Jeterinine who are entitled to the balance of the
estate of said deceased now in his h.inds for distribution, their respective shares therein, and
order the same distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said
County, on the 14th day of May, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionBr should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

At a Probate Court held at B*
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A.D. 1907.
c. frye, one «-i h„.
last will of Sarah M n
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at ten of the clock before i--if any they have, why the pi
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GEO. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson,

Esther

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of April,
A. I). 1907.
P. THOMPSON, administrator with
the will an exed of the estate of Ann Dennett, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented^ petition praying for
a license to sell at public or private sale aiid convey certain real estate of said deceased, described
in said petition.

Shoop’s Restorative is wholly an internal treatment. The Restorative reaches throughout the
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure”, as its name Implies, does its
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and inflamed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop’s
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our

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

To weak and ailing women, there is at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local, one is constitutional, but both are important, both essential.
Dr. Shoop’s Night Cure is the Local.
Dr. Shoop’s Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former—Dr. Shoop’s Night Cure—isa topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.

A
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lamp for allround household use.
Made
and Beautifully nickeled.
Per-

Weak Women

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. D. 1907.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Ann Brown, late of
Liberty, in said County of| Waldo, deceased,
aaving been presented for probate.
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NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame 00 Cook-Slove

Portland, Me., April 23. By the recent death of Capt. Clinton P. Smith,
the coastwise service lost a pilot of high
reputation. He was born at Dockland,
attended school in Boston, became a
sailor while still a boy and a master
mariner before he was 21.
He was a coast pilot for some time,
and after a year of service on the Boston & Portland boats he entered the U.
S. revenue service, and for the closing
10 years of his life was on revenue cutters operating between Eastport and
New York. lie was a thorough sailor
and a kindly man.

Restorative—Tablets or Liquid—as a general tonic
to the system. For positive local hel p, use as well
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of the Irishman who told the court
that, whereas only three men had
sworn they saw him strike the complainant, he could bring a hundred who
would swear they didn’t see him do it,
but an educated Chinaman arose in another part of the hall and took the case
out of my hands.
“I think lean explain this difference
of testimony,” said lie.
“I never heard
that my countymen ate rats until 1
and
came to America,
I think the error
here arose from the fact that we have a
of
in
China which, bespecies
squirrel
ing small and having a hairless tail,
looks a good deal like a rat. This squirrel is a common article of food in many
parts of China.”
That sailorman did not come out of
the discussion as well as the one did
who once interrupted General N eal
Dow, the famous old prohibitionist up
in Maine. As Dow came upon the platform to begin his address an old salt in
the audience, a little the worse for grog,
said to his companion, in a tone that
could be heard all over the room:
“That’s him; 1 know Giner’l Dow.
lie was on a cruise with us last summer, and me drank gin and water all
the way out and back."
“Sir,” shouted Dow indignantly.
“That is false; I never took a drink of
gin in my life.”
“I know that, Giner’l” the sailorman
shouted back. “I drank the gin and
you drank the water.”—Julius Chambers in the Brooklyn Eagle.
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BARNEY, late ol

Sc

in the County of Waldo, decease
bonds as the law directs. All persci
mands against the estate of said de
sired t# present the same for setth u
indebted thereto are requested to n. o
immediately to Clara E. Brosseau •»:
Me., my authorized agent,
EDGARM 1

granted.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.
NOTICE.
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The subscriber

ADMINISTRATOR’S
gives notice that he has been duly aphereby
administrator of the estate of
pointed

CLEMENTS, late of
Winterport.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ALBION PRENTISS

ROSCOE L. CLEMENTS.

Winterport, April 9,1907.—3wl7
NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that be has been duly
of the estate of
administrator
appointed
HANNAH G. LOWELL, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons haviLg demands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

ADMINISTRATOR’S

immediately.

ELLERY BOWDEN.

Winterport, April 9, 1907.—3wl7
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When your back aches it is aim
an indication
that soinetl 1
wrong with your kidueys. Weak, disv
kidueys frequently cause a break <1
the entire system. DeWitt's Kidim>
Bladder Pills afford prompt relief for
kidueys, backache, inflammation "1
bladder and all urinary troubles. Sol'
R. ii. Moody.

variably

A CURE FOR INFLAMMATORY RHEU-
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Even

the Most Obstinate Cases Yield to
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and Health Follows When Poisoned Blood is Made Pure.

It is useless to try to cure rheumatism by
rubbing liniments ami oils on the skin.
External applications are ot use in securing temporary relief from pain—the cure
for rheumatism lies in purifying and enriching the blood.
The one remedy that has cured more cases
of rheumatism than any other is l)r. Williams’ Pink Pills and an instance of its
power is found in thej case of Mrs. Frederick Drown, of 40 Sumpter street, Sandy
Hill, N. Y.
Mrs. Drown, who is now in the prime of
life and the mother of a family, was a sufferer from inflammatory rheumatism from
the time she. was sixteen. She says: “It
first appeared in my knee joints, then in my
hips and waist. It became a regular thing
that I would be laid up all winter. The
rheumatism affected mostly my hands, hips,
feet and shoulders.
My hands were all
puffed up and my feet became deformed. I
lost my appetite, couldn’t sleep and sometimes 1 was compelled to cry out, the pain
was so intense.
“For several winters I was under the doctor’s care and while his medicine relieved
the pain for a little while there seemed no
prospect for a permanent cure. 1 was confined to my bed, off and on, for weeks at a
time. My limbs swelled dreadfully at times
and I was reduced almost to nothing.
“In the spring of 1D04, upon the advice of
a friend, I began to use Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills. At that time I wasn’t able to do anything and could barely eat enough to keep
alive. I felt a change for the better in
about a month. 1 began to eat heartily and
I suffered less pain. Of course I kept on
the treatment, using care in my diet, and in
about three months I was cured. I am entirely well today and do all my own work.
One of my daughters was also cured of
rheumatism by the use of Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills and my other daughter has
taken them with success for debility. She
has greatly improved her strength, appetite
and spirits and is a walking testimonial for
the pills.”
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have also cured
such blood diseases as amemia, debility,
scrofulous conditions, after-effects of the
grip and fevers. Owing to the intimate relation between the blood and nerves, the
pills have been found invaluable in such
nervous diseases as dizziness, nervous debility, neuralgia, St. Vitus’ dance and even
partial paralysis and locomotor ataxia.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of
price, 50 cents per box, six boxes for S2.50,
by the Dr. Williams’ Medicine Company,
.Schenectady, X. Y.
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Whereas, by the Providence of God, death
lias again entered our lodge and taken from
us a friend beloved by all; therefore, be it
Resolved, That by the death of sister Lena
Carpenter we have lost from our midst one
whose companionship we highly prized, and
one whose conduct was an example for good
to all with whom she associated, and an inspiration towards that pure and upright
character which shall obtain the approbation of our heavenly Father.
Resolved, That we would tender to the
parents of the deceased our deep sympathy
in this dark hour of bereavement, and would
gladly extend to them any consolation which
it is in our power to give.
Resolved, That the charter of our lodge
be draped in mourning for thirty days in
loving memory of our deceased sister, and
that a page of our record book be dedicated
That a copy of these resoto her memory.
lutions be presented to the bereaved parents
and be published in The Republican Journal.
Respectfully submitted in F. II. it C.
Mabcellus J. Dow,
Emma 11 ex fori>,
Mabel Rose,
Com. on Resolutions.
Whereas, The Silent Messenger of death
has again entered our Grange and removed
from our circle Sister Lena Carpenter and

thus broken another iink in

our

fraternal

he gladly mailed you, on
chain ; therefore, be it
Mmop, liacine, Wis., simply
Resolved, That we, the members of HarPreventies are iittle Candy vest Home
Grange, while feeling deeply the
No Quinine, no Laxa- loss of our sister
yet we must bow in sub-

mfnl whatever.
the

name

Preventies

implies—when

the "Sneeze Stage.”
For
LaGrippe, break it up safewith Preventies. Sold by
■. Searsport; R. H. Moody,
left's punctiliousness in
English is well known.

■d

ser was one

day standing

where he was met by a
‘1 beg your pardon, sir,
gentleman, a member of
a- eye called Matthew?”
it 1 do,” responded Mr.
s the name of his other

mission to Ilis will. While realizing that
Harvest Home Grange has met with an
irreparable loss.
Resolved, That we extend to the sadly
bereaved family of our late sister our heartfelt sympathy in their sad bereavement.
Resolved, That a page of our records be
inscribed and dedicated to her memory and
that our charter be draped for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family of the deceased
and a copy be sent to The Belfast Journal
and Bangor Commercial for publication.
Committee
A. E. Dow,
on
C. F. Files, >
M. A. Lane, 1 Resolutions.

DisturhtMl Vlie tonurcirai ion.
free, to prove merit, samThe person who disturbed the congregaup’s Restorative, and my
dyspepsia, The Heart, or tion last Sunday by continually coughing is
: dress me, I)r. Shoop, Rarequested to buy a bottle of Koley’s Honey
••s of the Stomach, Heart
and Tar. II. H. Moody.
M-rely symptoms of a deep-

make the
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common

only.

error

Symptom

tile result of your ailcause.
Weak Stomach
nerves—means Stomach
And the Heart, and
have their controlling or
Veuken these nerves, and
ive
weak vital organs,
shoop’s Restorative has
No other remedy even
"inside nerves.” Also
intiess, bad breath or comiioop’s Restorative. Write
now Dr. Shoop’s Restorag
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from the number of handles
aid call him a loving cup.”

free sams “Health Coffee.”
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our Stomach, your Heart,
fry this Clever Coffee imDr. Shoop has very closely
i'a and Mocha Coffee in flav: lie lias not even a
single
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Dr. Shoop’s
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cereals, with Malt, Nuts,
mrely like Health Coffee.
Montgomery, Searsport; R.
i,
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COUNTY FAIRS.

Dates of Various Agricultural Societies
Made Public.

The time for

holding

of the annua,

exhibitions of the different agricultural
societies of the State is almost six
months ahead but the dates are already
being made and forwarded to the de-

Occasion.

Honor of Mrs. D. E.

Reception
Carey and

of

a

Given in
Mrs. M.

Poor.

J.

[Greeley, Colorado, Sun, April 12.]
Mrs. R. D. McLucas and Mrs. N. D.
Bartholomew gave a reception in honor
of Mrs. 1). E. Carey and Mrs. M. J. Poor
at the Bartholomew home north of town
Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Carey is the
bride of D. E. Carey, one of the prosperous young farmers of the Lucerne
district. They were recently married
at Searsmont, Me. Mrs. Poor is Mrs.
Carey's mother and is here for a visit.
The invitations read:
Mrs. N. D. Bartholomew
AND

Mrs. Rosa D. McLucas
April 6, 1907

TO MEET

Mrs. D. E. Carey
AND

Mrs. M. J. Poor
2 TO 5.30 P. M.
X 111 tXJ UIVO

About eighty-five guests were present
at the reception at the Bartholomew

home,

three brides being among the
number—Mrs. Carey, Mrs. Al. Brown
and Mrs. Will
Bartholomew.
Miss
Mary Patty of Adel, la., who is visiting at the Bartholomew home, was one
of the honored guests.
The hostesses were assisted in receiving by Mrs. J. C. McLucas and Mrs.
Abbie Andrews of Greeley.
Masters
Solomon A. McLucas and Charles Bartholomew oiliciated as pages, the former admitting the guests at the door,
the latter directing them to the proper
apartments at the head of the stairs.
Master McLucas was six years old that
day, as was Ralph Stanley, who with
his brother Earl, were special guests at
the Bartholomew home that day.
A musical program was arranged for
the afternoon. Mrs. Hugh Hixon delighted the guests with selections on
the piano, accompanied by her little

Everett,

on

his Christmas drum.

Miss Lutpe Blunt rendered a number
of instrumental selections. Miss Edna
Blunt sang beautifully, “In the Dells
of Old Wisconsin.”
A musical love
story was played by Mrs. Hixon on the
piano. The guests had been furnished
cards on which was printed 1st her
name, 2nd, his name, etc., the answers
to be filled in as the music proceeded,
the guest to guess the piece of music
played. The questions |with the answers properly filled in were:
1. Her name—Sweet Marie.
2. His name—Robin Adair.
3. They lived in—Dixie Land.
4. Near—Swanee Ribber.
5. They met—Coming Thro the Rye.
0.
When—Just as the Sun Went

Down.
7. As they pased, he sang—There’s
Just One Girl For Me.
8. She answered—Then You’ll Remember Me.
9.
He proposed—After the Ball Was
Over.
10. And he told her—Love’s Old

Sweet Song.

11. She said—I’d Leave my Happy
Home For You.
12. There was a war and he sang as
he went away—Soldier's Farewell.
13.
He marched away to the tune of
—The Girl I Left Behind Me.
14. And went—Marching Through

Georgia.
15.

night

That night he was—Tenting Tothe Old Camp Ground.
After the war, he returned to

on

10.
the music

of—When Johnny

Comes

Marching Home Again.
17. They were married—In the Old
Kentucky Home.
18.

At what season—In

the Good

Olrl Snmmpr TiniP

19.
20.

,urn
on®

sent out from the

Where—Under the Bamboo Tree.
The maid of honor was—Annie

Laurie.
21. The bride carried for dowers—A
Sweet Bunch of Daises.
22. The wedding breakfast was served by—Sweet Rosie O'Grady.
23. The butler at the wedding was—
Bill Bailey.
24. They went to live—On the Banks
of the Wabash.
Their
home
became—Home
25.
Sweet Home.
20.
In the country of—America.
In this exercise Mrs. B. C. lteinks
of clirys
won
first prize—a bunch
anthemums.
Mrs. McLucas had prepared blocks
for a souvenir quilt, each block of
which had a design outlined.
These
blocks were taken by the guests and
are to be worked out as indicated by
the design and are to be presented to
Mrs. Carey on the occasion of their
first call, to be used instead of cards.
Splendid refreshments were served.
Miss Sadie Miller being the caterer. The
guests were served by ten of the young
ladies of the Bartholomew neighbor-

room

department.

turns which have

The re-

with carnations and ferns.
Notice to Our Customers.

been received thus

far are as follows:
Eastern Maine State Fair at Bangor,
August 27, 28, 29 and 30.
Central Maine State Fair at Waterville, September 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.
Somerset County Agricultural Society at Skowhegan, September 17, lb, 19.
Washington County Agricultural Society at Pembroke, September 10 and 11.
Unity Park Association at Unity,
October 1 and 2.
Northern Hancock Agricultural Society at Amherst, October 1 and 2.
Orrington Agricultural Society at
Orrington, September 4, 5 and 6.

We are pleased to announce tuat Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
troubles is not affected by the National
Pure Food and llrug law as it contains no
opiates or other harmful drugs, and we
recommend it as a safe remedy for children
and adults. R. II. Moody.
Maine Grand Council

Royal

Arcanm

The third
Portland, Me., April
annual meeting of the grand council of
Maine, Royal Arcanum, was attended
23.

by 40 delegates today. The present
membership in the State is S34, a net
The following
gain of 97 for the year.
officers were elected and installed by
Central Washington Agricultural SoTrustee
Francke
W. Dickinciety at Machias, September 24 and 25. Supreme
son of Springfield, Mass: James J. MahNorth Oxford Agricultural Society at
er, Augusta, GR; Herbert E. Foster,
Andover, October 2 and 3.
Albert H. Brown, OldHancock County Agricultural Society Winthrop VGR;
town, GO; Herbert C. Quimby, Bangor,
at Bluehill, September 10, 11 and 12.
Everett T. Rich, Bangor, GT; Col.
Richmond Farmers and Mechanics GS;
John D. Prindable, Portland, GC; W.
Club at Richmond, September 24.
P. Eaton, Presque Isle, GG; John WilNorthern Maine Fair Association at
liamson, Portland, GW; Fred H. Dole,
4
and
5.
Presque Isle, September 3,
Carl C.
West Oxford Agricultural Society at Yarmouth, grand secretary;
King, Caribou, grand trustee; Sanford
South Paris, September 17, 18 and 19.
L. Fogg, delegate to supreme council.
Lincoln County Horticultural and
Agricultural Society at Damariscotta,
Artists have no trouble in securing mod-

uciuuei

i,

a

ami a.

North Knox Agricultural and Horti
cultural Society at Union, September
24, 25 and 26.
South Kennebec Agricultural Society
at South Windsor, September 17,18, 19.
North Franklin Agricultural Society
at Phillips, October 1, 2 and 3.
Eden Agricultural Society at Eden
Park, September 18 and 19.
Franklin County Agricultural Society
at Farmington, October 1, 2 and 3.
When your food has not been properly
digested the entire system is impaired in
the same proportion. Your stomach needs
help. Kodol For Indigestion and Dyspepsia
not only digests what you eat, it tones the
stomach and adds strength to the whole
body. Makes rioh, pure blood. Kodol conforms to the National Pure Food and Drug
Law. Sold by K. H. Moody.

Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar
Cares all coughs, sad expels Colds from
the system by geotly moving the bowels-

els. The famous beauties have discarded
corsets and have become models in face
and form since taking Hollister’s Rocky
Mountain tea. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
wue—■

A short time ago an Item started on
the rounds of the newspapers to the
effect that Senator Cullom of Illinois
and Hon. Nathaniel IV. Voorhees of
New Jersey were the only survivors of
the Chicago Convention of I860 which
nominated Lincoln for the, presidency.
Then a correction started out after it
to the effect that two Vermont delegates to that famous convention were
still living,
ex-Governor John W.
Stewart and Col. E. 15. Sawyer. Now
Maine is to be heard from in this mat-

No BalkyDamper, No Cranky Grate

Glenwood

ter,

for one of the 10 men who represented this State at that convention is
living and enjoying good health at the
present time. This delegate is Hon.
Geo. F. Talbot of Portland who at the
age of 88 is able to give an interviewer
a most
interesting story of that con*euuun ana me
pari piayeu in n uy me

ixow mat ur. raraer a as marrieu

that millionairess, do you suppose he’ll cut
us?”
Husband—“Yes: but he’ll charge more
for doing it.”—Judge.
The Soothing Spray of Ely’s Liquid
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an unspeakable relief to sufferers from Catarrh.
Some of them describe it as a Godsend, and
The thick, foul discharge is
no wonder.
dislodged and the patient breathes freely,
first time in weeks. Liquid
for
the
perhaps
Cream Balm contains all the healing, purifying elements of the solid form and it
never fails to cure. Sold by all druggists
for 75o., including spraying tube, or mailed
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
Howler—“I’ve heard him spoken of as a
very kind man.”
Mrs. Howler—“Well, his wife has been
fifteen years trying to find out what kind!”
—Chicago Journal.

Mr. Talbot was born .£ East Machias
in 1819, graduated from Bowdoin in
1837 and for many years practiced law
in Portland. He served as U. S. District Attorney from 1861 to 1870. Mr.
Talbot was an active leader in the Free
Soil party which joined in the establishment of the Republican party, and
had served as the Free Soil candidate
for governor in 1849 and again in 1850,
receiving about 8,000 votes each time.
Among Mr. Talbot’s classmates at
Bowdoin were John A. Andrew, who
became the war governor of Massachusetts, Fordyce Barker whose name
ranks among the highest in American
medical science, Lorenzo D. Swett. who
served in Congress from Maine during
the Civil War, Rufus K. Sewall, the
historian, Wm. W. Rand, secretary of
the American Tract Society, George
Woods, long the chancellor of Western
University, Pennsylvania, and Francis
W. Upham, the author.
Thus Maine has at least one survivor
of the Lincoln convention of 1860 to be
added to the four claimed by Vermont,
Illinois and New Jersey, and as 466
votes were cast at that convention of
47 years ago it is altogether likely that
there are more survivors than these
five named. The convention was largely made up of young men, for the Republican movement of that year appealed strongly to the young manhood
of the country as it did four years
earlier when Fremont, the Pathfinder,
vainly antagonized Buchanan.
Nowr that this subject of the 1860
convention has come up, it is interesting to look back over the iiles of the
Kennebec Journal of that year and see
the part played by Maine in that gathering at Chicago where history was
made.
This State sent 16 delegates,
four at large and two from each of the
six congressional districts into which
the State was then divided.
These
delegates, with the alternates, were as
follows: At large, George F. Talbot of
Macliias, Wm. II. McCrillis of Bangor,
John L. Stevens of Augusta, Rensellaer Cram of Portland; substitutes, Arthur F. Drinkwater of Ellsworth, Truman Harmon of Thorndike, Thomas W.
Herrick of Waterville, Thomas Moulton of Porter. First District, Mark F.
Wentworth of Kittery, Leonard Andrews of Biddeford; substitutes, Albert
II. Estes of Portland, John H. Goode
now of Alfred. Second district, Nathan
G. Hichborn of Stockton, George W.
Lawrence of Warren; substitutes, Isaac
WnnHman nf Spiirsmnnt.

flakes

__MITCHFLL

Kitchen

Long

of

Fort

Fairfield; substitutes,

bot is the only survivor.
In addition to these delegates and
alternates we know that they were accompanied to Chicago by a large number of the men who were leaders of the
young Republican party here in Maine
—and it is to be remembered that the
Republican party arose to power here
in Maine before it did elsewhere, being
well organized under its present name
and electing its candidate for governor
as early as 1855, the year before Fremont’s nomination. Prominent among
those who joined in the party to Chicago were Governor Lot M. Morrill and
James G. Blaine, the latter being then
associated with John L. Stevens, one of
the delegates at large, on the Journal.
Mr. Blaine was an ardent Lincoln
man and Mr. Talbot in his
reminiscences recalls that during the trip to
Chicago he worked hard in the interests
of Lincoln and secured several conversions
the
Mr.
delegates.
among

Stevens

was an

LOWEST

right

England States.
If any one has any doubt as to the virtue
of Foley’s Kidney Cure, they need only to
refer to Mr. Alvin H. Stimpson, of Willimantlc, Conn., who, after almost losing hope of
recovery, on account of the failure of so
many remedies, finally tried Foley’s Kidney Cure, which he says was “just the
thing” for him, as four bottles cured him
completely. He is now entirely well ai d
free from all the suffering incident to acute
kidney trouble. R. H. Moody.
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FREE

improved listing blanks

New York:

2road Street

150 Nassau Street
M. S.

fawood Stoves

our

Boston:
c~

Philadelphia:
Broad and Chestnut

STILES, AGENT, ItKOOKS, MAINE.

FRED ATWOOD, W,S0RT> Insurance

and

Rt*«|

Estate

REPR ESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler

THEY MAKE

and

insurance

GET ONE.

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought, ami sold.

Our Goods meet the full requirements of the

NATIONAL PURE FOOD LAW.
WITH
WE

OUR

CARRY

MIXED

PAINTS.

EVERYTHING

THE WAY OF PAINTERS’ SUPPLI E S—OILS,'
VARNISHES,
BRUSHES.

You will agree with

ETC.

Mitchell & Trussell.
HAMLIN’S

Insurance Agency,

thorough trial

a

is

given

Brand Flavoring Extracts!
T. & K. Yellow Package Tea I
T. & K. Yellow Label Coffee!

How can it be otherwise* when our first considsration IS and ALWAYS WILL BE

QUALITY.
cordially solicit your judgment.

We

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,

all

if

Purity

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

Writes

us

IN

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers, Contractors
and Trustees.

Inquire for

a

sample

of

your dealer.

Eorms of Insurance.

with the best companies
at the standard rates.

THURSTON & KINGSBURY,
Wholesale Grocers & Manufacturers, 64-68 Broad
«tf
Street* BANGOR, MAINE.

9tf

Telephone Connection.

Bellastlron &Metal LIVE
COMPANY
Will pay cash price for all old metal and rags.
40 cents per lOO for iron; 1 cent per pound for
rags; highest price paid for rubbers and metals
Telephone or send a postal card to
i’HCENIX HOUSE STABLE,
tfl3*lw
Belfast, Maine.

STOCK

j By

thousands of
you take a few
J

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

Kodol
For Dyspepsia
Contains all the digestive juices that ara
found in a healthy stomach, and in
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organ*
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digesting but it is a reconstructive, ti*>
Kodol relieves
sue building tonic as well.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomadw
the
Heart and
Heartburn, Palpitation of
Constipation. You will like it

Digests What You Eat
Rests the stomach, rebuilds th*
tissues and gives firm flesh.
bottles only.
eltes, fifty coots

In

one

dollar.

Two
and

« rrbpwrw nt the Lnb- ■
1 eratoryof 1.0.DeWltt I
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FOR SALK BY R.

H. MOODY

Our Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
crowded condition of our columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them
briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is
Of all the fruits there are in the land,
That grow on bush or tree,
made it should be stated what premium, if
I would give up the choicest ones
any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
For Hollister’s Rooky Mountain Tea.
that none of these publications are mailed
R. H. Moody.
with The Journal or from this office. We
Teacher—“A tyrant is a ruler that’s hated
and feared. Now, give me a sentence with have to pay for these publications one year
the word in it.”
in advance, and they are then sent from
Scholar—“The teacher swatted de pupil their respective offices to our subscribers.
wid his tyrant.”—New Orleans Picayune.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
It’s too bad to see people who go from year’s subscription paid in advance:
day to day suffering from physical weak- The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
ness when Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
would make them well. The greatest tonio The Journal and McCall’s Magazine... 2.10
known. 39 cents, Tea or Tablets.
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.. 2.10
R. H. Moody.
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50

Can
If so, list your house
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Will Cost
The
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Brooklyn Eagle is

Nothing

the best advermedium in tlie world. It carries
more resort advertisements than any
New York paper.
It stands I’KEEMINENTLY at the heath
j
An Advertisement in the Eagle costs
little, hut brings large results, because

tising

jtlie EAGLE INFORMATION BUj REAl" is constantly helping it.
Write for listing" blank and Adverj
Using Rate Card.

Address

Ann Dennett,
in her own
right, both of Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed, dated
the fourth day of November, A. D. 1879. recorded
BROOKLYN DAILY
in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, book iso,
X. Y.
page 29, conveyed to Edmund C. Bassick, a certain parcel of real estate situated in said Belfast,
Mention the paper in which you see this atlverat the junction of Cross and Miller streets, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Easterly by
Cross street; southerly by Miller street; westerly
by land formerly of Joshua Trussed; northerly
by land formerly of Charles O. McKinney and
Whereas, Ephraim Knowlton of Swanville, in
land formerly of David W. Dyer. And whereas, i
said Edmund C. Bassick, by his deed of assign- ! the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, by his
ment, dated December 1C, A. D. 1880, recorded in mortgage deed, dated the twentieth day of Apia!
said Registry, in book 284, page 493. assigned said A. 1). 1807, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
mortgage to Lewis A. Knowlton; and whereas, | Deeds, Hook 247. Page 371, conveyed to me, Sadie
said Lewis A. Knowlton has since deceased, and ! V Bucklin, of said Swanville, under my maiden
the undersigned has been duly appointed execu- name of Sadie V. Knowlton, of said Swanvilie, a
trix of his, the said Knowlton’s, last will and certain lot or parcel of land, situated in said
testament. And whereas, the condition of said Swanville, and bounded and described as folmortgage has been broken; now therefore, by lows, to wit: Hounded south by tin* Curtis lot;
west by the Curtis lot and Hrooks line: north by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I.
Frank Knowlton’s land; east by land of Littleas such executrix, claim a foreclosure of said
field, Harvey and Hragdon, the farm being divid3wi6
mortgage.
Dated at said Belfast, this 11th day of April, A. ed by the new county road which runs through
it from east to west ; said farm containing lifty
I). 1907.
ELIZABETH E. KNOWLTON.
Executrix of the last will of Lewis a. Knowlton. acres, more or less, with all buildings thereon;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this fifteenth day of April. A. 1). 1907.
MRS. SADIE V. HCCKLIN,
16
formerly Sadie V. Knowlton.
acres
feet
to
175
size from a few hundred
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
I
and
islands.
of
view
Fine
Cove.
bay
Saturday
also have a large list of
property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send tor book.
F. 8. HOLMES
tg’Real Estate A gent, Belfa st,.vl e.
YT8

Joseph Dennett and
WHEREAS,
wife of said Joseph Dennett,

If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle—strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing food*
that you eat are not properly digested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not hav*
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and Dot
•nough Pancreatine.

Brooklyn people.

i in the BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE
Farmers and dealers can save the specula E11EE INFORATION BEREAC, for
tors' profit by sending live stock on com j which purpose a printed Blank is provided.
mission. Will start a
ear from
Livestock
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
for information.

man

More News From the New

Belfast_

WE

equally ardent Seward

and the majority of the Maine delegates favored Mr. Seward. At the convention Leonard Andrews of Biddeford
was Maine’s representative on the committee of organization while Mr. Talbot
represented the State on the committee
of resolutions. Samuel F. Hersey of
Bangor represented Maine on the list
of vice-presidents and Chas. A. Wing
of Winthrop on the list of secretaries.
When the first ballot was taken six
of Maine’s delegates voted for Lincoln
and 10 for Seward, Lincoln getting a
total of 102 votes,of which 11) came from
New England, and
Seward 173 1-2.
There were 405 votes cast, divided
On the second
among 12 candidates.
ballot Lincoln became practically even
with Seward. On third ballot Lincoln’s
vote jumped to 230 1-2, or within 1 1-2
votes of the nomination. It was John
A. Andrew of Massachusetts, a native
of Maine, who then arose and changed
four votes of Massachusetts for Lincoln, thus giving him the nomination,
and at once other votes went from Seward to him, including the 10 from Maine
which had twice been cast for the New
Yorker. At the evening session of the
convention, held May IS, Hannibal
Hamlin of Maine was nominated for
vice-president on the second ballot, getting 387 of the 406 votes cast. There
is inspiring reading on the editorial
page of the Kennebec Journal at this
time and in the following weeks during
that exciting campaign, when James G.
Blaine and John L. Stevens were leading the battle in this State in behalf of
the Iteoublican nominees.—Kennebec
Journal.

Cooking Easy99

TRUSSELL.

*

ARE ALWAYS IN ORDER.
CARRY A FULL LINE AT

of Wiscasset.

James S. Pike of Calais, Leonard Pierce
of Iloulton. Of these 32 strong Maine
men of that day it is said that Mr. Tal-

A

Furnishings

fJpnrcrp

Fourth district, C. A.
Wing of Winthrop, J. S. Baker of Bath;
substitutes, Noah Woods of Gardiner,
C. II. Lindsay of Norridgewock. Fifth
district, Samuel F. Hersey of Bangor,
Going Hathorn of Pittsfield; substitutes, John Benson of Newport, C. II.
B. Woodbury of Dover. Sixth district,
John West of Franklin, Washington

No*0ff Spells”

No Ashes inOven,

Maine delegates.

at HOME

Saturday,

partment of agriculture, where they
are placed on tile and later, when the
hood.
i I. Montgomery, Searsport;
most of the returns have been received,
The house was handsomely decorated
fast.
the list of fairs will be printed for the for the occasion, the parlor with red
roses, the reception hall and dining
t Eord Flimtlam a tank ?” information of those interested and
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STATE

Maine’s Part in the I860 Convention.

The Bartholomew Home the Scene

son

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

lie

...

An “At Home.”

MATISM.

M>

INFORMATION

BUREAU
EAGLE,

Brooklyn,

FORECLOSURE NOTICE.

cottageTotsT

*Any

I

city

SEARSPORT

Heating Company.

TO LET

HEATING AND PLUMBING.

Upper story of wooden building oil High street,
next south of Memorial building. A good location] for upholsterer, carpeuter or paint shop.
WALDO TKUST CO.,
Apply to
tf26
Belfast, Maine.

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Repairs,
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
STAPL

Townsend’s Postals

I WILL SELL

ARE THE BEST

n\>.

At less than one-half value, a
7 U. S. Crean
Separator, used one year, guarantee in goot
condition; also one portable 6 n. p. steam engine
also 10 or 12 useful horses.
W. E. GRINNELL,
Phoenix House Stable
Tel. 7-11, Belfast.
Tel. 3-13, Searsport.

Eggs

for

Hatching

From specially selected pure White Wyandottes of good shape and color. Pen headed
by 2d prize male, Freeport, 1906. $1.00 per 13.
RKV. H. HILL, Searsport, Me.
3tl6

ES’BLOCK, SEARSPORT, MAINE
lyrBl

WANTED
I

Women between 19 and 30 years of age to work
attendants in the Medfleld Insane Asylum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., JO miles from Boston,
Wages Increase with length of service. An optunity to become a trained uurse. Address
DR. EDWARD FRENCH,
Medfleld Mass.

as

Bangor has been here for

SEARSPOItt LOCALS.
■■

r

a

visit with her

parents....Harry Willey of Hampden and
Miss Thurlough of Fort Fairfield spent
Patriot’s Day with friends here....Master

■

Delicious
Hot Biscuit
MADE WITH

DAVAI
HU I /1L

baking
POWDER

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Brewer—Mrs. Annie
Goffe and Mrs. Martha Partridge left last
week for Boston and sailed on the steamer
Romanic April 27th, for Rome, Italy.
Farmers are planting their early peas and
report the frost as all out of the ground....
The first mayfiower was given the writer
April 28th.

I
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WILLIAMS,

ho terminated a very successful six years
pastorate at the Congregational church in
Searsport last Sunday, will assume his newr
duties with the church at Moulton. Sunday
May 5th, Mr. Williams came from Winslow,
where he had been located for 17£ years,
and had been instrumental in the last year
of his services there in raising sufficient
funds to thoroughly renovate their church.
A similar proposition confronted him iu
Searsport. The old church was sadly in
need of repairs,and at first the parishioners
were inclined to think that it would be impossible to raise the large amount necessary
for the work, but they became imbued with
the enthusiasm which dominated their pastor, the funds flowed in rapidly, and during
his pastorate he raised over eleven thousand
dollars. No one could ask for a finer memorial than our modernized church, with
its every convenience, electric lights, beautiful windows, and grand organ. Thechurch
has not only prospered materially but spiritually, thirty-four newr members having been
added during the six years.
The Sunday
school also has greatly increased in numbers
under his guidance. It is with siueerest regret that we lose our pastor and family.
A reception was tendered Tuesday evening,
and a large number of frieuds were preseut
who extended the best wishes for their
future welfare.
In appreciation of his
work here his friends presented a substantial purse of gold.
He was also remembered
in like manner by his parishioners at the
Harbor.
w

Miss Lucia W. Edwards left Tuesday for
Boston.
4(5

II. N. Colcord brought in
brook trout Monday.

a

fine string of

L. 0. Ginn, who had spent several w'eeks
iu town, returned to Boston Friday.
James A. MacDougal arrived Tuesday
from Auburn, N. Y., for the summer.
The wire for the .Searsport Electric Light
Co. for wiring the streets arrived Friday.
Rev. Harry Hill attended the Eastern
Maine Conference at Bar Harbor last week.
Miss Guida C. Homer returned Tuesday
from a two weeks stay in Boston and viCJI1U).

W. J. Carver, general agent of the Olds
gasolene engine, was in town Saturday on
business.
.Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Duncan arrived Sunday, and will leave for Moulton Wednesday

morning.

Sob. Caroline Kreischer, Capt. Hoffman,
arrived last week with a load of brick for
A. E. Trundy.
Rev.R.G.Harbutt will supply the Congregational church here and at the Harbor
next

Sunday.

Miss Kltiora Waterhouse returned last
week from a visit of several weeks to Boston and vicinity.
John 11. Montgomery leaves next week
for Bingham and vicinity, where he will

spend

the

summer.

Pike Bros, loaded schooners Carrie Mae
and Kittle Lawrie with spool edgings for
Rockland Saturday.
Work

the buildings of the American
Agricultural A Chemical Co. at Mack’s
Point began Monday.
on

F. J. Biather of Boston was in town Friday, the guest of his father, A. J. Biather,
at the Searsport House.

Capt. John W. Sweetser, who has been
ship-keeper at New York during the winter,
returned home last week.

Sch. George P. Hudson, Capt. Babbitt,
finished discharging coal Friday at Mack’s
Point and sailed for a coal port.
Fred G White of Belfast loaded sch.
Puritan with hay Saturday for Boston.
The hay was supplied by local farmers.
Sch. Helen W. Martin, Capt Rtfss, arrived Sunday from Newport News with 3,372
tons of coal for the Penobscot Coal Co.
Robert Stuart, time-keeper for the AmeriAgricultural & Chemical Co. at Mack’s
Point, arrived Tuesday from Montclair,

can

Sch. James W. Paul, Jr., Capt. N. F. Gilkey, arrived April 23J with 2,838 tons of
coal for the Penobscot Coal Co., at Mack’s
Point.
The steamers of the Eastern S. S. Co. betheir daily trips Monday,April 2(lth,and
will touch at Searsport every day, going
both ways.

gan

Ship Bangalore, Capt. Phineas P. Blanchard, sailed from San Francisco Apr. 12th
for Honolulu to load sugar for the Delaware
Breakwater.

William G. Wallace is getting out a frame
for a story aud a half dwelling house, 17 by
24, with L, for A. E, TruDdy, to be erected
on Navy street.
Sch. Magnus Manson, Capt. Tullock, arrived from Newport News Sunday with
2,763 tons of coal for the Penobscot Coal Co.
at Mack’s Point.
Miss Lillian G. Runnells arrived Satur-

day from Melrose Highlands and will spend
her vacation with her parents, Hon. and
Mrs. VV. T. C. Runnells.

Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols, who spent the
winter in/Boston and vicinity, returned
home Friday and is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Matilda P. Nichols.
Rev. T. P. Williams closed his last Sunday here by giving a song service in the
evening. The solos and choruses were
finely reudered and were enjoyed by a large
audience.
Sch. Frontenae, Capt. Coombs, finished
discharging at the Penobscot Coal dock
Saturday and sch. Winfield S. Schuster,
Capt. Crocker, was placed under the stages
The work of discharging began
Sunday.
Monday.
band was organized here April 25, with
twenty members. Frank C. Whitcomb was
elected secretary; Henry P. Richards treasurer; James E. Wentworth, A. M. Eames
and Roscoe Doty, trustees; F. U. Nye, formerly of the Monroe band,musical director.
Any musician in town wishing to join the
baud is cordially invited.
A

The following cargoes of coal were afloat
in Searsport harbor the past week: schooner Frontenae, Capt. Coombs, 2700 tons; sch.
George P. Hudson, Capt. Babbitt, 3500
tons; sch. W. B. Palmer, Capt. McAloney,
2700 tons; sch. Winfield S. Schuster, Capt.
Crocker, 2700 tons; sch. Addison E. Bullard, Capt. Worden 2539 tons; sch. James
W. Paul, Jr., Capt. N. F. Gilkey, 2838 tons;
sch. Magnus Manson, Capt. Tullock, 2763
tons; sch. Helen W. Martin, Capt. Ross,
3372 tons. Total tonnage 23,112.
Hotel Arrivals. The following out-oftown guests registered last week at the
Searsport House: E. Boucher, Oldtown;
C. H. Emery, Chas. Calkins, Stockton; N.
B. Grant, F. J. Biather, Boston; L. McGown, Ellsworth; E. F. Pendleton, Stockton ; A. L. Berkurtz, Boston; Charles D.
Leen, Bangor; A. B. Small, Cherryfield; A.
L. Getchell, Providence; G. H. Davis, Belfast; W. S. Kenniston, Rockland; A. E.
Treadwell, Boston; C. N. Staples, Stockton;
Mrs. M. E. Haugh, Miss Georgia Sheldon,

F. M. Russ spent a few days in Rockland
last week
Cyrus McKinney, who has
most
are
been in Belfast the past week as a traverse
is
at
home—.Miss
Jennie Cudworth
juror
has gone to Bar Harbor to work at her
trade of millinery-Herbert McKinney,
who has been in Portland as a juror in U.
S. Court, has returned home.Frank L.
Gray left Monday for Thomaston, where he
Much
Powder
has employment as yard master atlthe State
upon the
Prison
Mrs.jChester I). Cross has gone
to Boston for a mouth's visit with relatives
....Master Horace Iiarmond of Somerville,
Mass., who spends his vacation with Mr.
and Mrs. Benson Hall, has gone on a ten
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW
days
trip to Washington, 1). C.Percy
YORK._
Cross, formerly of this town, who has been
ill
in Tampa, Florida, is reported out
very
Edward Thorndike, Belfast; Edward W. some dozen of her friends and neighbors, of danger—Clarence Tower, wifeandchild
of Williamston, Mass., who have been visitRobbins, Saco; Robert B. King, Bangor; A. and when she stepped into the house and
ing Mr. and Mrs. Wales Elms, have returnE. Trundy, Millinocket; C' II. Reeling,
New York; J. J. Boyle, F. J. Fay, T. li. found the supper table spread and laden ed home-E, T. Churchill recently had a
placed in his residence_Miss
Bailey, Bangor; 11. 11. Stetson, Iloulton;N. with baked beans, cake, pies and coffee, she telephoneEtta
Hall of this town, who has
Georgia
S. Blethen, Frankfort; Geo. R. Dickey, S.
rejoiced with her friends who kindly and been
employed as clerk in the G. E. Rice A
11. Goodwin, Baugor;G. W. Lewis, Bangor;
her such a reception. Co., dry goods store, in Malden, Mass., for
thoughtfully
gave
\Y. J. Carver, Boston; H. R. Ruzzell, S. J.
two years, has accepted a position
Robinson, Bangor ; J. L. Coombs, Boston; Her husband, Rev. Fred Morgan, attended the past
L. E. Tozier, Bangor; A. M. Wilbur, Stock- the Conference at Bar Harbor last week as general assistant in the Malden city Center
of which Mr. Richard U. Nutter
school,
ton; A. L. Curtis, Belfast; Joshua Treat, and
joins her in Morrill this week. Mrs. of Dexter, Me., is principal. Miss Hall is
Jr., L C. Longee, Winterport.
Morgan returns shortly to Melrose, Mass., one of our most successful teachers, a gradbut expects to spend the summer with her uate of the Farmington Normal school, and
her many friends here congratulate her on
mother in Morrill.
She has named her her new position aud wish her success_
little daughter Elizabeth_Messrs. James Miss Bessie Cross, who has been visiting in
and John Q. Wing of Hingham, Mass., ar- Belfast and Castine, has returned home_
Mrs. Georgia Woodbridge, who has been
LIBERTY.
rived April 24th with the remains of their siek for several
weeks, will leave Tuesday,
Sherman Cram brought in a duck last
mother, Mrs. Amanda Wing, widow of the for a Portland hospital, where she will have
week that excited considerable curiosity. It
a
surgical operation performed. Her sister,
late Thomas Wing of this town. Funeral
Mrs. Richard Moody of Hope, will accomproved to be the Red Breasted Merganser, services were held at
the church Thursday
her. Dr. Wilson of Belfast was at her
one of the three fish ducks.aud a very handome Thursday in consultation with Dr.
afternoon, Rev. David L. Wilson of Belfast
some specimen....Evangelists
Hatch and
The interment was in Morrill Charles Leach and pronounced an operation
officiating.
Gale will begin services here next Sunday.
necessary before her recovery.Frank
cemetery. She leaves one daughter, Mrs.
Coggins recently bought front Mix & Clarke
....Some changes have been made in the
Wm. Blodgett of Morrill...Rev. E. E. Morse of Rockland a fine horse, harness and a deteaching force since the last writing and has been
holding a series of meetings in livery wagon.
they uow stand as follows: Primary, Mrs.
Liberty and at McFarland’s Corner, MoutC. M. Ayer; Lower Village, Mrs. Geo. Mci'uirk ncuic
ville, the past two weeks. Rev. Wm.
Lain ; South Liberty, Mary A. Brown;
Ollir IILTIO.
Vaughan
gave us an excellent discourse
llowes-Davis, Mrs. Ethel Adams; Valley, last
Sunday from Hosea <i:3_The Ladies’
AMERICAN PORTS.
Rodema Harman; Sherman Corner, Grace
Aid Society meets with Miss Bertha Hatch
New York, April 24. Ar, sch. Eugene
Boynton; Bradstreet, Inez Quigg.
this, Thursday, afternoon.Miss Bethia liurda, Lung Cove; sld, schs. Johu J. HauBates is visiting relatives in Hanover, son, Bangor; Adelaide Barbour, Hampton
SEARSMONT.
The writer of the church notes in The Mass.Miss Cora Richards is at home for Itoads ; 25, ar, bark John Swan, Brunswick ;
schs. Pendleton Bros., Jacksonville; MetheJournal of last week was in error in stating a short time....Mrs. Nell B. Hatch seems besec, Baracoa; Etna, Wilmington, N.
C.;
that Rev. G. G. Winslow, who joined the to be slowly convalescing.
27, ar, schooners Lizzie D. Small, Stockton
Susan N. Pickering, Stouington;
Springs;
conference in 1845, was now the oldest liv- TROY.
sld, bark Matanzas, Savannah; 28, ar, schs.
A little son came to the home of Mr. and Flora
ing member of the East Maine Conference.
Condon, Stockton Springs; J. Henry
Rev. E. M. Fowler of Searsmont joined the inis, uu) i.iut* a p 111 zoin..v.iSii. ana airs, Edmunds, Long Cove; Kit Carson, IlyanR.
L. lay, Edganown ; Thomas B. Garconference in 1843 and at the division of the Danforth of Gardner visited relatives at the nis;
land, Halls Quarry for South Amboy; IzetMaiue Conference in 1848 was one of the Center last week.Miss Flora Carleton ta,
Newport; 29, ar, schs. Almeda Willey,
band of men who formed the East Maine came home Monday from Augusta, where St. John, N. B.; M. II. Read, Stockton
Conference and is now the oldest living ! she had been employed in a publishing Springs.
Boston, April 25. Sld, schs. Fannie & Fay,
member of that body_Horace T. Muzzy house-.Mrs. Edwin Carleton returned
Stouington; Helen Thomas, Baltimore arid
of Somerville, Mass., was in town last week l from Belfast Saturday, where she spent a Galveston; Henry B. Fiske, Feruandina;
looking after his property_Charles Rip- j week while her husband was serving on 26, ar, bark Auburndale, New Orleans; 28,
J. H. Bagley lias sold his farm ar, sell. Silver Heels, South Amboy for Port
ley of Boston is in town for a brief visit the jury
Clyde; 29, ar, sell. Aunie& Reuben, Stonwith his father, Gardiner Ripley_The I to Mott Fernald and has bought the John iugtuu.
Philadelphia, April 25. Cld, bark Addie
village school began last Monday under the I Conner place.Edwin Wyman, while
instruction of our popular teacher, Mr. M. sawing wood last week with a gasolene en- Morrill, Charleston; 26, ar, sells. Edward
II. Cole, Sabine Pass; Alice M. Lawrence,
S. Tibbetts, assisted by Mrs. SI. Tibbetts... j gine, met with an accident which neces- Boston; Miles M.
Merry, Portland; 27, ar,
The friends of William Bryant are glad to sitated the amputation of a foie finger_ sell. Alice Holbrook, Brunswick; cld, sch.
Miles
M.
Miss
Lora
Bangor.
Merry,
see him out again after his long illness.
llardiug went to Prospect SaturFeruandina, Fla., about April 22. Sailed,
day where she is to teach school_Miss bark
John S. Emery, New York.
Estelle Harding will teach in Etna_NelJacksonville, April 23. Sld, soil. Marion
Rev. Frank S. Dolliff of Jackson will beN. Cobb, Portland.
son Kacklift has gone to New Haven, Conn.,
gin bis meetings in this village the first Sun- where he is
Sand Key, Fla., April 26, 6 p. in. Passed,
employed by Sammie Mitchell, sch. Jacob
M. llaskell, Sabine Pass for
day in Slay at 2 o’clock p. m. A Sunday
of
this
town....T.
W.
Hawes and Portland, Me.
school will also be organized.The bio- formerly
New Haven, Ct., April 23. Ar, sch. Gen.
Mrs. John Smith received the sad news
graphical sketch of Charles A. Pilsbury,
Sunday evening of the death of their uncle, Adelbert Ames, Georgetown.
editor of The Journal, was very interesting
Brunswick, April 22. Ar, schs. Helen G.
Hon. Charles Wentworth of Waterville,
Moseley, Rockport, Mass.; D. H. Rivers,
to many readers here, as they were not fawhich occurred Sunday morning in a Bos- Boston; 23, sld, sch. Auburn, Rockland; 24,
miliar with.his history. Your corresponton hospital....This High school closes this ar, schs. llumarofck, Savannah; Theoline,
dent heard one person remark : “I thought
Boston; sld, sch. D. H. Rivers, New York.
week....The common schools begin MonPortsmouth, N. U., April 27. Cld, schs.
he was a man about 45 years old, and he
with some of the teachers as Johu E. Develin, Baltimore and Port Tamday
May
6th,
has been an editor 50 years.”_The schools
follows: Roger’s Corner, Estelle Whitaker: pa; Charles H. Klinck, Long Cove and
in town began Monday, April 29th. The
Barker District, Flora Carleton; Ward Philadelphia.
Port Tampa, April 22. Sld, sch. Henry
village school is taught by Miss Flora Tas- Hill, Georgie Ward; Cook’s
Corner, Mrs. F. Kreger, Norfolk; 28, sld, sch. Harry T.
ker— Geo. A. Palmer, our postmaster, has
Belle Thompson; Beech Ridge, Josephine Hayward, Baltimore.
<
been sick and is just able to be in the store
Port Royal, S. C., April 24. Ar, schooner
Philbrick; Green’s Corner Allie Heald:
Savannah.
F'rancis,
Miss Ethel Chase has gone to Dovagain
Bagley Hill, Lillie Heald.
Charleston, S. C., April 23. Ar, sch. J.
er for a visit. She will be the guest of Dr.
Manchester Haynes, New York.
and Mrs. H. A. Holt. She visited school- SWANVIIEE CENTER.
Port Winslow, Wash., April 26. Ar, ship
Horatio Marr has had a bad ill turn and a Abner Coburn, Mazatlan.
mates in Pittsfield en route_Mrs. Louise
doctor was called from Belfast. He is now
Savannah,
Ga., April 24. Sld, schs. J. C.
Holt will be in town a few days with her
Strawbridge, Boston; Sedgwick, Portland;
father, A. H. Mayo, who is packing ready quite comfortable....Llewellyn Knowlton’s Frances, Port Royal; 26, sailed, sch. Uumaplace has a sign up “For Sale”.....Mr. and rock, Brunswick.
to vacate his home.The cheese factory
Mrs. E. A. Robertson visited at the home ol
San Francisco, April 19. Ar, ship Bangawill open May 1st, with Marshall Rand in
his sister, Mrs. David Moody, last Sunday. lore, Kahului and Delaware Breakwater.
frost
is
charge.The
just coming out in
Newport News, April 25. Sld, sch. Paul
Miss Louisa Cunningham has returned
this vicinity and the mud is very deep and
Palmer, Searsnmnt; 26, ar, stmr. Bay Port,
from Malden, Mass....Mrs. Dowling of MaiSearsport; 28, ar, sell. Sagamore, Searsport.
the roads almost impassable in some places.
den. Mass., formerly of this town, met with
Norfolk, Va., April 25. Ar, sch. NorthPatriot’s day was observed at the home
land, Searsport.
an accident and was
seriously injured a
of Mrs. L. W. Woodman’s by the W. C. T.
Port Reading, April 25. Cld, sch. L. T.
short time ago. Doubts were entertained al
Whitmore, Camden; 27, cld, sch. Brigadier,
U
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
first of her recovery but she is very much Stouington.
Franklin Chase Friday afternoon, May 3rd.
New London, April 26. Ar, sch. Daylight,
better now.H. P. White visited at thf
Mr. Granville is running the stage line
Stoning ton.
home of Mrs. L. W. Clements in Monroe
between Monroe and Brooks.. .John Twomrernandina, April 29. Ar, sell. Scotia,
last Sunday.Ephraim Littlefield has a Havana.
tly will drive an accommodation team bePunta
hen setting on eggs and for a week past she
Gorda, Fla., April 26. Sailed, sch.
tween Monroe and Bangor twice a week
has come off and layed in another nest and Edith G. Folwell, Baltimore.
and errands will be promptly attended to.
Salem, Mass., April 26. Ar, sch. Harold
then gone back to her setting.... Ernest Pat- C.
Beecher, New York.
.Mrs. Chas. McKenny and Mrs. Rufus
terson of Massachusetts, but formerly ol
Bangor, April 24. Ar, sch. Alice E. Clark,
Nealley were in town last week visiting this
Baltimore; 26, ar, schs. Mary Ann McCann,
town, has been very sick but is now Castine
relatives.
j Nat Ayer, Stockton
sld,
gaining.. .Several men are getting out poles sch. A. F. Kindberg, Boston;Springs;
27, ar, sch.
THORNDIKE.
for the farmers’ telephone line to be built Annie P. Chase, Elizabethport; sld, schs.
Alioe E. Clark, coal port; Wm. Pickering,
The school at the station began Monday from Waldo to Swanville
Center_Charles
Boston; St. Leon, do; 29, ar, sch. Young
with Miss May Ashford as teacher.Mrs. Conant of
Winterport has bought Union Brothers, Norfolk.
James Gilliatt, who has been visiting in Lodge
Castine, April 24. Sld, schs. Fred A. Emcottage, Swan Lake....Clark Marden
Massachusetts for two weeks, returned and wife are visiting their children. ...Miss erson, Ipswich; J. M. Morales, Rondout;
Addie
Clement, Victory, Nelson Y. McFarhome last Tuesday_Ross 0. Iliggins and Hattie Patterson is to teach the school at
land and Marion A. Turner, for
ports;
wife passed April 23d in Waterville_Wil- the head of the lake....Grace Clark visited 25, ar, schs. Minnie Chase and bay
C. Taylor,
liam Farwell was in Belfast last Friday Miss Nellie Marr last
29, ar, schs. Mentor and Victory, coastSunday.Horace 3d;
wise.
night—Oscar Calder of Lynn, Mass., is Marden went to Rhode Island last week
Portland, April 25. Ar, sch. Menawa,
the guest of his sister, Mrs. James Clem- and his daughter returned with him. New York for
Kennebec; 26, ar, bark Kingents— Miss Gertrude Ilogan was quite il'
Miss Mary Stevens is teaching in Waldo dom, Palestine.
Stockton, April 25. Ar, steamer City of
last week.
Dr. Kilgore of Brooks was this spring... .Roscoe, Joshua and Ephraim
Philadelphia, Carteret; sld, schs. M. V. B.
called Sunday in consultation with Dr. B. Littlefield are building the farmers’ line of Chase,
Havana; Elie A. Bayles, Edgar LevP. Hurd, her attending physician.Mrs. telephone which is to run as far as Charles enseller and R. B. Chase, coastwise; 27, sld,
Sarah R. Lewis, who has been the guest of Marr’s and E. A. Littlefield’s. The Monroe schs. T. VV. Cooper, New York; 28, ar, tug
Charles T. Gallagher, towing barge Edith,
Mrs. F. L, Philbrick for a few days, return- line is to connect there in the near future. Boston
; 29, sld, stmr. City of Philadelphia,
ed to her \home in Belfast April 23rd_ ....H. P. White had a 4-weeks’old veal calf Boston via Vinalhaven; 30, sld, sch. Wui.
New
York.
Jones,
Misses Maud Ware and Jennie Cox went to killed that dressed 109 lbs. He shipped three
Stoniugton, Me., April 26. Sld, schs. Mary
Hermon on Saturday night’s train, where veals and received 847 net. Good veals pay.
E. Lynch, Boston ; Annie & Reuben, do; 27,
they will teach this summer....Miss Elbe SAN UY POINT.
sld, schs. Frances Hyde, Connecticut river;
Coffin passed Saturday in Waterville.
Henry B. Tilton, New
E.
Mr. and Fred Perkins recently moved Lynch, Boston; Annie andYork; Mary
Reuben, do.
Miss Edith Harmon is in Waterville, where
here for the summer from Seboeis_Mrs.
25.
schs. WilBucksport,
Me.,
April
Sld,
she has employment in a dressmaking deSarah J. Clifford was called to Belfast last lie L. Swift and Wm. Mathes, Magdalen
Island.
partment— Volney Thompson and daugh- week
by the illness of her sister, Mrs. True
Halls Quarry, Me., April 24. Sld, sch.
ters of Montville were guests of his sister,
Herbert
Morin is in Bos- Ira B. Ellems, for ———.
Heagan—Mrs.
Mrs. B. A. Gowen, Saturday....Mrs. J. G.
ton for a visit..-.Fred Segar, who bought
Searsport, April 28. Ar, sch. Helen W.
Cilley is quite sick. Her daughter, Mrs. the
Martin, Newport News; sld, sch. Frontenac,
Daggett farm, has moved his family coal
Horace Roberts of Brooks, is with her....
port; in port, schs. Winfield S. Schushere from Massachusetts.Mrs. Rose ter, William B. Palmer, Jas. W.
Paul, Jr.
Twenty members of Harvest Moon Grange White
Islesboro, April 29. Sld, sch. Penobscot,
house, who has been with her sister
attended the Pomona meeting in Brooks
Bucks
Harbor
for
New
Nil
York;
Desperhere during the winter, has gone to Bucksandum, Sandypoint for Rockport.
April 23d and report a good time.Lee pott.... John Perkins of Milo
spent two
FOREIGN.
Hamlin of Jackson will work for Wallace
days here the past week_Mrs. Elvira
San Juan, P. R., April 11. Sld, sch. Fred
Palmer this season and Gustave Page of
Erskineof Bucksport is here fora visit.... W. Ayer, Gulfport; 17, in
port, sch. Isaiah
Jackson for A. S. Higgins....Ralph Clem- Daniel
K.
who
Stetson, from St. John, N. B.; 22, ar, sch.
Cousins,
spent the winter in
ents has begun work on his cellar and will M
Inez N. Carver, New York (for New York).
assaehusetts, arrived home last week_
Havana, April 16. Ar, schs. Henry Clausoon have his house up and ready for occuL. K. Perkins has joined the tug Ralph sen,
Jr., Pascagoula; Robert McFarland,
pancy.
Ross for the season....Mrs. Amy B. Curtis, Galfport; 22, sld, sch. Emma S. Lord, Philawho went to the Belfast hospital several delphia.
MORRITX.
Barbadoes, April 10. Sailed, sch. Carrie
When Mrs. Nellie D. Morgan arrived with weeks ago for treatment, died there Sunday Winslow, Turks Island and Portland.
Rosario, March 23. Sailed, bark Mannie
her mother, Mrs. Deborah Thompson, from night....Jack Card, who has been board:
Swan, Para.
Melrose, Mass., last Thursday she was ing here several months, left last week for
Buenos Ayres, Maroh 2a SHI, bark Purigreeted at the door of her old home by Sooth LaGrange....Miss Lucia B. Shuteof tan, Boston.
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only were these Suits exceptionally well bought,
satisfied with a smaller than ordinary protit
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As you appreciate unusual values, do

share in these
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lhese

are made of best quality Panamas. Voiles,
Serges and Silks in black ,
shades and fancy mixtures. The greatest
variety of styles is offered, and'»
price as $4.98 a very smart suit may be had.
From thence up to $22.50 the pr
1S
e> an(t t°r any s^ni you wish to
we
offer
pay
you the most extraordinary
^.
a Shirt Waist Suit.

\

SMART JUMPER SUITS AT FROM $7.50 TO $11.08
Jumper Suits

prime favorites for Spring and Summer, ’07, and deservedly
becoming style could not be imagined. These we have '!
gracefully fashioned of Mohairs and Voiles in black and navy, and prices V'
them

smarter and

Eany

—

these

of

we are

margin

Baking

—

style

only equalled by the beauty of
rior workmanship featuring in

—

County Correspondence.

I

It is not only the variety, the perfect
style and excellent make of these Suits which makes them
preferable. They are decidedly low-priced and
you would
find it hard indeed to get equal suit values for the sums
which we have marked them

ful and nutritious of foods
depends

I

SHIRT WAIST SUITS AT FROM $4,98 TO $22.50
JUMPER SUITS AT FROM 7.50 TO 11.98

CENTER LINCOLN VILLE.

.1

■

I

Better Suits atThese Prices are Impossible

Hardie Morin is in Searsport for a visit_
Mrs. W. N. Staples of Belfast returned to
her home .Saturday after a visit here with
her son....Leroy Phillip, the little son of
Ernest and Viola Partridge, died Apri)
20th at the age qf two and one-half months.
The funeral services was held Monday afternoon at the'home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Berry. Rev. H. E. Rouillard of Stockton Springs officiated. Interment was in the Narrows cemetery_Dawson Brewer of Brett’s Corner, N. B., arrived last week for a visit with his parents,

is

are

more

certainly

low

enough

to be called unusual.

FRED A.

JOHNSON,

The Advertiser of Facts,
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SUPPER SALE ON PAGE

Masonic Tempi.

THREE.J°

BORDEN’S
You Will Make No Mistake if You Follow
This Belfast Citizen’s Advice.
Npver neglect your kidneys.
If you have pain in the back, urinary disorders,
dizziness and nervousness, it’s time to act and no
time to experiment. These are all symptoms of
kidney trouble, and you should seek a remedy
which is known to cure the kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Fills is the remedy to use. No
need to experiment. It lias cured many stubborn
in Belfast. Follow the advice of
citizen and be cured yourself.

cases

a

Belfast

W. J. Clifford, bil* poster, of 36 Union street,
Belfast, Me., says: ‘Doan’s Kidney Fills which 1
procured at the City Drug Store are A No. 1 for
the kidneys. I have heard more than one member of my family praise them. I need not go into
the particulars of kidney complaint, for anyone
who has had it knows all about it. How to check
the trouble and cure it is more important. Doan’s
Kidney Fills can be depended upon to do this
We

seldom without them in our house.”
For sale by all dealers. Frice 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
the United States.
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Kitchen Girl Wanted
...AT....
will

CHARLES O’CONNELL’S RESTAURANT
71

are

Remember
other.

*

MAIN

STREET.

IStf

give your business. >
small, careful attention.

\
\

DEPOSITORS

i

IN THIS BA'..

ABSOLUTELY SAFE

NOTICE.

f

CAPITAL $50,000.00

TO OUR MILK CUSTOMERS:

no

j

SURPLUS AND PROFITS
ORGAXl/l

4 000.00

II

RELEAST PRICE CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

ALL KINDS OF

Prices Paid Producer

J. n.

Apples ^ bu.,
50a75;Hay ^ ton, 14.00(214.50
lb.
dried,
7(!Hides^lb,
7*
2.00(22.25 Lamb
lb,
14
Beans, j»ea,
86
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25 Lamb Skins,
Butter ft lb,
13
220|25 Mutton ^ lb,
40
Beef, sides, & lb, 5£<a7 Oats
bu., 32 lb,
Beef fore quarters, 5iae£jPotatoes ^ bu.,
50
eo:Round Hog,
8
Barley ^ bu.,
12 Straw
Cheese ^ lb.
8.00
ton,
15al6 Turkey ^ lb,
Chicken ^ lb,
J6228
14 Tallow ^ lb,
Calf Skins,per lb.
3
20 Veal p lb,
Duck ^ lb,
8a9
16 Wool, unwashed,
doz.,
25
Eggs
Fowl ^ lb,
14:213 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.50
2u Wood, soft,
Geese
3.00
lb,
Retail Price.

P. B.
G. G.
G O.

EARLY SEEP M

AHBOTT,

HATCH,

....AM)

Great Bargains. Garden Seed in iii

I Top Buggy.
1 Concord Wagon.
Best makes In Maine.
T.

Lime p bbl.,
1.10
Butter Salt, 14 lb, l8a:o Oat Meal p tb,
4
Corn p bu.,
63 Onions p lb,
5
Clacked Corn, p bu, 60 Oil, Kerosene, gai.,13@14
Corn Meal, p bu.,
60 Pollock n 'b,
5$
Cheese, p lb,
12
18@19 Pork p ib.
Cotton Seed, p cwt., 1.66 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish dry, p lb,
3
8@9 Rye Meal p tb,
15 Shorts p cwt.,
1.40
Cranberries, p qt.,
Clover Seed.
16 Sugar p lb,
6
Flour p bbl.,
40
4.75a5.50Salt, T. I.,p bu.,
H. G. Seed P bu.,
2.60 Sweet Potatoes,
5
13 Wheat Meal.
4
Lard,p lb,

KED.V1AN,

18

Retail Market

Beef, corned, p tb, 8@10

ELMS,

18tf

Nearly

new

SWIFT & !'

1*. MATHEWS,
Liberty, Maine.

3wl7sK

The farm you want at the price you want to pay
through "Strout’s List No. 18,’’ a catalogue describing 500 farms, with pictures of the buildings
on 256; selected from our immense list of
4,000;
traveling instructions given to reach such property; stock and tools included with many to settle estate quickly. Write today for free
copy.
E. A. STROUT CO.,
Iwl8
335 Water 8t.f Augusta, Maine.

We

Luce,

a

son.

Page. In Belfast, April 21, to Mr. and Mrs,
Ralph II. Page, a son, Clyde Willard
Winchenbach. In Rockland, April 8, to Mr.
and Mrs, Robert E. Winchenbach, a son, 10 lbs.
MARRIED.

Ames-Seekins. In Belfast, May l, by Rev. D.
L. Wilson, Ralph W. Ames and Miss Winnifred
E. Seekins, both of Belfast.
Grindle-Hutchins. In Ellsworth, April 18,
Alvin Grindle and Miss Mary I. Hutchins, both
of Bucksport.
Knight-Glover.
In Rockland, April 24,
James Frederick Knight and Alice Louise Glover,
both of Rock landSt. Clair-Condon. In Rofkland, April 20,
George L. St. Clair and Elisha M. Condon, both
of Rockland.
Smalley-Hemjnwav. In Rockland, April 23,
Charles Tobias Smalley and Clara Farwell Heminway, both of Rockland.
Young-Cole. In Hampden, April 22, by Rev.
Otis P. Frost of Hampden Corner, John B. Young
and Miss Ella M. Cole, both of Winterport.

Bowden. In Castiue, April 18, George Washington Bowden, aged 67 years, 6 months, 25 days.
Coombs.
In Beliast, April 23, Mrs. Maria
Louise Coombs, aged 56 years, 8 months, 16 days.
Curtis. In Belfast, April 28, Amy B., wife of
Harry F. Curtis of Sandypoint, agea 43 years, 2

days.

Mayhew.

In

Base Ball Good*

Searsport Sayings Bank

Call and get a glass w
Cold Soda made from

meeting of the corporators of the
Searsport Saviugs Sank, will be held at their
rooms Saturday, May n, at 10 o’clock a. m.t for
the choice of trustees for the ensuing year ami
to act on such other business as may come before
the meeting.
3wl7
JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer.

PURI

Thanks.

SHORE
FOR

I
Be

■

NOTICE.

CARD OF THANKS.

Belfast, May 2,19*7.

*
1

Nine rooms and bath, all mo
1
provementg. One acre land
ites* walk from postofflee
C. II HOVW
*>•
3wl7*
17 Congress Si

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Carpenter desire to express
their deep gratitude to their many friends for
their sympathy and helpfulness in their recent
bereavement and for the many beautiful flowers
Id token ol their love and esteem of their beloved daughter Lena.
2wl8
Brooks, Maine.

i

SAI

House for Sale.

CARD OF THANKS.

THE COOMBS FAMILY,

PROPERTY

House of six rooms, stai-i
houses. Wi good repair. On>
With this* if desired, adjoin
live rooms and stable, lA aning trees. Also 4i acres of ‘i
about 70 acres of land in ><
half woodland. Price nimlui.it
CLAKKN »
3W17
Upper Bridge.

Are open the year around. Party and dinner
orders will receive prompt attention. Open
until 10 p. m. on and after May I3tli.
Telephone connections.
Iwl8

We wish to express our thanks to our friends
for kindnesses and sympathy In our late bereavemeat and for the many beautiful flowers,

R

POSTOFFICE SQUAflt

The wife and family of the late Raymond R.
Grant wish to extend their heartfelt thauks to
the friends and neighbors who so kindly and
worked to save his home from Are. Also
those who assisted at his death and
funeral,
which resulted from excitement and overexertion at that time.
Mrs. Alice a. Grant and Family.

Haley’s Ice Cream Parlors,43s®,;"'ch

8. Mayhew, aged about 67 years.
Hills. In Berkeley, April 9, Harriet A.,wife of
the late Austin Hills, a native of Maine, aged 83
years, 5 months and 24 days.
Philbrook.
In Augusta, April 19, Almeda
Phllbrook of Rock port, aged 67 years. Remains
brought to Rockport for interment.
Richards. In Rockland, April 22, Wilson B.
Richards, a native of Lincolnville, aged 82 years,
5 months and 13 days.
Robbins. In Hope, April 17, John Robbins,
aged 17 years. Interment in Camden.
Robbins.
In Camden, April 22, Waterman
Maxcy Robbins, aged 84 years, 3 months, 18 days.
SHERMAN. In Rockland. April 21. Frank Haskell, son of Edward H. and Jennie (Bessie) Sherman. aged 3 months and 18 days.
Walker. In Burkettvilie, Appleton, April 21,
George P. Walker, aged 69 years, 4 montns and
23 days.

I

F. A. FOLLEII A SON,

NOTICE.

Montville, April 23, Mrs. Aubine

Tackle,

Spaulding

The annual

card of

!

Bl

Cottage to Let Fishing

Situated in Carter’s Grove at the Head of Swan
Lake, a six-room cottage, all furnished ready for
use.
Adjoining lots for sale. Boarders wanted.
Rent reasonable.
Parties wishing for rent cau call on
MRS. JENNIE CASS.
3wl8*
Neat the Grove.
Address, Monroe, Maine.

Park, Maine, April 29,1907.

montns and 2 days.
Dyer. In Belfast, April 30, Mander F. Dyer,
aged 49 years.
Emerson. In Castine, April 18, Miss Sarah
Frances Emerson, aged 77 years, 5 months and 11

Heady

FULL LINE OF

faithfully

DIED.

are

FOR SPUING

BORN.
Clark. In Southwest Harbor, April 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roderick P. Clark, a daughter.
Luck. In Troy, April 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Guy

i

1

YOU CAN FIND

<]>"
Am****''"*

■

The annual meeting of tin*
Valdo County Hospital
X the office of R. F. Dunton. >'» 1
>'
th, at 2.30 p. M. A full attendance
Per order,
,. 1
WM. B. SWAN

,,

.!

